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PERFORMANCE REPORT 

Overview 

We would like to take this opportunity to look back at 2015/16 and what a fantastic year it 

has been for Tameside Hospital and all of our staff. In September 2015, we received the 

news that the hospital would be removed from special measures by the foundation Trust 

regulator, Monitor, following an inspection and subsequent report by the Care Quality 

Commission. This decision was the result of over 12 months of intensive work across all 

wards and departments to bring our services up to a standard that patients and staff could 

be proud of. 

You will recall the depth and breadth of improvements that had to be made, Trust-wide, and 

the speed in which this transformation was achieved proved to be hugely beneficial. We set 

out on that journey of improvement in 2013 and we have said many times that this journey 

never ends - we can never stand still, we must always look at how we can improve services 

for our patients. 

We learned in early 2016, from the national NHS Staff Survey, that the Trust had ranked in 

the top 20% of NHS Trusts in the country for a number of indicators including staff 

engagement and being an open and honest organisation. This was fantastic news and a 

clear indication of how the culture at Tameside Hospital has changed so dramatically within 

three years. These results were down to better communication between colleagues; clear 

messaging around how to raise concerns and; better understanding of how team work and 

compassion plays a crucial role in the health and wellbeing of all of our staff. 

In March 2016, we received further excellent news. Our hospital was rated as 'outstanding' 

by the Department of Health in a new league table produced around how well organisations 

learn from mistakes. Out of over 250 NHS Trusts, we came in eighth place. We were one of 

only two NHS organisations in Greater Manchester awarded 'outstanding'. Again these 

results show how we have changed; how we encourage colleagues to learn when we get 

things wrong and; how we support each other to ensure we are delivering the safest and 

most effective services for our patients. We have always said that we are a learning 

organisation, and these results back that up entirely. 
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On top of these fantastic achievements, we have also seen significant reduction in the 

number of patients acquiring infections whilst in hospital; improvements in the speed we see 

patients suspected of having cancer and; improvements in our stroke services. 

It wouldn't be right to conclude without also discussing some of the challenges we've faced 

this year. A&E has been a challenge for the hospital, as it has for many other hospitals 

across the country. We have seen an increase in numbers of patients requiring admission 

and we've also had problems with the timely discharge of medically fit patients back into the 

community. This, as well as other factors, has had a significant impact on our A&E 

performance. We will continue to work with colleagues, both in the Trust and out in the 

community, to see how we can jointly address these issues. Our mortality indices have also 

improved over the last twelve months. Whilst we are confident that we are getting it right, we 

are aware that we have issues around the quality of information that's recorded about 

patients' overall health upon admission to hospital. This continues to impact on our mortality 

figures that are less favourable than they might otherwise be. We will be working hard to 

address these issues in 2016/17 so that we can continue to improve this important area. 

Looking forward in the 2016/17 financial year the Trust is planning to deliver a deficit of 

£17.3m or 8.5% turnover after delivering a Trust Efficiency Programme of £7.Bm and is 

planning for a Continuity of Service Risk Rating (CoSSR) of 2. This position assumes the 

Trust receives £6.9m of Sustainability and Transformation funding (STF). 

Savings plans are scrutinised by the Trust board and schemes impact on clinical services 

are subject to the review and approval of both the Medical Director and Chief Nurse prior to 

implementation to ensure that the quality of patient care is not compromised. 

Finally, we're progressing, at pace, with our strategic plan and our vison of an integrated 

care organisation (ICO), for Tameside and Glossop. In April 2016 we will welcome over 30 

community services back to the organisation and at the same time announce the name of 

the new ICO. Work will intensify from April 2016 with a view to going 'live' with the ICO from 

April 2017. This is a huge step for health and care services in Tameside and Glossop. We 

are very much at the vanguard of NHS services and delivering a health and care services 

built around the patient. We are very excited about what 2016/17 will bring for the Trust and 

what benefits patients will see as a result. 

Paul Connellan.1?� .. a. 
Chairman
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Karen James .. �Q{1([) ........ . 
Chief Executive
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About the Trust and summary of 2015/16

Tameside Hospital was established as a Foundation Trust on February 1st 2008. The Trust

operates from the Tameside General Hospital site, which is situated in Ashtonzunder-Lyne.

The hospital services a population of approximately 240,000 residing in the surrounding

areas of Tameside in Greater Manchester, and the town of Glossop in Derbyshire.

Tameside Hospital is a self-governing Foundation Trust. The Board of Directors assume

management responsibility but are accountable for its stewardship to the Council of

Governors and members. Our performance is scrutinised by the Foundation Trust regulator

Monitor, and Care Quality Commission.

Employing approximately 2600 staff, the hospital provides a range of healthcare services

one would associate with a general hospital. These services include general and specialist

medicine, general and specialist surgery and full consultant led Obstetric and Paediatric

hospital services for women, children and babies.

The Trust�m ]fchc][f m_lpc]_m [l_ jlipc^_^ ch [ hog\_l i` ^c``_l_hn mj_]c[fnc_m [h^

departments. These are currently organised into four divisions.

From 1 April 2016, community health care services for the people of Tameside and

Glossop, formerly managed by Stockport Foundation Trust, will come under the

management of Tameside Foundation Trust. This represents a significant step forward

towards the development of an Integrated Care Organisation (ICO).

In 2015/16 there were 84,302 attendances to our A&E department, 52,470 inpatient and day

case spells, and 273,143 attendances to our outpatient clinics.

Tameside Hospital Foundation Trust was able to report compliance with the majority of the

regulatory targets and has generally maintained a strong performance. The Trust did not

meet the emergency four hour waiting target for any of the quarters during

2015/16.Performance has been constrained by high levels of bed occupancy and patient

acuity.
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust contracts mainly with its local commissioner,

Tameside and Glossop Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG). Approximately 91.6% of the

Trust�m ch]ig_ cm ^_lcp_^ `lig [ f_a[ffs \ch^cha ]ihnl[]n qbc]b cm [al__^ \_nq__h nb_ Trust

and all its commissioners.

1X JKXIWOHKJ OT UYNKW XKIYOUTX UL YNOX 1TTZGR BKVUWY% \NORXY YNK GINOK[KSKTY UL XUSK UL YNK

DWZXYaY UHZPVUHS WLXMVXTHUJL ZHXNLZY OHY ILLU H INGRRKTMK% YNK DWZXY NGX GR\G^X VWOUWOYOXKJ

VGYOKTY XGLKY^% VGYOKTY K]VKWOKTIK GTJ IROTOIGR KLLKIYO[KTKXX
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Principal Risks and Uncertainties facing the Trust

Strategic Challenge

The Trust was removed from special measures in September 2015, following a Care Quality

Commission (CQC) inspection in April 2015, this recognised the progress the Trust has

made and the improvement journey the Trust is on following safety and quality challenges,

highlighted by external reviews (Keogh, CQC and Health Education England) into its

services.

An nbcm ncg_ Mihcnil [fmi [hhioh]_^ cnm mojjiln i` nb_ Li][f H_[fnb E]ihigs�m (LHE) `cp_

year strategy, Care Together. Monitor commissioned an independent assessment of the

five year strategy through a Contingency Planning Team (CPT) review undertaken by Price

Waterhouse Cooper, who worked with the Trust and its commissioning partners as well as

clinicians, General Practitioners (GPs) and other stakeholders to assess the viability and

sustainability of the plan and submitted a report to Monitor outlining the proposals and

actions required.

The CPT report proposes that THFT become an Integrated Care Foundation Trust (FT) with

the goal of being the single provider of integrated health and social care services for the

Tameside and Glossop population. Throughout this transition the Trust remains committed

to improving patient safety, patient experience and patient outcomes through setting

challenging targets that will show patients that we provide safe, personalised effective care,

first time, every time.

Operational Challenge

The Trust has experienced challenges in delivering the four-hour waiting time target during

2015-16, but has recovered performance against the referral-to-treatment standards and

consistently performed against the national cancer targets despite significant increases in

demand. The increased demand was met by more efficient use of hospital resources, and

continued use of private-sector capacity.

Four-hour-target performance was affected by lack of available bed capacity, during periods

of higher-than-anticipated demand (e.g. November and January), with medical bed

occupancy consistently at around 99%. High numbers of delayed transfers-of-care

(occupying around 15% of the Trust�m g_^c][f \_^ jiif) b[m \__h [ j[lnc]of[l jli\f_g.

The Trust has developed a wide-ranging action plan focused on working with the health-

economy to reduce the number of delayed discharges and improving internal processes,

with the aim of significantly improving performance in 2016-17.
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Financial Challenge

The Trust is planning to deliver a deficit of £17.3m or 8.5% of turnover in 2016/17, after

delivering a Trust Efficiency Programme (formerly known as CIP) of £7.8m and is planning

for a Continuity of Service Risk Rating (CoSSR) of 2. This position assumes the Trust

receives £6.9m of Sustainability and Transformation funding (STF).The plan to deliver

efficiency savings of £7.8m (3.6%) is in excess of the national efficiency requirement of 2%.

The additional savings are required to fund investments to improve the quality of services

provided by the Trust. These savings will be delivered by a number of transformational and

other schemes which cut across all the divisions and departments improving productivity

and the flow of patients through the hospital.

Savings plans are scrutinised by the Trust board and schemes impact on clinical services

are subject to the review and approval of both the Medical Director and the Chief Nurse

prior to implementation to ensure that the quality of patient care is not compromised.

More information relating to the Trust�m `ch[h]c[f []ncpcns g[s \_ `ioh^ ch nbe Financial

Statements on page 87

Change of the Trustoe `ame

In order to reflect the fact that from 1 April 2017 the Trust will become a single provider of

integrated care services, the name of the organisation will have to be changed. The Trust�m

membership, staff and key stakeholders are being given the opportunity to give their opinion

in terms of a new name for the organisation, and this exercise will be complete by the end of

April 2016. It is likely that the new name will be adopted in October 2016 giving time to

ensure all legal, regulatory and operational processes have been completed prior to

transition to an integrated care organisation.

Corporate Objectives 2015/16

Generally there has been good progress made across all of the objectives in what has been

a very challenging year for the organisation.

A `off [mm_mmg_hn i` nb_ Tlomn�m _h^ i` s_[l jimcncih [a[chmn nb_ 2015/16 seven corporate

i\d_]ncp_m g[s \_ miol]_^ \s []]_mmcha nb_ Ajlcf 2016 l_jiln `lig Tlomn�m jo\fc] q_\mcn_.
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Corporate Objectives 2016/17

The Trust�m ]iljil[n_ i\d_]ncp_m `il 2016/17 [cg ni []bc_p_ nb_ lcabn \[f[h]_ \_nq__h

ensuring all patients receive harm free care and an improved hospital experience, and the

development of an integrated service model that will ensure clinical and financial

sustainability for the Trust.

The main themes or corporate objectives for the Trust to take forward into the coming

financial year are as follows:

CORPORATE OBJECTIVES 2016/17

Objective

1 To ensure all patients and service users receive harm free care through the delivery
of the Trust�m j[nc_hn [h^ m_lpc]_ om_l m[`_ns jlial[gg_ []limm [ff bimjcn[f [h^
community services.

2 To improve the quality of patient and service user care through the implementation of
the Trust�m [al__^ ko[fcns mnl[n_as []limm [ff bimjcn[f [h^ ]iggohcns m_lpc]_m.

3 To improve patient and service user experience through a personalised, integrated,
responsive, compassionate and caring approach to the delivery of care.

4 To identify the quality and efficiency opportunities, arising from the integration of
community health services, for better collaboration and co-ordination of clinical
services across the organisation.

5 To work with local communities, our partners and stakeholders to develop a new
model of integrated care, central to our five year Sustainability and Transformation
Plan, in which the people of Tameside and Glossop will be supported:

' to prevent ill-health and live healthy, independent lives wherever possible;
' to manage any ongoing health conditions more effectively in their own

homes and communities;
' to get easy access to joined-up services in the most appropriate location.

6 To deliver against the required local and national regulatory frameworks, as part of
Greater Manchester Health and Social Care Devolution, securing the best economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources the Trust spends to deliver services
both directly and through partner organisations.

Tb_ \i[l^ l_pc_qm nb_ g[dil lcmem ni nb_ []bc_p_g_hn i` nb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m i\d_]ncp_m _p_ls

month using a scoring system based on best practice techniques. The significant risks

which concerned the Trust during 2015/16 are explained in detail within the Annual

Governance Statement page 68.
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The Trusts Impact on the Local Environment

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust recognises that its activities have a significant

effect on the environment that contributes to climate change. As part of our commitment to

ensuring the health and wellbeing of the local community, the Trust has been working to a

Carbon Management Plan which sets out the criteria to which the Trust can demonstrate

that commitment. Over the past three years of this plan the Trust has achieved a 3.3%

reduction in its energy related emissions, even though clinical activity has increased.

In developing plans for capital investment and sustainable practice the Trust recognises that

there are financial benefits in reducing the use of energy, which in the current, challenging

financial climate are very important to the organisation whilst at the same time contributing

to carbon reductions.

Two capital schemes undertaken to continually improve the Trust position have been the

installation of LED light technology in chosen areas and the installation of economisers to

the main boiler plant. The boiler economisers are expected to reduce energy consumption

by a further 5% with a carbon reduction full year effect of 108 tonnes of CO2e.



GOING CONCERN 

After making enquiries the Directors have a reasonable expectation that Tameside Hospital 

NHS Foundation Trust has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the 

foreseeable future. For this reason they continue to adopt the going concern basis in 

preparing the accounts. 

The Trust is planning for a deficit of £17.3m in 2016/17. As at the 31st March 2016, the 

Trust has net assets of £12.5m and anticipates this will reduce to £4.8m net liabilities by the 

31st March 2017. This is due to the planned deficit and the requirement to borrow a further 

£17.3m from the DH in 2016/17, in addition to the £20.3m borrowed in 2015/16 and £14.7m 

borrowed in 2014/15. These loans are due to be repaid in two years, but can be extended 

for a further three years if required. This deficit is also reliant on the Trust meeting the 

conditions to receive £6.9m of Sustainability and Transformation funding. The conditions of 

the Sustainability and Transformation funding have not yet been agreed or communicated. 

All of the above assumes the Trust will deliver the required Trust Efficiency Programme of 

£7.8m recurrently and in year. 

If the DH does not approve the required loan, the Trust will not be able to cover the costs of 

its liabilities going forward. If this were the case the Trust would need to enter discussions 

with its commissioners as to the identification of commissioner requested services and how 

these would be supported going forward. 

The Directors have no reason to believe that the DH will not provide the required loans in 

2016/17. Monitor currently has a contingency planning team working within the locality to 

identify a financially and clinically sustainable configuration for the Trust going forward, and 

it is accepted this will take time to implement. 

The Directors considered the following factors in concluding that the organisation is a going 

concern; 

• The level and basis of expected income for 2016/17 and fully signed off contracts

and agreed activity levels,

• Robust and full impact assessment of the impact of Payment by Results tariffs

specifically in 2016/17 but going forward,

• An agreed Board resolution to apply for a loan and working capital facility. An

expectation that the loan will be agreed by the end of Quarter 1. To support the

planned deficit and ensure the NHS Foundation Trust has sufficient cash supporting

the 2016/17 financial position and ensure the going concern status, the NHS
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Foundation Trust will be applying for a further Interim Revenue Support Loan for 

£17.3m. Until the agreement has been finalised, the NHS Foundation Trust has a 

cash support from a Revolving Working Capital Facility, which is expected to be 

utilised in April 2016. This will be repaid on receipt of the Interim Revenue Loan. 

The NHS Foundation Trust is expecting the loan to be agreed by DH in July 2016. 

• An agreed capital expenditure programme for 2016/17 risk assessed reflecting the

requirements of the foundation Trust in delivering its mandatory goods and service

schedule,

• Contractual agreement with its main commissioner Tameside & Glossop CCG to the

Trust's overall service strategy including full recognition of future commissioner

intentions and

• Full identification of potential downsides and upsides, incorporated into the financial

plan for 2016/17 including the potential impact of planned demand management

initiatives.

Signed statement - approved by the directors and signed and dated by the 

accounting officer. 

�L�L '. ...................... . 
Karen James 

Chief Executive 

Date 25th May 2016 
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Trust Performance

Performance Monitoring and Management

The Trust has developed a number of mechanisms for monitoring and managing its

performance. The Integrated Performance Report dashboard is generated for the Trust

Board on a monthly basis. The dashboard includes a performance trend and one-month

forecast for each measure. An exception report, which includes updates on agreed

restorative actions, is produced for all indicators flagged as red. The metrics included are a

]ig\ch[ncih i` e_s j_l`ilg[h]_ ch^c][nilm `lig Mihcnil�m Rcme Amm_mmg_hn Fl[g_qile,

other national targets, locally agreed contract targets and the Trust�m ]iljil[n_ i\d_]ncp_m.

An integrated performance report is produced for the Executive Team meeting each week

and scorecards and dashboards are produced for each Division, Directorate, specialty and

department/ ward. These reports include the indicators reported in the Trust Bi[l^�m

Integrated Performance Report and other locally relevant measures. The reports are used

to measure and monitor performance at a variety of divisional and specialty meetings.

In addition to the dashboards and scorecards, the Trust has also developed a suite of

operational management and performance reports generated on a live or daily basis.

2015-16 Performance

Referral-to-Treatment and Cancer Targets

The Trust met the required performance for the cancer access standards throughout 2015-

16 and the national Referral-to-Treatment standard from August 2015.

The Four-hour Target

The Trust did not meet the emergency access four-hour standard in any quarter of 2015-16.

Performance has been constrained by high levels of bed occupancy and patient acuity.

Performance improved significantly in the last month of 2015-16 as a result of the

implementation of a number of actions from the health-economy- developed implementation

plan.
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Stroke Targets

As a result of the work undertaken by the Stroke Improvement Group, the Trust improved its

SSNAP (S_hnch_f Snlie_ N[ncih[f Ao^cn Plial[gg_) h[ncih[f mnlie_ [o^cn \[h^cha `lig ~^�

ni ~\� `il Qo[ln_l 3 2015-16, where the poorest performing Trustm [l_ ]f[mmc`c_^ [m ~_� [h^

nb_ \_mn [m ~[�. Tb_ SSNAP [o^cn ch]fo^_m 44 mnlie_ g_[mol_m [cross 10 domains.

Mortality

The Trust�m P[nc_hn S[`_ns Plial[gg_ [h^ giln[fcns- review processes have overseen a

significant improvement in the Trust�m HSMR (Himjcn[f Sn[h^[l^cm_^ Miln[fcns R[nci), nbioab

the SHMI (Summary Hospital-level Mortality Indicator) remains greater than expected. The

Trust expects improvement against the SHMI index in 2016-17, as a result of further

improvements to processes and pathways.

Infection Prevention

The Trust l_jiln_^ nqi ][m_m i` ~[pic^[\f_� Cfimnlc^cog Dc``c]cf_ cn the period April 2015 to

February 2016 against an annual threshold of 46. The Trust reported two MRSA

bacteraemia during the same period.

Staff Attendance, Mandatory Training and Appraisal

The Trust did not meet its targets for staff appraisal and mandatory training during 2015-16,

though significant improvement in compliance has been demonstrated. Staff attendance

against the 96% target deteriorated during the year as a result of the implementation of an

electronic absence management system, which improved absence recording but reduced

attendance performance from 95.5% to 94.4%. An improvement in performance (to 94.95%

in March) has been seen since the implementation of the new system and further

improvement is expected in 2016-17.

Efficiency Metrics

The Trust included a number of efficiency metrics in its Integrated Performance Report

dashboard in 2016-17. Significant improvements have been seen for the following

measures: outpatient DNA rate; outpatient utilisation; and outpatient clinic letter and A&E

discharge summary compliance. Theatre utilisation and inpatient discharge summary

compliance have also improved.



.. .. �00 •............. 
Karen James 

Chief Executive 

Date 25th May 2016 
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Actual year-to-date (YID) is upto March unless stated otherwise 

Owrall Clirncal Ouahty Target Actual 4-mth Actual Current 1-mth 
15116 YTD Trend t..+:Jnth Penod F'casl 

HSMR (rolling 12 months- to Jan-16) :S:100 92 82 
SHMI (rolling 12 months- to Sep 15) :S:100 114 

MRSA - actual cases YTD" 
C-diffic1/e - actual cases YTO· NA 20 • • 

C-diffici/e - a\Oidable cases YTO" 46 • 

Harm-free care (all harms) NA 91 55% 92 25% NA NA 

Harm-free care (new ham1s) 2965% 97 78% .. 9786% e • 

VTE risk assessments (pro\1sional) �95% 9649% 95 55% V .., 

Medicines reconciled 
on admission (Mar 16) 

?95% 89 30% • 88 00% 

Nutrition risk assessment ?90% 96% 90% ® I!) 

Emergency re-admissions within 
:S:11% 12 29% 

30 days (Feb 16) 
12 50% © 

Failure of safer-surgery process 0 0 0 ® (!) 

Serious Incidents reported (SLEIS) 27 .. @ <i,) 

'Duty of Candour' breaches 0 .. � s::) 

Ne..er E\ents reported (SLEIS) 0 ,., ® 
Regulation 28 reports (inquests) "' 

RN/RM hrs on shift (% of planned) TBC 92 20% NA 
HCA hrs on shirt (1%, of pLDnl\Od) TBC 109.23% NA 

Patient Experience Target Actual 4-mth Actual Current 1-mth 

15116 YlD Trend Month Penod F'casl 
FFT positi\.€ responses {all) NA 89 48% 90 48% NA NA 
FFT response rate {A&E/ Inpatients) 20% ,. 24 71% ilil <l, 

Complaints recei-.ed NA 443 ,. 36 NA NA 
Complaints responded to within 

290"k 92.47% 9211% 0 (:i} .. 
agreed timescale 

Ombudsman cases upheld 

QUALITY ACCOUNT: Apnl 2016 Board (March 2016 performance) 

THFTQUALITY ACCOUNT2015/16 

Quality Dashboard 
March 2016 

Specialty Chmcal Quah1y Target Actual 4-inlh Actual Curnml 1-mth 
1&/10 YTO Trend Mon1h Period F'cast 

% time on Stroke Unit 
High-risk TIA cases treated 

within 24 hours 
SSNAP DSC Stroke Indicators 
Number achiewd out of 9 (Oct-Dec 15) 

Calendar days lost 
due to staff accidents 

Staff accident rate 
(STAR) 

2:80% 6421% 

�60% 57 14% 

NA 95 

<10 0 09 

NA NA 

Target ,"\eltwl '1·tnUI Actu..al Cuuunl 1-mth 
People 

15116 YlD Trend Month penod F'cast 
Staff Attendance ?96% 

Appraisals - rolling 12 mths �90% 
Trust Induction �% 

2:80% 

2:74% 

E-learming Info Gov 2:95% 
E-learming SG Children 2:95% 
E-learming Infection Control 2:95% 
E-learming E-MH 2:95% 
E-learming E &D �95% 
E-leamiing SG Adults 2:95% 
E-learming H&S 2:95% 
Manual Handling 2:95% 
Resus 2:95% 
Fire Safety 2:95% 

Go1.emance Risk Rating• (Jan-Mar 16)# Green 
Financial Risk Rating· (Jan-Mar 16'}# 
cac Rating· (Jan-Mar 16)# 

# To be approwd by the Trust Board 

1-month forecast 

95 03% • 

88 60% 
NA 

NA .. 77% 
NA 

NA 

NA • 58 0% 

NA 90 2% 
NA 936% 
NA 969% 
NA 99.2% 
NA 94 2% 
NA 86 8% 
NA 
NA 

R NA R 

2 NA 2 

Requires lmprowment 

4-month t1end 

• 

The one-month forecast is an informed prediction of the next 
month's performance. which may be based on part-month data, 

operational intelligence and historical trends 

if strong improvement 
� •1T1>rovemen1 
.. nocllange 

deterioration 
� strong deterioration 
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• Gowmance indicators, which appear in Monitor's Risk Assessment Frame.-.ork 

92.52% 
21 0 

:::95% 84 89% 93 09% 

?::95% " 94 82% • • 

471 38 
217 IA 12 

93% 9619% .. 95,75% 
2-week breast symptomatic� 93% 93 09% 9882% 
31-day treatmenr (Feb 16) 96% 99 27% 100% 
31-day surgery· (Feb 16) 94% 100% 100% 
31-day drug treatmenr (Feb 16) 98% 100% 
62-day from referral• (Feb 16) 85% 91 32% � 100 00% • • 

62-day from UPgrade of urgencyT {Feb 16) 86% 84 62% 88 57% • 

Operattonal Efficiency Target Actual 4-mth Actual CumJnt 1-mth 

16110 YTD Tron4 Month Period F'cast 

Outpatient DNA rate :S9 5% 10 46% 9 91% 
Theatre utilisation (capped) ?::87 5% 81 94% 84 90% • 
Cancelled operations (last-minute) ,s0 8% 1 27% 2 16% • • 

Urgent operations cancelled for a second lime 0 0 0 
Discharge Summaries 

A&E (within 48 hours) ?95% 90 20% � 93,6% • "'

Inpatients (within 48 hours) ?::95% 77 80% • 79 5% • e

Outpatients (within 5 days) ?::95% 67 80% 88.6% • 

Discharge Summary Quality Audit 100% NA 81 8% 
Dota�od Transfers of Care- Da�1 (Fob 16) NA 10,558 946 NA NA 

Finance 
Target Actual 4-mth Actual Current Yr-end 

15/16 YlO Trend Month Period F'cast 

Cum Net surplus (£'m) s-£17500 
Cum CIP (% of plan) :::100% of plan 
Cum Capital (£k) 
Cum CQUIN (% of plan) 2:10% of plan 

-22845 
110 50% 

2550 
97.0% 

-1329 
463% 

413 
97% 

-22845 
-110 5% 

2973 
97% 
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Accountability Report

Directors Report

Board of Directors

So far as the directors are aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the NHS

foundation Trust�m [o^cnil cm oh[q[l_< [h^

The directors have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as directors in order to

make themselves aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the NHS

foundation Trust�m [o^cnil cm [q[l_ i` nb_ ch`ilg[ncih. Tb_ ^cl_]nilm ]ihmc^_l nb_ [hho[f

report and accounts, taken as a whole are fair, balanced and understandable and provide

the information necessary for patients, regulators and other stakeholders to assess the FT

Trust�m j_l`ilg[h]_, \omch_mm gi^_f [h^ mnl[n_as.

A statement that accounting policies for pensions and other retirement benefits are set out

in note 7 ni nb_ []]iohnm [h^ nb[n ^_n[cf i` m_hcil _gjfis__m� l_goh_l[ncih ][h \_ `ioh^ ih

page 101, the remuneration report.

Modern Slavery Act 2015

The Trust is fully aware of the responsibilities it bears towards patients, employees and the

local community and as such, there is a strict set of ethical values that are used as guidance

with regard to commercial activities. It is therefore expected that all suppliers to the Trust

adhere to the same ethical principles.

In compliance with the consolidation of offences relating to trafficking and slavery within the

Modern Slavery Act 2015, the Trust is currently reviewing its supply chains with a view to

confirming that such behaviour is not taking place.

We are currently reviewing our supply chain and identifying potential areas of risk and key

suppliers are being contacted and requested to confirm that they are compliant with the act.
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Income Disclosure

Section 43(2A) of the NHS Act 2006 (as amended by the Health and Social Care Act 2012)

requires that the income from the provision of goods and services for the purposes of the

health service in England must be greater than its income from the provision of goods and

services for any other purposes.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has met this requirement.

The Trust�m _rn_lh[f [o^cnilm [l_ KPMG. The Trust did not commission KPMG to undertake

any other work other than the external audit.

Declaration of Interests

The Board regularly reviews the Register of Directors interests. The Register is maintained

by the Foundation Trust�m Cigj[hs S_]l_n[ls. Dcl_]nilm [l_ l_ko_mn_^ ni \lcha ni nb_

Boards attention any potential or actual conflict of interest in relation to agenda items, at the

start of its meeting. All Trust Board members provide details of their business and other

relevant interests. A register of these interests is held by Tom Neve the Company

Secretary, and is available for inspection upon request.

Trust Board meetings are held in public. There are a number of other forums and

opportunities, designed not only to inform both the staff and the general public, but also to

generate feedback.

The Trust Board includes members with a wide range of interests. This provides the depth

and variety of opinion and discussion required for effective decision making. The Board is of

the view that it is well placed to develop and lead a successful organisation into 2016/17

and beyond. The Executive and Non-Executive Directors have taken measures to develop

an understanding of the views of Governors and members about the NHS Foundation Trust.

These have included attendance at meetings of the Council of Governors and attending

meetings external to the hospital to engage its members and the community it serves. The

experience, interests and activities of the members of the Trust Board are summarised

below
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Paul Connellan - Chair

Appointed: November 2011 and reappointed in November 2014 for a further 3 years.

Paul spent eight years as the Director of Marketing and Customer Services at Manchester

Airport before embarking on a highly successful consultancy career. Organisations such as

Lcp_ljiif Acljiln [h^ R[cfnl[]e [l_ [giha bcm ]igj[hs�m ]fc_hnm. Ih [^^cncih ni bcm _rn_hmcp_

commercial experience, Paul has been a Non-Executive Director of NHS Trafford PCT and

its predecessor organisations since 2006.The chairman is married with two grown up

daughters, one of whom is a lawyer and the other a teacher.

Board Committees z Remuneration and Terms of Service, Chair of the Council of

Governors

Tricia Kalloo - Non Executive Director and Senior Independent Director

Appointed: November 2010 and reappointed in November 2013 for a further 3 years

Board Committees: Audit Committee, Remuneration and Terms of Service, Chair of

Quality and Governance Committee

Areas of interest: Patient experience, safety and outcomes, staff health and wellbeing.

Current / Previous work: Currently CEO and owner of Wellness International. Previously

worked in health care in the USA prior to moving to Antigua where she became Director of

Finance and Administration for the Eastern Caribbean Civil Aviation Authority.

Anne Higgins - Non-Executive Director

Appointed: February 2012 and reappointed in February 2015 for a further 3 years.

Board Committees: Quality and Governance Committee, Finance and Performance

Committee and Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee.

Areas of interest: Redesigning services to make them better for the people using them

and more cost effective for the organisation. Making sure that people feel well looked after

and happy with their hospital experience.

Current / Previous work: Previously was a Corporate Director at Trafford Council and the

Statutory Director of Adult Social Services is now providing a consultancy service around

innovation and transformation in care and support services.
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Anne Dray - Non-Executive Director

Appointed: January 2014

Board committees: Chair of Audit Committee, Remuneration and Terms of Service

Committee, and Finance and Performance Committee

Areas of interest: Qualified Accountant, spending NHS resources wisely, System

Transformation

Current/Previous work: 32 years working in the NHS - 20 years at Director/Chief Officer

level. Currently working as Transition Programme Director at NHS Calderdale Clinical

Commissioning Group.

Julie Soboljew - Non-Executive Director

Appointed: February 2014

Board Committees: Quality & Governance Committee and Remuneration and Terms of

Service Committee.

Areas of Interest: Governance, challenge and support Executive Board, patient

experience, change strategy.

Current/Previous work: Previously spent 16 years at Manchester Airport as Geographical

Systems Manager prior to career change into Financial Services. Currently Director

specialising in mortgages & protection insurance. Also an associate member of the Institute

of Professional Will Writers. In addition to extensive commercial & private sector

experience, Julie has been a governor at a number of organisations and currently Chair of

Governors at Glossopdale Community College.

Martyn Taylor n Non-Executive Director

Appointed 1 May 2015

Board sub-committees: Chair of Finance and Performance Committee and member of

Audit Committee and Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee.

Martyn Taylor is a retired commercial banker with 37 years in the financial industry. Prior to

his retirement he was the senior manager and executive board member for the Specialised

Relationship Management Team (SRM) for the commercial arm of the Royal Bank of

Scotland (RBS) for the North of England. Martyn was also the national chair for the SRM

Commercial and Operational Risk Board for the RBS ensuring appropriate governance was

applied to all risk related matters. Martyn is an Associate of the Chartered Institute of
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Bankers and participated in senior management programs from Harvard Business School

and the Wharton University of Pennsylvania.

Karen James

Chief Executive, appointed October 2014

Prior to joining Tameside Foundation Trust as the Interim Chief Executive, Karen was Chief

Operating Officer at the University of South Manchester, Foundation Trust where she had

been working since 2009. Karen began her NHS career as a nurse and worked in a

number of general and service improvement management roles in Greater Manchester

before becoming Executive Director of Operations and Performance at Pennine Acute

Hospitals Trust, prior to moving to Aintree Foundation Trust as the Chief Operating Officer.

Brendan Ryan

Medical Director, appointed October 2014

Prior to joining Tameside as interim Medical Director Brendan was Medical Director at

UHSM for the last 14 years. Brendan is also a Consultant in Emergency Medicine at UHSM

which he has done since 1992 and although he is now the Medical Director he still works in

the Emergency Department at UHSM two mornings a week. When Brendan was full-time as

an ED consultant, he had special interests in bereavement, pre-hospital care (and has

worked many times at road accidents with fire and rescue colleagues) and major incident

jf[hhcha [h^ l_mjihm_. Am M_^c][f Dcl_]nil, Bl_h^[h�m [l_[m i` chn_l_mn [h^ l_mjihmc\ility

are clinical quality and patient safety, education, and medical professional issues. Brendan

is the Responsible Officer (for Revalidation) for Tameside.

Claire Yarwood

Director of Finance, appointed January 2015

Claire joined the Trust having worked in the Greater Manchester economy for the past 29

years in both Provider and Commissioning Organisations, most recently for NHS England

and prior to this Director of Finance for the ten PCTS across Greater Manchester with an

annual budget of £5.2bn. Claire joined the Trust to help drive the financial sustainability of

the hospital services for the benefit of the population of Tameside.

John Goodenough RGN Dip (HE).

Executive Director of Nursing. Appointed June 2012 n resigned 31 March 2016
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Pauline Jones Chief Nurse, appointed 1 February 2016

Pauline was previously employed by Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh NHS Foundation Trust

as the Director of Nursing. She has also held a number of positions in hospitals across the

Greater Manchester area.

In a previous role Pauline worked on the successful integration of community nursing and

therapy staff which resulted in an enriched patient experience and improved patient flow

and A&E performance.

Trish Cavanagh

Chief Operating Officer, appointed July 2014

Tricia qualified as Registered Nurse in 1986 and has undertaken a range of clinical posts

gaining an MSc. in Clinical Practice. She then worked for several years in service

transformation roles aimed at improving the delivery of care to patients through redesign of

systems and processes. Tricia joined Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust from

University of South Manchester, Foundation Trust where she was Associate Director of

Operations.
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Trust Board attendance 2015/16

The table below indicates attendance at the monthly Trust Board Meetings

Trust Board Committees

The Trust Board established the following committees: Audit, Finance and Performance,

Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee and the Quality and Clinical Governance

Committee. There are no performance-l_f[n_^ _f_g_hnm ni Dcl_]nil�m l_goh_l[ncih.

Each of the Board Committees is chaired by a Non-Executive Director of the Trust Board.
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The Board of Directors and the Council of Governors of the Trust are committed to the

jlch]cjf_m i` aii^ ]iljil[n_ aip_lh[h]_ [m ^_n[cf_^ ch nb_ |NHS Fioh^[ncih Trust Code of

Gip_lh[h]_}. Tb_ Bi[l^ b[m l_pc_q_^ [h^ ]ihmc^_l_^ Mihcnil�m |NHS Fioh^[ncih Trust

Ci^_ i` Gip_lh[h]_} [h^ ]ihmc^_lm cn ]igjfc_m qcnb [ff l_]igg_h^_^ jl[]nc]_, _r]_jn nb_

provision which states that Executive Directors should be appointed by a committee of the

Chief Executive, the Chairman and Non-Executive Directors and subject to re-appointment

at intervals of no more than five years. All executive directors are on permanent

pensionable contracts and subject to annual Performance review.

CQC regulations setting out Fundamental Standards of Care includes the Fit and Proper

Persons Requirement came into force in 2014. This requirement applies to all executive and

non-executive directors of NHS foundation Trusts. It is the responsibility of the chair, to

_hmol_ nb[n [ff ^cl_]nilm g__n nb_ `cnh_mm n_mn [h^ ^i hin g__n [hs i` nb_ ~oh`cn� ]lcn_lc[.

Directors are also obliged to complete an annual self-declaration that they meet the fitness

test and do not me_n [hs i` nb_ ~oh`cn� ]lcn_lc[.

Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee met on one occasion during 2015/16.

The Chair and all of the Non-Executive Directors sit on this committee and were present at

the October Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee meeting.

AUDIT COMMITTEE n REPORT OF THE CHAIR

The Audit Committee membership comprises three Non-Executive Directors one of whom

must have recent and relevant financial experience. The chair of the Committee for

2015/16 was Mrs Anne Dray, who was appointed as a Non-Executive Director in January

2014 and chair of Audit Committee in April 2015. She is a qualified accountant who

previously worked for several NHS organisations at Chief Executive and Director level. The

other two members are Mr Martyn Taylor, who previously worked for the Royal Bank of

Scotland and now holds two Non-Executive positions and Ms Trish Kalloo, Chief Executive

and owner of Wellness International Limited, an occupational health and wellbeing

company. Attendance, in a non-voting capacity, is expected from the Director of Finance

and Trust Secretary. Other senior managers attend as required. Attendance is also

expected from Internal Audit, External Audit and the Local Counter Fraud Specialist.

Meetings of the Audit Committee members only i.e. excluding Executive Directors can be

held in private and are held with Auditors only when required. The Chief Executive is

invited to attend, at least annually to discuss the process of assurance that supports the
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Annual Governance Statement and when the annual accounts are considered. The Council

of Governors has the duty to appoint or remove the Trust's external auditor, and this duty

will be carried out at a general meeting of the Council of Governors, after they have

received a report from the Audit Committee on the matter.

This report details the role of the Audit Committee, the work plan for 2015/16 and

performance of the Committee.

The role of the Audit Committee is as follows:

' To review the establishment and maintenance of an effective system of integrated

governance, risk management and internal control across the whole of the

ila[hcm[ncih�m []ncpcnc_m (\inb ]fchc][f [h^ hih-clinical) and support the achievement

i` nb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m i\d_]ncp_m.

' To ensure there is an effective internal audit function established by management,

that meets Public Sector Internal Audit Standards, 2013 and provides appropriate

independent assurance to the Audit Committee.

' To review and monitor the external auditors independence and objectivity and the

effectiveness of the audit process. The Committee shall review the, work and findings

of the External Auditor and consider implications and managements response to their

work.

' To review the findings of other significant assurance functions, both internal and

external to the organisation, and consider the implications to the governance of the

organisation.

' To monitor the integrity of the financial statements and any formal announcements

l_f[ncha ni nb_ Tlomn�m `ch[h]c[f j_l`ilg[h]_.

' To request and review reports and positive assurances from directors and managers

on the overall arrangements for governance, risk management and internal control.
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' To satisfy itself that the organisation has adequate arrangements in place for counter

fraud and security that meets NHS Protect standards and shall review the outcomes

of work in these areas.

' To review the effectiveness of the arrangements in place for allowing staff to raise (in

confidence) concerns about possible improprieties in financial, clinical or safety

matters and ensure that any such concerns are investigated proportionately and

independently.

The work plan for 2015/16 is shown in table one.
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)9.08 *533088// ,571 62-4 &$%'#%(

Links to corporate objectives Purpose of Activity
14th

April
2015

28th

May
2015

25th

August
2015

10th

November
2015

20th

Jan
2016

11th

Mar
2016

21st

April
2016

ITEM # INTERNAL AUDIT

1. Approve Audit Plan and fees for 2015/16 Governance X

2. Head of Internal Audit Opinion and Annual Report 2014/15 Assurance X X

3. Assurance Framework Opinion Assurance X X

4. Audit Plan Progress Report(including recommendations update)
Assurance + Risk
Assessment

X X X
X

5. Review of Effectiveness of Internal Audit Assurance X

COUNTER FRAUD

6. Approve Counter Fraud Annual Plan X X

7. Counter Fraud Progress Report
Assurance + Risk
Assessment

X X X
X

8. Counter Fraud Annual Report Assurance X

EXTERNAL AUDIT

9. Agree plan and fee 2015/16

06. Performance and
Regulation - deliver Green
rating for Governance

Governance X

10. External Audit Progress Reports
Assurance + Risk
Assessment

X X X X X

11. Audit Opinion on Final Accounts(including Quality Account) Assurance X

12. Annual Audit Letter/ISA 260 Assurance X

13. Review of Effectiveness of External Audit Assurance X

OT OTHER

14. Audit Committee Terms of Reference (review annually) 06. Performance and
Regulation - deliver Green
rating for Governance
01. Patient Safety
02. Quality and Patient

Experience

Governance X

15. Review of Significant Risk and BAF

Assurance + Risk
Assessment

X

Governance X

16. Review of SFIs and standing orders

03. Maintain Sound Financial
Management deliver Trust
financial plan

X X X

17. Agreement of Final Accounts timetable 2014/15 Governance X

18. Review of Annual Report & Accounts prior to Board of Directors consideration
Governance to provide
BoD with Assurance

X X

19.
Review of Charitable Funds Annual Accounts prior to Board of Directors
consideration

Governance to provide
BoD with Assurance

X

20. Losses and Compensation Report
Governance to provide
BoD with Assurance

X X X
X

21. Charitable Funds committee minutes
Governance to provide
BoD with Assurance

X X X
X

22. Review of Treasury Management Policy Governance X X

23. Management Letters of Representation

06. Performance and
Regulation - deliver Green
rating for Governance

Governance to provide
BoD with Assurance

X

24. Review Annual Audit Committee Report Governance X X

25. Self-Amm_mmg_hn i` Ao^cn Ciggcnn__�m Effectiveness Assurance X

26. Private Discussions with Internal and External Auditors Assurance X X X X X

27. Meeting of Chairs of Audit Committee/Clinical Governance Committee
Governance and Risk
Assurance
Triangulation

X X

28. Declaration of Members Interests X X X X X X

29. Review Hospitality Register

06. Performance and
Regulation - deliver Green
rating for Governance

Governance X

30. Review of Audit Action Log Governance X X X X X X X

31. Review Audit Committee Work plan Governance X X X
X(including

annual
review)

X
X
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The Audit Committee approved the Internal Audit plan for 2015/16 in April 2015.

During the year the Audit Committee considered internal audit reports on financial

systems, IM & T, performance, quality, workforce and governance, risk and legality.

Internal Auditors presented their progress reports against the approved Audit Plan at

each of its meetings and the levels of assurance and audit recommendations were

discussed.

The Audit Committee also approved the External Audit plan for 2015/16 in January

2016 which was formulated following an assessment of risks faced by the Trust.

KPMG q_l_ [jjichn_^ [m nb_ Tlomn�m Ern_lh[f Ao^cnilm ch Nip_g\_l 2011 `il [

period of three years and their contract has been extended by a further two years to

2015/16.

The significant risks identified to be key audit opinion risks were:

' Valuation of land and buildings z in 2015/16 the Trust reported land and

building assets of £115.7m. Given the materiality in value and the judgement

involved in determining the carrying amounts of land and buildings this was

identified as a key audit opinion risk,

' Recognition of NHS income z In 2015/16 the Trust reported total income of

]cl][ u165.5g. Tb_ Tlomn�m [\cfcns ni g__n cnm `ch[h]c[f j_l`ilg[h]_ ch^c][nilm

is dependent upon the successful negotiation of additional income for over

performance from Clinical Commissioning Groups.

' Management override of controls z Testing of controls and substantive

procedures over journal entries, accounting estimates and significant

transactions

Other areas of audit focus:

Agreement of Balances
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The agreement of balance exercise completed at the year-end contributes directly to

the year-end production of the FT sector, NHS England and DH consolidated final

accounts. There are a number of arrangements between bodies that can cause

complications for this process, which may lead to differences arising.

Going Concern

Going concern considerations should separate the future of the FT itself from the

likely continuation of the services it provides. There is a distinction between the going

concern position of the FT and the basis for the preparation of its accounts.

Transfer of community services

The Trust has undertaken a due diligence on the transfer of Tameside community

healthcare services, which was provided by Stockport NHS Foundation Trust, on 1st

April 2016.

In addition, plans are being put into place to create an Integrated Care Organisation

to deliver health and social care services for the people of Tameside and Glossop.

Remuneration report

Certain elements of the annual report are subject to audit, particularly the

Remuneration Report. As a result of the sensitive nature of the disclosures within the

Remuneration Report, and the fact that the information is a material disclosure for

readers of the accounts, accurate and complete disclosure is required.

Private Finance Initiative (PFI)

There are two key issues relating to the PFI. Firstly, the extent to which lifecycle

expenditure incurred by the PFI contractor should be expensed through the Income

[h^ Erj_h^cnol_ []]iohn il ][jcn[fcm_^ ih nb_ Tlomn�m \[f[h]_ mb__n. As at 31 March

2016, the Trust has paid Consort Healthcare £3.6 million to cover future lifecycle

expenditure since the start of the contract. No lifecycle works have been carried out

in prior years; the Trust has recorded this as prepaid expenditure in the Statement of

Financial Position. Also, the treatment of VAT in relation to the valuation of PFI

assets.
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Ih l_pc_qcha nb_ mcahc`c][hn lcmem, nb_ Tlomn�m Fch[h]_ [h^ P_l`ilg[h]_ Ciggcnn__

received a detailed paper on the actions undertaken by the Finance Department and

were provided with details of how the figures included in the accounts were

delivered. The Committee was able to provide assurance to the Audit Committee

with regard to their review of these risks. It should be noted that the Chair of the

Finance and Performance Committee and one of the members are also members of

the Audit Committee.

External Audit is required under ISA 260 to communicate to the Audit Committee

any matters specifically required by other auditing standards and any other matters

of governance interest. The presentation of the ISA 260 report at the Audit

Committee meeting on 24th May 2016 provided assurance that there were no

significant issues to report with regard to the three areas of significant risk identified

above.

In addition to the significant risks identified other areas of audit focus included:

' Professional standards review of the fraud risk relating to potential

management override of controls,

' Professional standards review of the fraud risk from revenue recognition,

' Liabilities arising from the private finance initiative accounting for life cycle

expenditure.

' Risks relating to the going concern concept.

The financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2016 were considered at the

meeting of the Committee in April (draft) and May (final) 2016 and following

discussion with external auditors, were recommended to the Trust Board for

approval and adoption.
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The Audit Committee assessed the effectiveness of both internal and external audit

during the year by issuing a questionnaire to Committee members, Executive

Directors and Senior Managers asking for comments on a range of issues including

the Auditor's independence, objectivity, expertise and the quality of audit staff. The

comments received were favourable and gave the Audit Committee positive

assurance on the overall effectiveness of both the internal and external auditors

The Trust have secured arrangements in accordance with its contractual

requirements to have in place a Local Counter Fraud Specialist(LCFS).The LCFS is

the responsible individual for the day to day work at the Trust to combat any fraud ,

bribery and corruption matters. The LCFS reports directly to the Director of Finance

and to the Trust's Audit Committee who take an oversight and challenge on work

undertaken to protect the NHS funds from fraud. The Trust also has in place an anti-

fraud, bribery and corruption policy which is available to all staff to access via the

intranet.

The Audit Committee has undertaken a review of its performance in-year and

concluded that it has complied with its Terms of Reference for 2015/16. A report

detailing each of the key tasks the committee has been assigned to undertake on

behalf of the Board and which summarises the positive assurances which support

the sign off of the Annual Governance Statement has been produced.
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The table below indicates attendance at the Audit Committee
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The table below indicates attendance at the Finance and Performance

Committee

The Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee

The Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee only met on one occasion

during 2015/16 to discuss the results of the annual performance appraisal of the

Executive Directors.

The Trust has two executive directors who are paid more than the Prime Minister.

Upon their appointment in 2013, the members of the Remuneration and Terms of

Service Committee satisfied themselves that this level of remuneration was

appropriate and reasonable.
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The table below indicates attendance at the Quality and Clinical Governance

Committee
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Patient Safety Strategy

The Trust Board is committed to delivering and improving patient safety. As a result

of the external reviews a Patient Safety Strategy and Patient Safety Programme was

developed and reviewed and enhanced during 2015/16. The Patient Safety

Programme is aligned to oul ~Scah_^ oj Fil S[`_ns� Pf[h and focuses on key

elements to deliver in a coordinated manner across the organisation with structures

embedded to provide the necessary assurance and monitoring. The following

indicates the key areas of focus:

' Pressure Ulcer Prevention

' Early recognition of the deteriorating patient and managing the acutely unwell

' Reducing the number of falls and falls with injury

' Improved nutritional care and hydration

' Reduction of harm from Venous Thrombosis

' Medicines Safety

' Infection prevention

' Improved Peri operative outcomes through safer surgery

' Maternity services governance

' Results governance

Quality Reporting

The annual governance statement and the Quality Report gives an overview of the

arrangements the Trust has put in place to govern service quality within the

organisation.

Structures and processes at and below board level are continually being reviewed

and due regard has also \__h acp_h ni Mihcnil�m Qo[fcns Gip_lh[h]_ Fl[g_qile in

ensuring required quality standards are achieved; investigating and taking action

where performance does not meet expected standards; planning and driving

continuous improvement; identifying, sharing and ensuring delivery of best practice

and; identifying and managing risks to quality of care.
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Health and Safety

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has established a clear structure in

respect of all matters relating to Health and Safety management, which discharges

the requirement to have in place competent health and safety support, as defined in

Regulation 7 of the Management of Health and Safety at Work regulations 1999.

During the year, the board of directors reviewed health and safety on a regular basis

utilising a quarterly dashboard performance and exception report.

Stakeholder Relationships

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust operates within a local and regional health

economy. Highlighted below are the key stakeholders which the Trust works with.

As previously stated, by April 2017 THFT will become an Integrated Care Foundation

Trust (FT) with the goal of being the single provider of integrated health and social

care services for the Tameside and Glossop population.

Currently, the Trust�m g[ch ]ommissioner is NHS Tameside and Glossop which

accounts for approximately 85% of all income received from commissioners. Most of

the remainder of the clinical income is spread across 5 other NHS Commissioners

within the Greater Manchester area.

Tb_ bimjcn[f ]ihncho_m ni qile p_ls ]fim_fs qcnb nb_ |Sionb_lh S_]nil} j[lnh_lmbcj

comprising South Manchester University Hospitals Foundation Trust and Stockport

Foundation Trust in order to explore and develop clinical and non-clinical synergies.

The hospital also works very closely with Pennine Care NHS Foundation Trust, with

whom we share the Tameside General Hospital site.
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Macmillan is working with the Trust to build a new state-of-the zart cancer unit, to

provide outpatient cancer, chemotherapy and haematological services, as well as a

new information and support centre and other non-clinical facilities under one roof.

The total cost of this facility will be £2 million and the Trust has secured £100,000

and Macmillan Cancer Support has launched a fundraising appeal for the remaining

£1.9 million.

Other key stakeholders are Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council (TMBC), the

North West Ambulance Service, (NWAS) the Council for Voluntary Action Tameside

(CVAT), High Peak Borough Council, and our Private Finance Initiative (PFI) Partner

Infra-Red.

In addition to commissioning agreements with CCGs, we collaborate with a number

of other NHS bodies including the following:

Central Manchester University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust z Central

Manchester operates our 18 station Renal Dialysis Unit which is located on the

Tameside Hospital site.

Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust z Outpatient Ophthalmology services and

Outpatient and Day case Oral surgery services on the Tameside site are provided by

Pennine Acute.

Stockport NHS Foundation Trust z Outpatient Urology Services are provided on our

site by medical staff from Stockport NHS Foundation Trust. We also commission a

range of services including dietetics and speech and language therapy from

Stockport which support inpatient and outpatient services delivered by THFT.

The Christie NHS Foundation Trust z visiting Consultants and supporting Clinical

Nurse Specialists provide an on-site oncology service.

Salford Royal - Neurosurgery Outpatients.
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Community Services

On 1 April 2016, the Trust will manage Community Healthcare Services to the

townships of Tameside and Glossop. Stockport NHS Foundation Trust gave

Tameside and Glossop CCG notice to quit effective 31 March 2016. The CCG

awarded the contact for community services to the Trust, and this represents a key

enabler for the Trust to evolve into an Integrated Care Organisation (ICO).

Engagement activities

As the organisation moves towards becoming an ICO on 1 April 2017, it has

commenced a number of engagement activities with its stakeholders, one of which is

determining the name of the new organisation. The new name has to reflect the

expanded range of services the organisation will offer to the people of Tameside and

Glossop. Currently, the Trust�m h[g_ qbc]b ch]fo^_m A]on_ Services will not be

wholly representative of the community services it will operate from 1 April 2016, and

the other social care and public health services it will be responsible for, after April

2017.

Service Improvement and Transformation

Over the last twelve months the Trust has continued on a significant journey of

improvement and culture change, supported by the Service Transformation Team.

Recruitment to the team has been ongoing throughout the year and reached full

complement in February 2016.

The overarching aims of the Service Transformation Team are:

' To facilitate change management for improvement, working alongside frontline

teams

' To utilise performance information to support efficient service delivery

' To achieve more for less by making the most effective use of available

resources
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' Ti \ocf^ nb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m _``_]ncp_h_mm \s jlipc^cha aoc^[h]_, mojjiln [h^

training in service improvement

The over-arching improvement priorities are focused on patient safety, experience,

service efficiency and productivity. The commitment of service improvement

resources is directed in the first instance towards those areas in which the Trust must

demonstrate and maintain compliance with national and local standards. In addition,

there is a focus on those services in which it is apparent that there is potential to

enhance efficiency and productivity.

The Team have managed a portfolio of change programmes to support clinical and

management colleagues in achieving operational improvements and outcome

benefits for both patients and staff. The projects within this portfolio have included:

' Out-patient improvement z improved clinic utilisation and a reduction in the

Did Not Attend (DNA) rate; improved staff engagement

' Referral to Treatment Waiting Times z improved patient experience and

reduced waiting times; compliance with national access standards

' Elective Access Project z centralised Booking, Scheduling and

Administration Team for Elective Access; improved patient experience,

productivity and utilisation; reduced turnaround times for clinic letters

' Theatre Improvement Project z improved session utilisation and efficiency;

improved WHO 5 Steps to Safer Surgery

' Stroke Improvement Project - improved patient experience, access and

performance in relation to the rapid access TIA pathway; improved FFT

results for in-patients on the Stroke Unit;

With the benefits beginning to be realised, we now have the optimum conditions for

the next phase of the improvement journey. In order to ensure that we continue to

be a learning organisation we will develop resources and tools that support the work

of continuous quality improvement. We will continue to build our capacity and

capability to drive quality improvement across the organisation, supplemented by a

small specialist team of improvement managers, who will spread and embed change

management methodologies through ongoing knowledge and skills transfer. Service
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cgjlip_g_hn cm _p_lsih_�m \omch_mm [h^ ih_ i` iol e_s jlcilcnc_m cm ni _hmol_ nb[n q_

maximise our capacity by utilising our existing resources efficiently across the

organisation. To do this we need to encourage staff to adopt the knowledge and

skills required to improve our services, and ensure that staff at every level feel more

confident, empowered and ambitious in their approach to change so that both the

experience and outcome for patients continues to be significantly improved.

Key priorities for the forthcoming year include:

' Out-patient improvement project (phase 2) z reducing waiting times for

appointments and in the clinic setting; redesign of the out-patient appointment

process, location and options for the use of technology

' Theatre Improvement z to further enhance the efficiency and productivity of

our valuable theatre resource, taking into account the recommendations from

the Carter Report

' Pre-operative Assessment Improvement Project z to improve productivity

and efficiency and reduce theatre cancellations to improve the patient

experience and outcomes

' Fracture Clinic Project - ni _mn[\fcmb [ ~pclno[f `l[]nol_ ]fchc]� ni l_^o]_

unnecessary clinic attendances, and improve patient experience

' Orthopaedic Pathways Project - ni _mn[\fcmb [ ~pclno[f eh__ ]fchc]� `il

patients undergoing knee replacements; develop clinical pathways across all

sub specialties to reduce improve patient experience and outcomes

' Model of Care n Integrated Care Workstreams - Improve outcomes for

patients and service users, with a particular focus on addressing health

inequalities and improving healthy life expectancy; develop a model of care

with a strong emphasis on prevention, early intervention and supported self-

care
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Governance Arrangements

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has applied the principles of the NHS

Foundation Trust Code of Governance on a comply or explain basis.

The NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance, most recently revised in July 2014,

is based on the principles of the UK Corporate Governance Code issued in 2012.

The purpose of the NHS Foundation Trust code of Governance is to assist NHS

foundation Trust boards in improving their governance practices by bringing together

the best practice of public and private sector corporate governance. The following

section briefly describes an overview of the governance arrangements in place at the

Trust. Information relating to the system of internal control adopted by the Trust may

be found in the Annual Governance Statement on page 68.

The governance arrangements of the Trust include a Governing Council (the Council

of Governors) and the Trust Board of Directors. One of the key roles of the Council of

Governors is to form a critical link between the Foundation Trust membership and

the Trust Board, enabling a two way exchange. The Council of Governors has a key

focus on external relationships and on growing and developing the membership

base, listening to their views and reflecting them to the Board. However, it remains

closely involved in internal discussions about developing strategy and continually

improving the quality of care and the range of services provided. The Health and

Social Care Act (2012) has strengthened the role and responsibilities of the Council

of Governors and the over-riding role is to hold the non-executive directors

individually and collectively to account for the performance of the board of directors

and to represent the interests of NHS foundation Trust members and of the public.

The Chairman, Chief Executive, and the Company Secretary form the key link

between the work of the Council of Governors and that of the Trust Board. Should

any disagreements between the council of governors and the board of directors arise

that cannot be resolved through normal channels, the Senior Independent Director

will attempt to resolve these concerns. Ms Tricia Kalloo is the Senior Independent

Director.
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The Trust Board is the principal forum for strategic decision making for the Trust. The

Board brings together the expertise and independence of the Non-Executive

members with the knowledge and experience of the Executive Team to support the

on-going management of the organisation, as well as strategic direction setting. The

Board continually reviews the commercial and financial robustness of the

organisation, from the position in-year, through to the very long timescales required

to support major capital investments. The Board also provides the focus for all of the

Trust�m [mmol[h]_ jli]_mm_m, [h^ [ff m_f`-assessments and external declarations.

The Trust Board delegates responsibility for the day-to-day running of the Trust�m

business to the Chief Executive and the Executive Directors. The Non-Executives

hold the Executives to account through the work of the Trust Board and its

Committees.

All Executive Directors are subject to annual performance evaluation by the Chief

Executive who in turn is evaluated by the Chairman. Non-Executive Directors are

evaluated by the Chairman, who in turn is evaluated by the Senior Independent

Director.

All Board committees annually assess their performance against their Terms of

Reference and report their evaluation to the Trust Board.

All of the Non-Executive Directors on the Trust Board are considered to be

independent. This assessment is based on the information contained within the

R_acmn_l i` Dcl_]nilm� Ihn_l_mnm. Tb_ NHS Fioh^[ncih Trust Code of Governance

recommends that the Trust Board should appoint one of the Non-Executive Directors

as the senior independent director, in consultation with the Council of Governors.

The senior independent Director should be available to members and Members of

Council if they have concerns which cannot be resolved through the normal channels

of Chairman, Chief Executive or Finance Director.
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Governing Council

Following the establishment of the Foundation Trust in February 2008, the Council of

Governors which had existed in shadow form for some time, assumed its full range of

responsibilities and continues to discharge their responsibilities as defined in the

Trust Constitution. The Council of Governors meets on a bi monthly basis with a

formal agenda covering both standing and ad hoc items. Membership of the Trust

Board are expected to attend these meetings in order to understand the views of

Governors and members. Attendance at these meetings is given in the table which

follows. In addition to this, Governors are invited to attend Trust Board and three of

its Board Committees which include, Audit; Finance and Performance; and Quality

and Governance

The following committees have been established as sub committees of the Council of

Governors:

- Nominations Committee

- Membership and Engagement Committee

- Equality and Diversity Group

In addition, the following groups report their progress and proceedings formally to the

Council of Governors, Patient Experience Group, the Disability Equality Working

Group, the Annual open Day Task and Finish Group and the Annual Planning

Advisory Group.

The Nomination Committee is responsible for advising and/or making

recommendations to the Council of Governors in all matters relating to the

recruitment process for the selection of candidates for the office of Chairman or other

Non-Executive Directors.

The following persons sat on the Nomination Committee during 2015/16

Paul Connellan - Chair

Terry Askew z Lead Governor
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Gillian Drummond z Public Governor

John Vare (part year) z Public Governor

The Nomination Committee met on one occasion to receive the result of the Cb[cl�m

performance appraisal.

During 2015/16 the Nomination Committee has not met to make any non-executive

appointments. During 2016/17 the terms of office of several non-executive directors

will expire. In these instances, an open recruitment process will be adopted and an

external search consultancy employed to aid in the recruitment process.

An Annual plan Advisory Committee was established to work with Governors, both

elected and appointed, to establish their view on the Trust�m `ilq[l^ jf[h, ch]fo^cha

cnm i\d_]ncp_�m, jlcilcnc_m [h^ mnl[n_as, [h^ nb_m_ pc_qm b[p_ \__h ]iggohc][n_^ ni

the board of directors.

The governors working with a staff committee organised and hosted an open day

event during September 2015 at which more than 1,500 members of the public

attended. Governors were also invited to speak at various special interest community

groups.

These events and meetings are one way in which publically elected governors

determine the views of their members. Staff governors regularly meet with their

membership at staff forum and these views are communicated to the board and the

bi-monthly Council of Governors meetings.

Membership

The Trust membership comprises a Public Constituency, a Staff Constituency and

six members appointed from partnership organisations.
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Public Constituency

The table below summarises the boundaries for public membership, the approximate

population of the membership, and the number of Members of Council for each area.

The areas are based on electoral wards. The Trust considers the membership to be

representative of the community it serves as much of the recruitment of new

members take place when patients attend the hospital for the first time. There are

currently 25,133 members registered.

Area Population Number of Governors
Ashton under Lyne 45,000 2
Audenshaw 11,000 1
Denton 34,000 2
Droylsden 23,000 1
Dukinfield 23,000 1
Hyde 34,000 2
Longdendale 10,000 1
Mossley 10,000 1
Stalybridge 22,000 1
Glossop 28,000 2
England and Wales 53,000,000 1

An individual aged 16 years or over who lives in one of the above areas can become

a member of the Trust following completion of an appropriate application form.

Public Members of council are elected for a period of three years, and are eligible for

re-election at the end of that period

Staff Constituency

The table below summarises the six classes into which the staff membership is

divided.

Division Number of Staff Governors
Emergency Services and Critical Care 1
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Services 1
Wig_h�m [h^ Cbcf^l_h�m S_lpc]_m 1
Elective Services 1
Facilities 1
Corporate Services 1
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The Trust operates an opt out membership policy. To date, only four members of

staff have opted out of membership of the staff constituency.

Individuals aged sixteen years or over who are employed by the Trust, or are not

employed but exercise functions for the Trust, are eligible for membership of the staff

constituency without application, provided they endorse the values and principles of

the Trust. The period of employment must be at least 12 months. An individual who

is eligible to be a member of the Staff Constituency cannot also be a member of the

Public Constituency and cannot therefore become or continue as a member of more

than one class.

Owing to the transfer of community services to the Trust from Stockport Foundation

Trust on 1 April 2016, elections to elect a staff governor to represent this division will

be held around May 2016.

Changes to Council of Governors 2015/16

During the year the following changes occurred in the composition of the Council of

Governors:-

Retiring Governors

Mrs Gillian Drummond

Mrs Pamela Devine

Mr David Derbyshire

Ms Kirsty Parkes

Mr John Vare

Mr Jack Davies

Joining Governors

Mrs Kathryn Glass appointed May 2015

Ms Debbie Davies appointed May 2015

Ms Tracey Heslop appointed May 2015

Md Nazrul Hoque appointed August 2015
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Mr Gary Howard appointed August 2015

Cllr George Wharmby appointed August 2015

As previously stated, the Trust will assume the management of community health

services from 1 April 2016 and this will result in over 700 staff members joining the

Trust. In June 2016, it is anticipated that elections will be held for staff members to

elect their staff governor representatives to sit on the Council of Governors. Until this

point and on a temporary basis, two staff governors from the other divisions will look

after the interests of this division.
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Governor Attendance 2015/16

The table below indicates attendance at the Council of Governor Board meetings
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Eligibility and Exclusion

Both public and staff members can be excluded from membership. The Trust

Constitution contains full details of the conditions for disqualification from

membership z the list which follows summarises the situations in which this can

occur.

Members can be disqualified if they have:

v been classified as a vexatious complainant,

v verbally or physically assaulted a Trust employee, volunteer, patient or visitor,

v been dismissed from the employment of the Trust (certain exclusions apply),

v sanctioned under the Trust�m Z_li Tif_l[h]_ Pifc]s,

v registered as a sex offender,

v failed to agree to abide by the Trust�m p[fo_m [h^ jlch]cjf_m,

v made a false application or statement in relation to their membership or election to

the Council of Governors, or

v acted in a manner that is contrary to the Trust�m principles and objectives.

If an individual ceases to be employed by the Trust, or perform functions on behalf of

the Trust, they are no longer eligible for membership of the staff constituency.
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Membership Numbers

The following table shows the number of public members in each area as at March

2016.

;]\abXbcT\Rg GcQZXR # ]U DT[QT`aWX^ 9PaT # ]U 8`TP

9eZfa`)g`VWd)Ek`W 1(1., .-*52 04(,45 -4*33

9gVW`eZSi 515 /*4. --(100 0*1-

=W`fa` .(15/ -,*/. /0(-.3 -/*/.

=dak^eVW` -(245 2*3. ./(.43 5*,5

=g][`X[W^V .(044 5*5, ./(20. 5*./

@^aeeab .(.// 4*45 //(..1 -.*53

AkVW /(//1 -/*.3 /3(,13 -0*03

Ea`YW`VS^W -(-05 0*13 5(435 /*42

Faee^Wk 422 /*01 --(.11 0*/5

LfS^kTd[VYW .(015 5*34 .0(,/2 5*/4

KWef aX >`Y^S`V -(3.- 2*41 , ,*,,

Hgf aX Mdgef 9dWS -.- ,*04 , ,*,,

K]bPZ .1(-// -,,*,, .12(-0- -,,*,,

The Public Constituency membership currently stands at 25,133

Membership Strategy

The Trust maintains a data base of membership. This enables analysis of the

composition of the membership which provides a matrix for membership drives. A

Membership Committee, comprising Members of Council and supported by the

Company Secretary who takes the lead on Membership, looks at specific ways of

increasing membership in line with the Trust�m M_g\_lmbcj Snl[n_as.

During 2015/16 the decision was taken to develop ways of engaging with the current

membership rather than increasing it beyond the existing 25,133. To this end the

Cioh]cf i` aip_lhil�m M_g\_lmbcj [h^ M[le_ncha alioj q[m l_`i]om_^ [h^

reconstituted as the Membership Engagement Committee.
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Contact procedures

To facilitate contact between members and Governors of Council, the hospital

website contains the names, and contact details (email and telephone) for all of the

Governors of Council. Mr Terry Askew is the nominated Lead Governor.

A register of interests for the Council of Governors is held by the Company Secretary

and is available for inspection on request.

Staff Report

We recognise the connection between the quality of care that our patients receive is

attributable to the values, aspirations and skills of our staff. Our ambition is to support

the delivery of the Trust�m mnl[n_ac] i\d_ctives by working in partnership with others to

create an environment where we are able to recruit and retain the highest quality

staff; where staff are enabled to give of their best to support the Trust�m Ciljil[n_

objectives and contribute to achieving the Trust vision and values; creating an

environment where:

' staff feel engaged and supported to undertake their jobs;

' staff satisfaction is high; where staff feel valued and respected;

' staff feel their potential is identified and developed;

' staff are treated fairly and consistently;

' staff and managers are accountable for their actions, recognised for their

success, and are given feedback and support to improve;

' costs are kept to a minimum; and

' Patient Safety, Quality and Experience are at the heart of everything we do.
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Staff Survey

One of the key strategic objectives within the Trust�m Ola[hcm[ncih[f D_p_fijg_hn

Strategy is engagement. Our aim is to ensure all staff are fully engaged in the Trust�m

commitment to deliver high quality safe care, by listening to our staff, keeping them

informed and most importantly involving them in the decisions that affect them.

The NHS Staff Survey provides an opportunity to build up a picture of staff

experience and to compare and monitor change over time to identify variations

between different staff groups. Obtaining feedback from staff is vital for driving real

service improvements in the NHS.

The below summarises the Staff Survey results for 2015, and the Trust priority

areas/key actions.

Response rate

The Trust overall response rates for the Staff Survey are as follows:

2015 2014 DIFFERENCE

Response

rate

Trust National Trust National

41% 41% 38% 42% The Trustoe dWeba`eW

rate is average and has

improved from 2014
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Results for Tameside Hospital

Tb_ Sn[`` Solp_s l_mofnm [l_ \lie_h ^iqh chni 32 K_s Fch^cham qbc]b [l_ fche_^ ni

nb_ NHS Cihmncnoncih. O` nb_ 32 e_s `ch^cham 25 q_l_ ch nb_ bcab_mn (\_mn) 20%, nb_

\l_[e^iqh i` l_mofnm cm [m `iffiqm;

v A\ip_ Ap_l[a_ - 28 qcnb 25 ch nij 20% (15 q_l_ [\ip_ [p_l[a_ ch 2014)

v Ap_l[a_ - 0 (6 q_l_ [p_l[a_ ch 2014)

v B_fiq Ap_l[a_ - 4 qcnb 3 ch fiq_mn 20% (8 q_l_ \_fiq [p_l[a_ ch 2014)

Highest and Lowest Ranking Scores

A breakdown of the highest and lowest ranking scores is as follows:

TOP FIVE RANKING SCORES

Trust

Score

2015

National

Average

2015

Trust

Score

2014

National

Average

2014

KF24 Percentage of staff/colleagues

reporting most recent experience of

violence

(Higher the better)

72% 53%
New Key

Finding

KF27 Percentage of staff/colleagues

reporting most recent experience of

Harassment bullying or abuse

(Higher the better)

49% 37%
New Key

Finding

KF8 Staff Satisfaction with level of

responsibility & involvement

(Higher the better)
4.06 3.91

New Key

Finding

KF7 Percentage of staff able to

contribute towards improvements at

work

(Higher the better)

78% 69%
68% 68%

KF5 Recognition and value of staff by

managers and the organisation

(Higher the better)

3.60 3.42 New Key

Finding
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This highlights the Key findings where the Trust compares least favourably

with other acute Trusts in England

BOTTOM FOUR RANKING

SCORES

Trust

Score

2015

National

Average

2015

Trust

Score

2014

National

Average

2014

KF28 Percentage of staff witnessing

potentially harmful errors, near

misses or incidents in the last 12

months

(lower the score the better)

35% 31% 31% 34%

KF16 Percentage of staff working

extra hours (lower the score the

better)

76% 72% 74% 71%

KF25 Percentage of staff

experiencing harassment, bullying

or abuse from patients, relatives or

the public in last 12 months (lower

the score the better)

32% 28% 31% 29%

KF22 Percentage of staff

experiencing physical violence from

patients, relatives or the public in

last 12 months (lower the score the

better)

15% 14% 17% 14%
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L[Y`[X[US`f B_bdahW_W`fe n fZ[e Z[YZ^[YZfe fZW SdWSe iZWdW efSXX WjbWd[W`UW

ZSe eZai` S efSf[ef[US^ e[Y`[X[US`f [_bdahW_W`f e[`UW 0./2

Significant Improvements
Trust Score

2015

Trust Score

2014

KF23 Percentage of staff experiencing physical

violence form staff in the last 12 months

(lower the score the better)

1% 3%

KF7 Percentage of staff able to contribute towards

improvements at work

(Higher the better)

78% 68%

KF8 Staff Satisfaction with level of responsibility &

involvement

(Higher the better)

4.06 3.91

KF10 Support from immediate managers

(Higher the better)
3.85 3.70

KF6 Percentage reporting good communication

between senior management and staff
40% 32%

OVERALL STAFF

ENGAGEMENT

(Higher the better)

Trust

Score

2015

Trust

Score

2014

National

Average

Ranking

Compared

to all Trusts

Staff Engagement (Key

Findings 1, 4 and 7) 3.94 3.79 3.79

Highest

(best) 20%

The above indicator is derived from three Key Finding areas:

' Staff recommendation of the Trust as a place to work or receive treatment

' Staff motivation at work

' Staff ability to contribute towards improvements at work
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ACTION PLANNING FOR 2016

The results of the NHS Staff Survey have been shared with Board, Staff Partnership

Forum, and Divisional Teams to ensure they have a full opportunity to review the

results for their areas and to agree the core actions that need to be taken.

AREAS FOR IMMEDIATE CORPORATE-LEVEL ACTION

The outcomes of the actions being taken within the Trust�m Organisational

Development Strategy and Health and Wellbeing Strategy are having positive effects

for our staff, work during 2016 will be to include the following:

' Further cohorts of the Leadership Development programmes which will

include an introduction into Coaching to facilitate a more facilitative coaching

style of leadership

' Ongoing development and rollout of the Trust Engagement Framework which

will bring about service improvement and quality initiatives aimed at improving

services whilst improving employee engagement

' Audit of the Appraisal process so that training can be targeted to the areas

most needed

' Roll out of the Trust�m H_[fnb [h^ W_ff\_cha Snl[n_as qcnb [ mj_]c`c] `i]om ih

building resilience through organisational change

' Reviewing Trust processes and training regarding violence, harassment and

abuse from patients, relatives and carers.

Workforce

Tb_ Himjcn[f b[m ]ihncho_^ ch cnm diolh_s ni _g\_^ nb_ mjclcn i` |Ep_lsih_ M[nn_lm}

into everything we do.

The Trust launched the Trust Values in April 2014, and the themes of Care, Respect,

Safety, Learning and Communication have been built into our value based

recruitment and the appraisal process.
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The workforce and OD strategy continues to focus on developing an engaged and

competent workforce, working within a culture of openness and respect.

The Trust employees 2,739 staff of 120 are on Fixed Term Contract (FTC) posts and

2,619 are on substantive post. The total workforce population is split by 508 are male

employees and 2,111 are female employees.

The Trust Board is comprised of 3 male and 8 female voting members.

Average number of employees (WTE basis)

Permanent
Number

Other Number 2015/16 2014/15

Medical and Dental 283 70 353 345
Administration and Estates 589 29 618 585
Healthcare Assistants and
other support staff

115 3 118 107

Nursing, Midwifery and
Health Visiting staff

1,092 238 1,330 1,269

Scientific, therapeutic and
Technical staff

245 20 265 246

Healthcare Science staff 54 2 56 55
Total average numbers 2,378 361 2,739 2,607
Number of employees
engaged on capital projects

0 0 0 0

Reporting of compensation schemes - exit packages 2014/15

Exit package cost
band

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of other
departures agreed

Total number of exit
packages by cost
band

<£10,000 0 0 0
£10,00 z £25,000 0 1 1
£25,001 z £50,000 0 2 2
£50,001z £100,000 0 0 0
£100,000z £150,000 0 0 0
£150,001 z £200,000 0 0 0
Total number of exit
packages by type

0 3 3

Total resource cost £0 £107,000.00 £107,000.00
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Reporting of compensation schemes - exit packages 2015/16

Exit package cost
band

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of other
departures agreed

Total number of exit
packages by cost
band

<£10,000 0 1 1
£10,00 z £25,000 0 2 2
£25,001 z £50,000 0 2 2
£50,001z £100,000 0 0 0
£100,000z £150,000 0 0 0
£150,001 z £200,000 0 0 0
Total number of exit
packages by type

0 5 5

Total resource cost £0 £112,000.00 £112,000.00

Exit packages: other (non-compulsory) departure payments for the Trust for

the year 2015/16. Also a prior year table, it shows number of departures in

package cost band and by departure type.

2014/15 2015/16

Payments
agreed

Total value
of
agreements Payments agreed

Total value of
agreements

Voluntary redundancies including early
retirement contractual costs

0 0 0 0

Mutually agreed resignations (MARS)
contractual costs

5 112 2 91

Early retirements in the efficiency of the
service contractual costs

0 0 0 0

Contractual payments in lieu of notice 0 0 0 16
Exit payments following Employment
Tribunals or court orders

0 0 0 0

Non-contractual payments requiring
HMT approval

0 0 0 0

Total 5 112 3 107
Of Which:
Non-contractual payments requiring
HMT approval made to individuals
where the payment value was more
nb[h 12 gihnbm� i` nb_cl [hho[f m[f[ls

0 0 0 0

For details of off-payroll engagements as of 31 Mar 2016 for more than £220

per day and that last for longer than six months, please see page 103.
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Sickness Absence

The Trust has continued to place the wellbeing of our staff high on our agenda. The

Trust�m mc]eh_mm [\m_h]_ l[n_ cm 5% (12 gihnbm _h^cha ch F_\ 2016) qcnb Liha T_lg

Sickness (LTS) at 3% and Short Term Sickness (STS) at 2%.

The Trust l_]iahcm_m nb[n ]ihncho_^ qile cm h__^_^ ch il^_l ni jl_m_lp_ iol mn[``�m

health and wellbeing during times of change. A Health & Wellbeing Strategy was

approved in February 2016, which sets the direction for the Trust.

The Trust has also rolled out 2 cobilnm i` nb_ h_qfs ^_p_fij_^ ~Cil_ Secffm� `il

Managers programme, which includes training on Attendance Management and

Stress Awareness for managers, to assist them in identifying and managing stress

related issues in the workplace.

Staff Health and Wellbeing

The Trust has reviewed and approved its Health & Wellbeing Strategy; the aim of the

Strategy is to work with our staff to integrate Health & Wellbeing into our everyday

activities to enable us to create a positive and healthy working environment for all.

We recognise that our employees play a vital role in the provision of high quality

patient care which is delivered in an organisation whose key values are Care,

Respect, Safety, Learning and Communication, where d9]LY`VUL @H[[LYZe.

A key component of the strategy will be the encouragement of staff to take

responsibility for their own health and wellbeing; the underpinning principle being a

supportive self-help approach, awareness raising and providing direction to

appropriate support mechanisms where possible. The Trust will endeavour to provide

a wide range of policies, procedures and initiatives to support employee Health &

Wellbeing where possible.
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The Workplace Wellbeing Charter

Over the last eighteen months the Trust has been working towards a set of wellbeing

standards. The national Workplace Wellbeing Charter is a nationally recognised

Workplace Wellbeing Charter which provides organisations with framework to

demonstrate and evidence their on-going commitment to improving the health and

well-being of staff.

The Charter focuses on the following areas - Leadership, Attendance, Health and

Safety, Mental Wellbeing, Physical Activity, Healthy Eating, Alcohol and Substance

Misuse and Smoking and Tobacco Control.

The Trust b[m \__h [q[l^_^ ~Er]_ff_h]_� ch [ff nb_ Sn[h^[l^m qcnbch nb_ Wilejf[]_

Wellbeing Charter.

For our staff the benefit has been increased levels of awareness and activity

regarding health and wellbeing as well as access to an ever increasing number of

Health and Wellbeing Initiatives. Such initiatives include: Kettlercise classes, Back to

Netball sessions, regular Health Checks, Weight Management Support, Meditation

and Mindfulness, Trained Mediators, Staff Counsellors, a qualified mental health

nurse, a Self-Care Course and a growing number of Healthy Eating Options in our

restaurant facilities.

Health and Wellbeing also forms an important part of our management and

leadership programmes as well as inclusion in our new appraisal process. Without

doubt the initiative has supported the improvement in Staff Survey findings around

staff engagement, staff motivation and Health and Wellbeing.

Representatives from the Trusts Health and Wellbeing Steering Group completed a

Trust wide review against the standards which was presented to a Workplace

Wellbeing panel in September 2015. The feedback from the panel provided

recognition that the Trust had put staff at the centre of its improvement strategy.
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Tb_s ]igg_hn_^ nb[n |_gjfis__ W_ff\_cha [jj_[l_^ ni \_ q_ff _g\_^^_^ qcnbch

the Trustm ]ofnol_ ^_gihmnl[n_^ \s chcnc[ncp_m mo]b [m siol |qbi�m siol b_li} [q[rds

programmes, leadership development, and the inclusion of wellbeing within the

[jjl[cm[f jli]_mm.} Tb_ j[h_f [fmi ]igg_h^_^ ih nb_ Trusts commitment to

providing training opportunities for lower graded staff, along with volunteering and

internship opportunities. The Trust was awarded the highest accreditation of

excellence across all areas of the standard.

The Trustm h_rn l_pc_q [a[chmn nb_ Cb[ln_l qcff n[e_ jf[]_ ch nqi s_[lm� ncg_.
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If in Doubt.........Speak Out

In March 2015 we launched the If in Doubt...Speak Out campaign. The campaign

focused on giving staff at the Trust the confidence to speak out if they are in doubt

about any aspect of their role, treatment of patients or any other concern that they

might have. What we were looking to create is an environment where our colleagues

feel empowered and confident to speak openly, and to do this safe in the knowledge

nb[n nb_cl ]ih]_lhm [l_ n[e_h m_lciomfs [h^ m[c^ qcnbion `_[l i` l_nlc\oncih. In�m

important that if staff have worries or concerns that they are provided with the right

environment to express themselves.

Tb_ ~>M PU 8V\I[cEWLHR B\[e campaign is a very simple four step process that

reinforces the simplicity of raising issues.

The four steps:

1. See if it (the issue) can be sorted out there and then

2. I` cn (nb_ cmmo_) ][h�n \_ miln_^ ion nb_l_ [h^ nb_h, ]iff_[ao_m [l_ [me_^ ni l[cm_ cn

with their line managers

3. I` nbcm ^i_mh�n qile, ]iff_[ao_m [l_ [me_^ ni qlcn_ ni [h _r_]oncp_ ^cl_]nil qcnb

their concerns

4. Ah^ c` nb[n ^i_mh�n b_fj, ]iff_[ao_m [l_ [me_^ ni qlcn_ ni nb_ ]bc_` _r_]oncp_ qbi

will look into the issue personally.

Going forward all staff when starting at the Trust are being asked to pledge and

agree to raise concerns.

The initiative has definitely had a positive impact staff reported in the staff survey that

they have confidence and security in reporting unsafe clinical practice. The Trust

score was in the top 20% of all acute Trusts.
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In the last Care Quality Commission report in April 2015 the inspection team said:-

dFOLYL OHK ILLU WVZP[P]L WYVNYLZZ PU [OL HYLH VM PUJPKLU[ YLWVY[PUN HUK SLHYUPUN*

98.6% of all reported incidents were zero or low harm. This demonstrates a strong

YLWVY[PUN J\S[\YL*e

Our Policies

Here at the Trust we work alongside our staff side colleagues when producing and

reviewing policies that affect employees at the Trust. Policies are discussed at the

monthly Policy Development Group and Staff Partnership Forum, before approval at

the Executive Management Team Meeting.

Over the last 12 months, the Trust has focused on the development of key HR

policies such as:

' Appraisal policy

' Attendance Management policy

' Flexible Working policy

' Grievance policy

' Staff Support policy

' Stress policy

' Code of Conduct policy

' Probation Period policy

' Study Leave policy

As part of the production/ review of the policies, an Analysis of Effects (or also known

as Equality Impact Assessment) document is completed which looks at assessing

any positive or negatives impacts that the policy may have on employees within

Trust. Should the document identify any adverse impacts, this would be reviewed

during the policy development stages and appropriate adjustments are taken into
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account, to ensure that the policies are supportive of employees and their protected

characteristics.

Upon approval of all policies, we cascade the policies and key messages through the

existing Trust communication channels, such as Team Brief, Trust announcements

and training sessions and Trust intranet message board. All policies are accessible

via Trust intranet.

Regulatory Ratings

Tb_ `ch[h]c[f momn[ch[\cfcns lcme l[ncha cm Mihcnil�m pc_q i` nb_ f_p_f i` `ch[h]c[f lcme [

foundation Trust faces and its overall financial efficiency. A rating of 1 indicates the

most serious risk and 4 the least risk.

The Trust�m governance rating is related to the level of financial risk faced by the

organisation.

The table below indicates a comparison of the quarterly regulatory ratings for the last

two financial years.

The Financial Statements on page 87 explains the factors which effect the regulatory

ratings.

.,-1+-2 8\\cPZ GZP\ H- H. H/ H0

;]\bX\cXbg ]U aT`dXRT

`PbX\V

- - - . .

?]dT`\P\RT `PbX\V KWV KWV KWV KWV KWV

.,-0+-1 8\\cPZ GZP\ H- H. H/ H0

;]\bX\cXbg ]U aT`dXRT

`PbX\V

- - - - -

?]dT`\P\RT `PbX\V KWV KWV KWV KWV KWV
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External Reviews

Care Quality Commission (CQC) Inspection

Following the Keogh Review in July 2013 the Trust was placed into Special

Measures. In April 2015 the CQC undertook a Chief Inspector of Hospitals

inspection, and inspected core services of the Trust identified from the 2014

inspection. The report was issued in September 2015 and as a result the

organisation was formally removed from Special Measures by Monitor. The Quality

Account provide further details of the results of the inspection.

Health Education England North West (HEE NW)

Health Education England North West (HEE NW) exists to support the delivery of

excellent healthcare and health improvement to the patients and public of England.

They ensure the quality of education provision for the clinical workforce in training

provider organisations.

A follow up review in 2015 noted and highlighted the improvements in the Trust and

recognised the work done and motivation within the Trust to raise the profile of

education since the last visit by HEE NW.

Further details of the HEE NW follow up review can be found within the Quality

Account.
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Statement of the chief executive's responsibilities as the accounting officer of

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

The NHS Act 2006 states that the chief executive is the accounting officer of the

NHS foundation Trust. The relevant responsibilities of the accounting officer,

including their responsibility for the propriety and regularity of public finances for

which they are answerable, and for the keeping of proper accounts, are set out in the

NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum issued by Monitor.

Under the NHS Act 2006, Monitor has directed Tameside Hospital NHS foundation

Trust to prepare for each financial year a statement of accounts in the form and on

the basis set out in the Accounts Direction.

The accounts are prepared on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view

of the state of affairs of Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and of its income

and expenditure, total recognised gains and losses and cash flows for the financial

year.

In preparing the accounts, the Accounting Officer is required to comply with the

requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual and in

particular to:

' Observe the Accounts Direction issued by Monitor, including the relevant

accounting and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a

consistent basis;

' Make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis;

' State whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS Foundation

Trust Annual Reporting Manual have been followed, and disclose and explain any

material departures in the financial statements;

' Ensure that the use of public funds complies with the relevant legislation, delegated

authorities and guidance; and



• Prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis. The accounting officer
is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS foundation Trust and to enable
him/her to ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in the above
mentioned Act.

The Accounting Officer is also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the NHS 
foundation Trust and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and 
detection of fraud and other irregularities. 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the 
responsibilities set out in Monitor's NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer 
Memorandum. 

Signed: ... �.: ................. Chief Executive c'1(:, s-. / L Datetf..-. ... : ............ .

Page 67 of 202 



Annual Governance Statement 

Scope of responsibility 

As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for maintaining a sound system of 

internal control that supports the achievement of the NHS Foundation Trust's 

policies, aims and objectives, whilst safeguarding the public funds and departmental 

assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance with the responsibilities 

assigned to me. I am also responsible for ensuring that the NHS Foundation Trust is 

administered prudently and economically and that resources are applied efficiently 

and effectively. I also acknowledge my responsibilities as set out in the NHS 

Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum. 

The purpose of the system of internal control 

The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather 

than to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can 

therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness. The 

system of internal control is based on an on-going process designed to identify and 

prioritise the risks to the achievement of the policies, aims and objectives of 

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks 

being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them 

efficiently, effectively and economically. The system of internal control has been in 

place in Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust for the year ended 31 March 2016 

and up to the date of approval of the annual report and accounts. 

Capacity to handle risk 

The Board of Directors provides leadership on the overall governance agenda. The 

Board has three Committees which have a key role in risk management. The Quality 

and Governance Committee, the Audit Committee, and the Finance and 

Performance Committee which together oversee all risk management activity and 

ensure the correct strategy is adopted for the management of risk, ensuring controls 

are present and effective and that there are robust action plans in place for those 

risks which remain. The committees are chaired by a Non-Executive Director with 

Executive Director attendance and senior officers of the Trust with risk management 
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responsibilities provide input and reports to the committees. The Trust has kept

under review and revised and updated the Governance framework across the

organisation and has revised the Risk Management Strategy and Policy which

describes the Trust�m [jjli[]b [h^ jli]_mm_m `il g[h[acha lcme [h^ nb_ lif_m [h^

responsibilities of its staff. Whilst the Quality and Governance committee and

Finance and Performance Committees report directly to the Board, they have also

worked closely with the Audit Committee. These three committees through their

annually reviewed Terms of reference triangulate and validate their work to enable

full and robust scrutiny and management of significant risk.

The specific role of executive directors is detailed below;

' The Medical Director is responsible for defined areas of clinical risk and

patient safety and is responsible for ensuring that clinical risk within his sphere of

responsibility in the organisation are effective. The Medical Director is also

responsible for the clinical effectiveness of services, managing medical staff

performance and clinical standards. The Medical Director is the Caldicott

Guardian.

' The Chief Nurse is responsible for defined areas of clinical risk and patient

safety within her sphere of responsibility. The Chief Nurse is responsible as the

Director of Infection Prevention and Control, Executive lead for Safeguarding and

is responsible for ensuring that clinical risk is identified and managed, and that

clinical governance structures within his sphere of responsibility in the

organisation are effective.

' The Director of Finance is responsible for the financial aspects of business

risk, for implementing systems to prevent fraud and corruption and for ensuring

security of financial systems within the organisation.

' The Director of Performance and Informatics is the Senior Information Risk

Owner (SIRO). They are responsible for minimising risk in relation to failure of

information systems, and providing assurance in respect of information

governance.
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Risk Management Training is provided to all relevant staff as part of the Trust�m

Mandatory Training programme, and covers Clinical Risk , Health & Safety, Risk

Assessment, Risk Action Planning, Incident reporting and Incident investigation.

Training provided during 2015/16 continues to cover wider Clinical and Corporate

Governance aspects in addition for example Data Protection Act and Freedom of

Information requirements. Risk is systematically and routinely monitored from Ward

to Board.

The overarching risk management and governance system across the Organisation

has been subjected to continual review during 2015/16 to ensure wider learning from

best practice and external reviews. This is cascaded through the Clinical divisions

and managed at an operational level with corporate oversight and assurance. Best

practice from National, Patient Safety risk management initiatives, and corporate risk

management and governance practice has been systematically considered and in

doing so we have used support and learning from organisations such as Signed up

to Safety, AQuA, Dr Foster and other independent organisations. The Trust has

worked with commissioning bodies to ensure that the learning from best practice and

external reviews is considered in clinical contracts and the Trust�m lcme g[h[a_g_hn

programme has been progressed in partnership with commissioning bodies.

The Risk and Control Framework

The Trust b[m [ |Rcme M[h[a_g_hn Snl[n_as, Pifc]s [h^ Goc^[h]_} ^i]og_hn qbc]b

has been subject to extensive review during 2015/16. The Board development

sessions continues to be used during 2015/16 to provide updates and engagement

of the Board to consider risk management and risk appetite.

The risk management strategy was also independently reviewed and processes are

iteratively monitored and are responsive to changes that occur or impact on the

organisation as a result of changes in the architecture of the organisation or systems.

Uh^_l ]ih^cncih FT4 i` Mihcnil�m jlipc^_l fc]_h]_ nb_ Trust is required to apply those

principles and standards of good corporate governance which reasonably would be

regarded as appropriate for a supplier of health care services to the NHS.
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Actions continue to be taken through the year to ensure compliance with the licence

requirements and ensures full coverage of risk identification, assessment, response,

reporting and review. To enable this we have specifically.

' Ensured clear management structures and responsibilities throughout the

organisation reporting to the Board of Directors

' Ensured effective systems for risk assessment, risk analysis and for

determining the Trust�m lcme [jj_ncn_.

' Systematic review of risks and updating of the risk register to ensure it remains

valid, reflects change and helps the Trust in its decision making

' Ensured availability of an up to date central register for the prioritisation of risk

and development of action plans covering both clinical and non-clinical risks

' Routine visibility, use and review of the Board assurance framework which that

maps Trust objectives to risks, controls and assurances

' Continued provision of relevant training for staff.

The Trust Board is also required to submit an annual corporate governance

statement to Monitor. The Company Secretary undertakes an audit of the Trust�m

compliance against the NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance and the Board

uses this as evidence to support the validity of its Corporate Governance Statement.

Risk management within the Trust utilises a number of approaches including the

following:

Risk identification and assessments involving the analysis of individual risks which

includes an assessment of likelihood and impact on achieving corporate objectives;

serious incident investigations; incident reporting; complaints management including

review and analysis of trends; compliance with legislation/national guidance; external

reviews and accreditation processes and audit reports; reviews of claims against the

Trust< Dl Fimn_l ^[n[, j[lnc]of[lfs |l_^ \_ffm}< h[ncih[f mn[`` [h^ j[nc_hn molp_sm<

sickness absence information and staffing levels.
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Rcme [jj_ncn_ ][h \_ ^_`ch_^ [m |Tb_ [giohn i` lcme nb[n [h ila[hcm[ncih cm jl_j[l_^

to accept, tolerate, or be exposed ni [n [hs jichn ch ncg_}. Tb_ Trust has an

established risk assessment process and uses a well-recognised framework to rate

or score a risk. A risk is rated using a matrix of consequence (the impact) versus

likelihood (frequency) of the risk occurring. The Risk Management Strategy, Policy

and Guidance sets out the Trust�m [jjli[]b [h^ _rj_]n[ncihm ch l_f[ncih ni lcme

appetite. This recognises that the Trust's risk appetite is not necessarily static. The

Trust Board may wish to vary the amount of risk that it is prepared to tolerate

depending on the circumstances at a given time.

The Trust's approach to risk appetite ensures that risks are considered in terms of

both opportunities and threats and are not confined to the financial consequences of

a risk materialising. Risks could also impact on the capability or capacity of the Trust,

its performance and its reputation.

The Trust�m lcme mnl[n_as b[m \__h ^_p_fij_^ ni _hmol_ nb_ msmn_g[nc] [h[fsmcm,

identification, monitoring and communication of risks associated with any activity,

function or process performed within the Trust.

This continues to be embedded into the Trust by:

' clear structures and responsibilities with explicit links for reporting up to the

Trust Board,

' a system for risk assessment involving the analysis of individual risks to

identify and minimise risk where possible. The assessment evaluates the

impact and likelihood of each risk and prioritises based on the overall level of

exposure to risk. For each risk controls are developed, documented and

understood,

' a system for risk reporting whereby all significant risks are reported at each

formal meeting of the Trust Board

' systems to monitor, control and learn from untoward incidents,

' maintaining an up to date central risk register, and ensuring all employees are

aware of the importance of managing risks and their responsibilities.
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The management of risk is being further embedded throughout the Trust. All areas of

the Trust have detailed risk registers which are regularly reviewed by managers

upwards to divisional leads. The Risk Management Group and the Service Quality

and Operational Governance committee regularly review divisional risks as part of its

rolling programme of work. Equality Impact assessments are considered as part of

the Trust�m Eko[fcns ^onc_m [h^ jifc]c_m [h^ jli]_^ol_m b[p_ _ko[fcns cgj[]n

assessments included.

The Board of Directors seeks to continuously improve the quality of the services the

Trust provides to its local population. To this extent it actively seeks feedback from

patients, members and governors and other stakeholders. Directors regularly

participate in walk-rounds in clinical areas to secure feedback from patients and

visitors, engage with frontline clinical teams and provide feedback to evaluate the

overall patient experience in respect of safety and quality of services provided.

The Trust is a member of the NHSLA Scheme.

Our NHSLA membership assists in our mitigation of the risk associated with clinical

and non-clinical liabilities associated with alleged negligence. As our contributions

relate to our claims profile; we aim to address historic liabilities and reduce future

claims by implementing our improvement plan. We are implementing the Signed up

to Safety initiative and have a plan in place to reduce claims through addressing

avoidable harm.

The Board of Directors is responsible for ensuring compliance with all relevant

clinical registration regulations. Compliance is reviewed and overseen by;

' Regular review and reporting to the Quality and Governance Committee and

to the Board of Directors matters highlighted under the Care Quality

Ciggcmmcih�m (CQC) Himjcn[f Ihmj_]ncih jlial[gg_ [h^ om_ i` Ern_lh[f

benchmarking and review of the Trust�m m_lpc]_m

' Analysis and trend identification of key performance indicators, assurance

markers, incident reports, complaints, patient and staff surveys.

' Challenge and scrutiny via membership of and participation in meetings of the

Executive Team, Trust Board and Board committees
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The Foundation Trust is fully compliant with the registration requirements of the Care

Quality Commission. The CQC carried out an Inspection in April and May 2015 and

gave an overall rating of Requires Improvement in the report published in September

2015. The CQC recognised the significant improvements the Trust had made since it

previous inspection and the Trust was removed from special measures by Monitor

following the publication of this report.

Tb_ Cbc_` Ihmj_]nil i` Himjcn[f�m l_pc_q g[^_ 4 hih-urgent recommendations two

relating to Regulation 12 (Safe care and treatment) of the Health and Social Care Act

2008 (Regulated Activities), and two from Regulation 18 (staffing) of the Health and

Si]c[f C[l_ A]n 2008 (R_aof[n_^ A]ncpcnc_m) ^l[qh `lig nb_ |MUST DO�m |qcnbch nb_

CQC report to enhance the Safety, Effectiveness and Responsiveness of care

provided by the Trust.

The key themes of these recommendations were related to:

' Maintaining Medical staffing levels to meet the needs of patients.

' Improving patient flow throughout the hospital minimise transfers and ensure

timely access to services to meet the pati_hn�m h__^m.

' Improving the completion levels of mandatory training and appraisal.

' Consistent management of medicines in line with best practice in all areas.

Oversight and improvement arrangements have been put in place to support the

changes required. The Quality and Governance committee has revised its format and

has included external stakeholders to provide external review and scrutiny and

undertakes assurance walk rounds to obtain real-time assurance on actions

previously reported to the committee.
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Significant Risk

The Trust has identified a range of significant risks, which are currently being

mitigated, whose impact could have a bearing on the achievement of corporate

objectives should the mitigation plans be ineffective. Currently, the risks relate to the

following areas:

' Finance (Cost control, CIP delivery and liquidity)

There is a requirement from the Trust�m l_aof[nilm Mihcnil [h^ nb_ C[l_

Quality Commission that the Trust jlipc^_m \_mn p[fo_ `il n[r j[s_lm� gih_s

and the most effective fair and sustainable use of finite resources. To this end

a number of controls have been put in place to minimise the risk of not

achieving these regular reporting to Executives and Board with supporting

governance ensures rigour and control of CIP delivery. The Finance and

Performance Committee reviews and reports on financial and risk matters to

the Board. The NHS Foundation Trust for 2015/16 is reporting a deficit of

£22.8m, which is a movement of £4.4m from the deficit of £18.4m reported in

2014/15. The movement is due to an increase in income of £6.0m, as

detailed in note 3 and an increase of operating expenses of £13.1m, as

detailed in note 4. The net current liabilities for the NHS Foundation Trust are

£16.9m, an increase of £2.8m from £14.1m in 2014/15. The main reason for

the increase is due to a reduction in trade and other receivables and an

increase in trade and other payables. The NHS Foundation Trust is therefore

reliant on an Interim Revenue Support Loan, and borrowed £20.3m from the

Department of Health (DH). The Interim Revenue Support Loan is detailed in

note 18 as a noncurrent liability. The interest on the loan is charged at 1.5%

and is repayable every 6 months; the principle of the loan is repayable in 2

years, with the possibility of an extension to a repayment date of March

2018. However, it is expected the loan will be converted into non

repayable Revenue Support following approval by DH of a detailed business

case for a sustainable organisation. The Total assets employed for the NHS

Foundation Trust at the end of the financial year are £12.5m, a reduction of

£18.8m from £31.3m in 2014/15. This movement relates to the 2015/16 deficit

of u22.8g, i``m_n \s [h ch]l_[m_ ch p[fo[ncih i` nb_ Tlomn�m jlij_lnc_m.
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' Staffing, Recruitment and Training

There is a national shortage of staff especially in difficult to recruit disciplines.

In this respect the Trust has developed strategic plans and considered

alternative staffing options where clinical care is not compromised.

Recruitment and training issues are routinely discussed at Trust Board to

ensure oversight and scrutiny.

' Emergency Department Pressures/ Discharge processes

The Trust has not achieved the A&E waiting time standard in any quarter of

2015/16. In order to improve performance a focused improvement plan has

been developed with partners and other stakeholders which includes daily

performance reporting, frequent bed coordination meetings are held

throughout the day and evening and regular meetings with CCG and social

care colleagues to improve the flow through the hospital. Integrated working

and improved partnerships will mitigate this risk further. The Trust�m [\cfcns ni

enable safe patient discharges impacts on the organisations performance and

on patient care and treatment.

The improvement plan is monitored by the Operational Board, the Quality and

Governance Committee and discussed routinely at the Trust Board.

' Data Quality and depth of coding

The Trust�m ]oll_hn l_jiln_^ SHMI cm still higher than we expect. When this

was first identified we reviewed the care provided to our patients and continue

to review all hospital deaths. However we believe that the Data quality and

depth of Clinical coding undertaken historically are still significant contributory

factors for our current high Mortality rates reported through the SHMI.

' Medicines management

Inconsistent management of medicine administration and prescribing were

identified internally and during external reviews. As part of the CQC assurance

and action we are undertaking internal reviews of our medicines management

processes and have developed and are implementing our Medicine

Optimisation plan.
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' Staffing

There is a national shortage of staff especially in difficult to recruit disciplines.

In this respect the Trust has developed strategic plans and alternative staffing

options where clinical care is not compromised. Recruitment and training

issues are routinely discussed at Trust Board.

' Third party decisions/transitions to integration

The organisational changes stimulated by organisational integrations and the

fi][f |H_[fnbc_l Tia_nb_l} jlial[gg_ [l_ a_h_l[ncha ^_]cmcihm qbc]b qcff

have an organisational impact going forward these are subject to continuous

monitoring and Board oversight.

The main controls and action plans for each significant risk in each area have been

reviewed and collated in the Trust�m Rcme R_acmn_l. Tb_ jlial[gg_ b[m

incorporated the Corporate Risks and aligned them to the Board Assurance

Framework to ensure controls and assurances are in place and monitored and

outcomes assessed via a responsible designated committee

As an employer with staff entitled to membership of the NHS Pension Scheme,

control measures are in place to ensure all employer obligations contained within the

Scheme regulations are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from

m[f[ls, _gjfis_l�m ]ihnlc\oncihm [h^ j[sg_hnm chni nb_ S]b_g_ [l_ ch []]il^[h]_

with the Scheme rules, and that member Pension Scheme records are accurately

updated in accordance with the timescales detailed in the Regulations. Control

measures are in place to ensure that all the organisation�s obligations under equality,

diversity and human rights legislation are complied with.

The Foundation Trust has undertaken risk assessments and Carbon Reduction

Delivery Plans are in place in accordance with emergency preparedness and civil

contingency requirements, as based on UKCIP 2009 weather projects, to ensure

that this organisation�s obligations under the Climate Change Act and the

Adaptation Reporting requirements are complied with.
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Review of economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the use of resources

The Trust has an agreed process to ensure that appropriate arrangements are in

place to ensure resources are used economically, efficiently and effectively to

fully secure value for money. This involves:

' agreeing a rolling annual financial strategy and plan,

' a rigorous process of annual budget setting and delivering cost

improvements,

' review of Standing Financial Instructions and Schemes of Delegation

' robust performance management arrangements; and

' commissioning external advice where the Trust believes economy and

efficiency can be improved.

The Board plays an active role by:

' Agreeing annually a set of corporate objectives ensuring that the Trust

continues its drive for high quality, cost-effective services as reflected in its

financial and service strategy submitted to Monitor through the Annual plan

' Reviewing and holding the Executive Directors to account for the delivery of

the corporate objectives, including financial performance, financial risk and

delivery against the cost improvement plan

' Approving the annual Capital Programme and reviewing business cases and

overseeing procurement for all major capital investments.

The Trust�m Ao^cn Ciggcnn__ jf[sm [ e_s lif_ ih \_b[f` i` nb_ Bi[l^ ch m_]olcha

assurance on matters relating to economy, efficiency and effectiveness. Internal and

External Audit recommendations and their implementation are overseen by the Audit

Committee. The other two Board Committees, Quality & Governance and Finance

and Performance also hold key roles in providing assurance to the Board.

The Quality and Governance Committee is the specific Board committee for Clinical

Quality and Governance and there is an infrastructure of committees and work
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streams reporting through this committee to the Trust Board with clearly defined lines

of responsibility and accountability. These are supported by policies and plans. This

includes the monitoring and provision of assurances in relation to the Quality

Improvement Strategy.

The Quality & Governance Committee is chaired by a Non-Executive director and

includes Non-Executive and Executive Membership.

A Patient Safety Programme has been developed and implemented by the Medical

Director and Chief Nurse and endorsed by the Board. During 2015/16, the metrics

used are incorporated into the Quality Account metrics, giving coherence and

integration.
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Information Governance

During 2015/16 there were one serious incident (including incidents classified as

level 2 in the Information Governance Incident Reporting Tool) relating to

Information Governance including data loss or confidentiality breach. The data loss

related to a historic purchase of clinical equipment which also included a laptop

device prior to the Trusts current IT security systems being implemented. The

incident has been investigated by the information commissioner and they were

satisfied with the action taken in this regard to prevent recurrence and ensure data

is appropriately protected.

Overall responsibility for data security rests with the Director of Performance and

Informatics, who performs the role of Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO) within

the Trust. The Trust has a formal Information Governance group which the SIRO as

[ g_g\_l. Tb_ ]iggcnn__�m n_lgm i` l_`_l_h]_ ch]fo^_ _hmolcha nb_ l_pc_q i`

evidence to ensure the maintenance of effective information governance processes

and procedures with risk based and proportionate safeguards.

As part of the groups work to address data security risks, the Information Asset

Register has been reviewed and Information Asset Owners and Information Asset

Administrators have been identified. They advise the SIRO of the security of the

information assets they control, and provide an annual assurance report on the key

issues.

Annual Quality Report

The directors are required under the Health Act 2009 and the National Health

Service (Quality Accounts) Regulations 2010(as amended) to prepare Quality

Accounts for each financial year. Monitor has issued guidance to NHS Foundation

Trust Boards on the form and content of the annual Quality Reports which

incorporates the above legal requirements in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual

Reporting Manual
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Making due reference to the Board, Council of Governors and colleague

organisations, namely NHS Tameside & Glossop, Healthwatch, Tameside Hospital

Action Group (THAG) and Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council (Overview and

Scrutiny Committee), performance and outcomes identified within the Quality Report

are monitored by the Trust Board, Trust Executive, the Quality and Governance

Committee and Council of Governors. The Chief Nurse and Medical Director (the

Trust Executives with responsibility for clinical governance standards) are full

members of the two former groups and attend the Council of Governors meetings

when clinical commitments enable attendance.

The Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) contract has provided the

Trust with a process for the external scrutiny of a number of elements of its quality

activities. Information generated from the Trust�m CQUIN []ncpcnc_m b[p_ \__h

reviewed by the Trust�m g[ch ]iggcmmcih_l, NHS T[g_mc^_ & Gfimmij.

The Trust has a contract with Dr Foster Intelligence to provide high quality, fully

benchmarked data, including mortality, length of stay, day case rate and

readmissions. This forms the basis for a number of reports submitted to the Board

and to other bodies within the organisation.

The Trust has developed its capability for RTT monitoring and reporting tools using

its data warehouse and bespoke reports and a reporting tool, based on national RTT

guidance to ensure we monitor and maintain compliant with the requirements. The

data used to generate these reports is subject to rigorous, and routine, validation and

tracking processes.

Review of effectiveness

As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the

system of internal control. My review of the effectiveness of the system of internal

control is informed by the work of the internal auditors, clinical audit and the

executive managers and clinical leads within the NHS Foundation Trust who have

responsibility for the development and maintenance of the internal control framework.

I have drawn on the content of the quality report included in this Annual report and
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other performance information available to me. My review is also informed by

comments made by the external auditors in their management letter and other

reports. I have been advised on the implications of the result of my review of the

effectiveness of the system of internal control by the Board, the audit committee,

finance and performance committee and the quality and governance committee, and

a plan to address weaknesses and ensure continuous improvement of the system is

in place.

The Director of Internal Audit provides me with an opinion on the overall

arrangements for gaining assurance through the Assurance Framework and on the

controls reviewed as part of the internal audit work. The Assurance Framework itself

provides me with evidence that the effectiveness of controls which manage the risks

to the organisation achieving its principal objectives has been reviewed.

The internal audit reviews undertaken has resulted in the Director of Internal Audit

being able to give an overall opinion of significant assurance on the system of

internal control in the Trust ^_mcah_^ ni g__n nb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m i\d_]ncp_m [h^ nb[n

controls are generally being applied consistently. However, some weaknesses in the

design or inconsistent application of controls put the achievement of a particular

objective at risk.

During the year there were 4 reports that had significant assurance, 1 report with

limited assurance and no reports with any assurance. Management action plans

have been designed and implemented to address the weaknesses identified and the

Trust Executive and the Audit Committee review progress against the

implementation of agreed action plans.

My review is also informed by reports and assessments including those by:

' Care Quality Commission,

' Monitor

' Internal audit,

' External Audit

' Independently commissioned work programmes,

' Patient Led Assessment of the Care Environment

' NHSLA Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts
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' Local Commissioners

' The Local Healthwatch

' Advancing Quality Alliance (AQuA)

' Royal College / Health Education North west inspections/accreditations

' Information Governance risk assessments aligned to the Information

Governance Toolkit

' Review of compliance with and adherence to key policies and plans which

play a role in ensuring quality of care provided.

The following groups and committees have been involved in maintaining and

reviewing the effectiveness of the system of internal control:

' The Trust Board of Directors

The Board is responsible for setting the strategic direction of the organisation and

monitoring the progress of the Trust against targets. The Board has established

governance arrangements including a revised improved committee structure. The

Board has an Audit Committee, Quality and Governance Committee and Finance

and Performance Committee. The Chairs (non-executive directors) report to the

Board at the first available meeting following each respective committee meeting.

' The Audit Committee

Tb_ Ao^cn Ciggcnn__�m e_s lif_ cm ni l_pc_q nb_ chn_alcns i` nb_ Trust�m `ch[h]c[f

statements and to ensure appropriate scrutiny and review of the Trust�m `ch[h]c[f

and non-financial controls and management systems. The committee investigates

the activities of the Trust and provides assurance to the Board of Directors on the

adequacy of the structures and process for risk management, audit and financial

reporting.

' The Finance and Performance Committee

The role of the Committee is to provide assurance to the Trust Board in relation to

financial and non-financial performance issues. In particular the Committee

reviews and advises the Board on in year performance against previously agreed
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Board objectives/targets (monitoring) and in addition scrutinises in detail and

recommends for approval the Trust�m fiha_l n_lg \omch_mm jf[hm (jifc]s m_nncha).

' The Quality and Governance Committee

Tb_ Qo[fcns [h^ Cfchc][f Gip_lh[h]_ Ciggcnn__�m e_s lif_ cm ni _hmol_ nb[n [h

appropriate and effective system of quality governance is embedded throughout

the Trust via its divisional structures. The committee reports directly to the Board

as the main means of providing assurance about the systems and processes for

monitoring and continually improving the quality of care provided to patients. The

committee also ensures that the Trust responds appropriately and effectively to

serious clinical incidents complaints and concerns and other risk and incident

data it receives which have potentially significant implications for nb_ Tlomn�m

clinical services.

Extensive improvement programmes continue to be progressed across the Trust

throughout 2015/16. These have been undertaken to address the identified internal

control issues and gaps in control previously identified and have been informed by an

aggregated review of compliance inspections, complaints, Incidents which has

informed this statement.

Conclusion

The Trust�m Rcme M[h[a_g_hn Snl[n_as [h^ Pf[h [h^ Goc^[h]_ ionfch_m nb_ lif_ nb[n

controls play in managing the risk associated with the Trust�m \omch_mm. Cihnlifm [l_

the elements of the Tameside Hospital Foundation Trust (including our resources,

systems, policies, processes, culture, structure, and tasks) that, taken together,

support our staff in the achievement of the Trust�m i\d_]ncp_m.

It is essential to identify existing controls in the risk management process so that they

can be assured for their continuing efficacy thus proactively preventing risks

occurring by highlighting problems with these elements. We record these controls as

part of the risk assessment process and their effectiveness in the light of the

governance and risk management framework and this is used to assess gaps in

control leading to appropriate action to manage the risk. This forms the action plan

on the risk register and Board Assurance Framework. One control may relate to

more than one risk.
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The recorded controls are subject to scrutiny by independent reviewers where

feasible. Internal assurance by management is used if external assurance is not

available. This assurance is necessary because the controls are essential to the

achievement of the Trust�m i\d_]ncp_m [h^ nb_ g[h[a_g_hn i` nb_ c^_hnc`c_^ lcmem.

Effective management of risks is required to meet stated objectives and enable the

Board to make the Annual Governance Statement, and that there is systematic

assurance activity relating to tb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m jlch]cj[f lcmem.

Working in this way, the THFT Board can identify gaps in assurance and allocate

resources for meeting them. Independent sources of assurance have included

Internal Audit, Commissioners, Monitor, NHS England, Care Quality Commission

(CQC) and other regulators amongst others and are often mandatory; whilst

management assurance has been obtained from THFT internal quality and

governance assurance, clinical audit, Service Improvement Programme (SIP)

monitoring, and management information.

When determining whether an issue constitutes a significant risk in relation to control

the following questions are systematically considered to ensure we have a consistent

definition:

We have therefore considered a significant control issue to be any issue which

] Significantly prejudices achievement of priorities, undermines the integrity or

reputation of the NHS and significantly compromises the delivery of the

standards expected of the Accountable Officer

In determining this, the following would be considered:

What view does the Audit Committee take on this point?

v What advice has the internal or external audit given?
v Has the issue made it harder to resist fraud or other misuse of resources?
v Did the issue divert resources from another significant aspect of the business?
v Might h[ncih[f il ^[n[ m_]olcns il chn_alcns \_ jon [n lcme@ |

The Board will be advised of any issue or risk deemed to be a significant control risk

and this definition will be consistently applied from year to year.



In line with the Trust's definition of a significant control risk there have been no 
significant control issues in the Trust in 2015/16. 

My review confirms that Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has a generally 
sound system of internal control that supports the achievement of its policies, aims 
and objectives. 

The Trust recognises that the control environment can always be strengthened and 
that this will continue in 2016/17. 

Accountable Officer: Karen James 
Organisation: Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 

Signature ... �.dll00 ... : ........... . Date.2.0. .. 5.: .J. .4? .. 
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Financial Statements

Overview

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is in its eighth full year of operating as an

NHS Foundation Trust. Following the Keogh review in 2013, and the Trust

mo\m_ko_hnfs \_cha jf[]_^ ch ~Sj_]c[f M_[mol_m�, chp_mng_hnm ni cgjlip_ ko[fcns

within the Trust resulted in the delivery of deficit financial positions in 2013/14 and

2014/15 and 2015/16. It was recognised that a Local Health Economy (LHE) strategy

was required to ensure financial and clinical sustainability, and a five year strategy,

Caring Together, has been developed. In 2016/17, the organisation will begin the

process to transition into an Integrated Care Foundation Trust with the goal of being

the main provider of integrated health and social care services for the Tameside and

Glossop population.

After reviewing the financial position, the Directors have a reasonable expectation

that the NHS Foundation Trust has adequate resources to continue in operational

existence for the foreseeable future. For this reason they continue to adopt the going

concern basis in preparing the accounts.

The Directors considered the following factors in concluding that the organisation is a

going concern;

' The level and basis of expected income for 2016/17 and fully signed off

contracts and agreed activity levels,

' Robust and full impact assessment of the impact of Payment by Results tariffs

specifically in 2016/17 but going forward,

' An agreed Board resolution to apply for a working capital facility and interim

revenue support loan. An expectation that the loan will be agreed by the end of

quarter 1.

' An agreed capital expenditure programme for 2016/17 risk assessed reflecting

the requirements of the foundation Trust in delivering its mandatory goods and

service schedule,
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' Contractual agreement with its main commissioner Tameside & Glossop CCG

to the Trust�m ip_l[ff m_lpc]_ mnl[n_as ch]fo^cha l_]iahcncih i` `onol_

commissioner intentions and ;

' Full identification of potential downsides and upsides, incorporated into the

financial plan for 2016/17 including the potential impact of planned demand

management initiatives.

Financial Position

The Trust�m []]iohnm [l_ ch]fo^_^ ch nb_ [hho[f []]iohnm m_]ncih i` nbcm l_jiln [h^

show a deficit of £22.8m for the year (before exceptional costs/income). The

financial plan agreed with Monitor for 2015/16 was a deficit of £25.8m for the year

prior to exceptional costs. The year-end position is £2.9m better than plan.

Table one below summarises the income and expenditure position for the year.

Table One ^ 2015/16 Income and Expenditure

The Trust�m ][mb \[f[h]_m [m [n nb_ 31st March 2016 were £1.2m against a planned

target of £1.0m. The increase above plan was in line with approved changes with the

introduction of new loans.

2015/16

£m

2014/15

£m

Operating Income Income from activities 152.7 146.0

Other operating income 12.8 13.5

Total Operating Income 165.5 159.5

Operating Expenses Pay costs 120.2 113.1

Non-pay costs 63.9 58.0

Total Operating Expenses 184.2 171.1

(18.7) (11.6)

Technical Items Finance income 0.0 0.0

Finance expenses 3.6 3.2

Finance expenses - unwinding of discount 0.0 0.0

PDC payable 0.5 0.9

(22.8) (15.7)

(22.8) (18.4)

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

Surplus/(Deficit) from Continuing Operations

Surplus/(Deficit) from Continuing Operations - Excluding

Exceptional Costs/Income
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Financial Performance

Key headline financial indicators are as follows;

' The Trust ended the year with a deficit of £22.8m, excluding exceptional

income and costs.

' The year-end cash balances were £1.2m, but this included the receipt of

£20.3m interim revenue support loan from the Department of Health (DH).

' Capital investment of £2.6m

' Achievement of £6.7m Cost Improvement Programme in year (£4.3m

recurrently) against a planned delivery of £6.1m

' Private Patient Income totalled £11k (less than 0.01 % of total patient income)

and within the Monitor private patient cap of 49%.

Financial Risks

Key financial risks during 2015/16 included:

' Delivery of the required Cost Improvement Programme

' Impact of External Reviews

' Unplanned expenditure required to deliver national performance targets for

example increased use of temporary staff due to increased staffing to achieve

performance standards and to cover vacancies which the Trust has been

unable to recruit to.

' Non-payment for re-admissions to a hospital within thirty days of discharge

' Loss of income relating to CQUINs, Quality Bonus Payment income, and/or

contract penalties

' Excess inflation and pay award costs above funding received through tariff

uplift.

Income / Contract Activity

Income

The Trust received income in 2015/16 of £165.5m. The majority of the Trust�m

income (£152.7m, 92.3%) is from Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) for health

care services provided to patients during the year. Services provided to Tameside

and Glossop CCG account for 85% of all income received from CCGs.
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Other operating income relates to services provided to other Trusts; training and

education; charitable contributions, and miscellaneous fees and charges.

A breakdown of income is provided in charts and tables below.

Chart One ^ Analysis of Income by Source

Chart Two - Analysis of Income by CCG

The activity associated with this clinical income is detailed in table two below.

3%
3%3%

� 8+6B<3<�9 0�' 9>;-/<�9 0��8-97 /�� �  � �  �

CCG and NHS England Income

Other Patient Care Income

Education, Training and Research

Non-Patient Care Services to Other Bodies

Other Income

£7.1
£5.7 £1.2

1%1%

£6.7
4%4%

£3.7
2%2%

Analysis of Activity
Income by CCG and NHS England

(£m)

Tameside and
Glossop
Oldham

Manchester

Stockport

Specialist
CommissioningCommissioning
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Table Two - Analysis of Contract Activity

The Trust�m g[ch miol]_ i` ch]ig_ [lcm_m `lig ]iggcmmcih_l l_ko_mn_^ m_lpc]_m ch

treating non elective admissions, with outpatient visits being the second largest

source of activity related income. Income from non-commissioner requested services

mainly relates to income derived from the Compensation Recovery Unit (CRU)

mainly in relation to road traffic accidents. Table three below analyses income from

activities.

Table Three - Analysis of Income from Activities
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Other Operating Income

Other operating income totalled £12.8m for the year or 7.8% of the total income

compared with 6.8% in 2014/15. A breakdown of the income is shown in table 4,

below.

Table Four ^ Analysis of Other Operating Income (excluding impairments and

other technical items)

In total other operating income has increased in 2015/16 by £2.3m. This increase is

due to an increase in charitable and other contributions to expenditure and an

increase in non-patient care service to other bodies.

Chart Three - Analysis of Other Operating Income
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has complied with the cost allocation and

charging requirements set out in HM Treasury and Office of Public Sector

Information Guidance in relation to the levying of charges for the provision of

information.

Private Patient Income

The Trust generated £11k from private patient activity during the period (£16k in

2014/15), which accounts for less than 0.01% of total patient income. To comply

with the Trust�m T_lgm i` Aonbilcm[ncih [m [ Fioh^[ncih Trust the Trust must ensure

that the income received from treating private patients does not exceed a cap of 49%

of total income. The Trust is compliant with its obligation in this respect.

Expenditure

An analysis of the Trust�m ij_l[ncha _rj_h^cnol_ cm ^_n[cf_^ ch nabular and graphical

format below.

Table Five ^ Analysis of Operating Expenses 1st April 2015 ^ 31st March 2016

Pay costs have increased by £7.1m in comparison with the previous year. These

increases reflect a 1% pay award to staff, changes in pay relating to pay increments

plus further investment in pay to support quality pressures and increased activity

levels. The Trust has also been reliant on the use of agency staffing to cover difficult

to recruit to vacancies. The premium element of agency expenditure has resulted in

a financial pressure. These increases in expenditure occurred despite delivering

£2.2m of savings on pay to support the requirement to achieve efficiency savings.

Staff costs 65% 120.2 113.1

Drug Costs 5% 9.1 8.2

Supplies and Services - Clinical 7% 12.9 13.0

Supplies and services - Non-clinical 3% 5.8 5.9

Services from other Organisations 4% 7.1 4.0

Other Costs 16% 29.1 27.0

Total Operating Expenses 100% 184.2 171.1

2015/16

£m

2015/16

%

2014/15

£m
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Chart Four - Analysis of Operating Expenses

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998

Under this legislation, the Trust had a late payment fee of £15k.

The Trust aims to pay all creditors within 60 days.

Value for Money

The Trust delivered a Cost Improvement Programme (CIP) of £6.7m in 2015/16,

against a planned target of £6.1m, £0.6m ahead of the savings required. Of the

£6.7m savings delivered, £2.4m were on a non-recurrent basis in order to maximise

savings and bridge slippage in recurrent schemes. The Trust delivered £4.3m

recurrent savings, and the recurrent shortfall has been included within the savings

target for 2016/17.

Prudential Borrowing Limit

The Trust had a revolving working capital facility in the first quarter of 2015/16, until

an Interim Revenue Support loan of £20.3m (repayable 2018) was agreed with the

Department of Health in July 2015. The Trust also received an interim revenue

support loan of £14.7m (repayable 2020) in 2014/15 and so has a loan liability of

£35m
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Cash Investments

As a Foundation Trust, Tameside has the opportunity to invest cash balances in

order to generate increased interest. This interest contributes to the Trust�m ip_l[ff

financial position and therefore to investment in patient care. However, in 2015/16,

the Trust has had to seek cash support from the DH in order to pay staff and

creditors. As such the amount the Trust has had to invest has been limited to short

term (weekly) investments.

The Trust has an investment policy and the Finance and Performance Committee

oversee investment activity and monitors the returns on investments generated.

Performance against the Risk Assessment Framework

Since the 1st April 2013 all NHS Foundation Trusts need a licence from Monitor

stipulating specific conditions that they must meet to operate. The key conditions are

`ch[h]c[f momn[ch[\cfcns [h^ aip_lh[h]_ l_kocl_g_hnm. Mihcnil�m lcsk assessment

framework is a measure of the level of risk to the financial sustainability of a provider

which could impact the continuity of service provision. With effect from October 2013

Mihcnil chnli^o]_^ nb_ ~Cihnchocns i` S_lpc]_m Rcme R[ncha� (CiSRR) to identify the

financial risks facing a Trust.

There are four CoSRR rating categories ranging from 1, which represents the most

serious risk, to 4, representing the least risk. A low rating does not necessarily

l_jl_m_hn [ \l_[]b i` nb_ jlipc^_l�m fc]_nce. Rather, it reflects the degree of financial

concern that Monitor may have about a provider and consequently the frequency

with which a Trust will be monitored.

The CoSRR incorporates four measures of financial robustness:-

1. Liquidity: days of operating costs held in cash or cash-equivalent forms,

including wholly committed lines of credit available for drawdown.

2. Capital Servicing Coverage: nb_ ^_al__ ni qbc]b nb_ ila[hcm[ncih�m

generated income covers its financing obligations.
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3. Income and Expenditure (I&E) margin: the degree to which the organisation

is operating at a surplus/deficit.

4. Variance from Plan (I&E margin): variance between a foundation Trust�m

planned I&E margin in its annual forward plan and its actual I&E margin within

the year.

Table six below indicates that the Trust scored a CoSRR of 2 in 2015/16.

Table Six ^ 2015/16 Continuity of Service Risk Rating

Capital Investment Activity 2015/16

The Trust invested £2.6m in the financial year 2015/16. Table seven below analyses

the key capital investment by the Trust for the full financial year, with comparative

data for previous years. The prior year capital expenditure is included to give a better

overview of previous levels of investment and schemes.

Table Seven ^ 2015/16 Capital Expenditure
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Valuation of Land and Buildings

The Trust has adopted a Modern Equivalent Asset (MEA) basis for the valuation of

the estate. The adoption of this approach was a requirement for all NHS and

Foundation Trusts since 2009/10.

The Trust has undertaken desk top revaluations over the last few years and is due a

full site revaluation in 2016/17. The Trust undertook a desktop revaluation of Land,

Building and Dwelling which resulted in the value of Trusts buildings increasing by

£3.925m.

Financial Outlook for 2016/17

The Trust is planning to deliver a deficit of £17.3m (8.5% of turnover) in 2016/17,

and a CoSRR of 2. This deficit has been agreed with NHS Improvement and the

Trust will be monitored against this control total. This position assumes the Trust

receives £6.9m of Sustainability and Transformation funding (STF) and achieves the

efficiency saving programme in full. The planned deficit is driven by existing and

new pressures aimed at improving the quality of patient care and patient experience.

In order to fulfil all financial obligations for salaries and services, the Trust will require

cash support from the Department of Health. The Trust has a revolving working

capital loan agreed (at an interest rate of 3.5%), and is in the process of applying for

an interim revenue support loan of £17.3m, which will incur an interest charge of

1.5%.

The Trust is planning to deliver efficiency savings of £7.8m (3.6%) in 2016/17. This

is in excess of the national efficiency requirement of 2%. The additional savings are

required to fund investments to improve the quality of services provided by the Trust.

These savings will be delivered by a number of transformational and other schemes

which cut across all divisions and departments improving productivity and the flow of

patients through the hospital. Savings plans are scrutinised by the Board and

schemes impacting on clinical services require the approval of both the Medical

Director and the Chief Nurse prior to implementation to ensure that the quality of

patient care is not compromised.
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The financial plan for 2016/17 is underpinned by contracted activity levels based on

2015/16 forecast outturn and anticipated growth and reductions in activity associated

agreed service changes and CCG QIPP schemes.

The main risks faced by the Trust include:

' The requirement to deliver efficiency savings of £7.8m to achieve the deficit

control total agreed with NHS Improvement.

' The requirement to deliver the agreed criteria in order to receive the £6.9m

Sustainability and Transformation Funding and

' The potential financial penalties which will be imposed under the contract with

commissioners and regulator for failure to meet performance and quality.

In addition to this the Trust will need to ensure it has robust systems of financial

control so that that all areas manage within their financial budgets whilst maintaining

a safe high quality service. As in previous years there remains the risk that further

external reviews could result in the necessity to increase expenditure without the

financial resources to support it. Detailed cash management processes will also need

to be in place to manage the limited cash balances the Trust will have available to it

once it becomes reliant on cash support. The Board recognises the risks around its

financial plans and has introduced a robust assurance process to ensure that all risks

are well understood and managed and mitigated.

The Trust is planning for capital investments of £2.9m in 2016/17 of which £1.4m will

relate to improving the direct patient environment and £0.6m expenditure on medical

equipment. A further £0.9m will be spent improving services to the patient areas.

Future Investment Plans

The Trust has undertaken a major hospital redevelopment project in conjunction with

a private sector partner, Consort Healthcare, as part of the Health Investment in

Tameside (HIT) project. This was completed in August 2011, and was financed

oh^_l nb_ aip_lhg_hn�m Plcp[n_ Fch[h]_ Ihcnc[ncp_ (PFI) qb_l_ \s jlcp[n_ m_]nil

investors funded the new build the of the hospital. The Trust pays an annual service
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charge and the contract with Consort Healthcare will expire in August 2041, when the

Trust will own the PFI buildings.

The Trust�m ][jcn[f jlial[gg_ `il 2016/17 reflects continued investment in on-going

general maintenance and improvement of non PFI buildings.

Remuneration report

The Remuneration Committee (see page 43 for details of the Nomination and

Remuneration Committee) comprises of the Chairman and all of the Non-Executive

Directors of the Trust. The quorum for a meeting of the Remuneration Committee is

four members. The role of the Remuneration Committee is to advise the Board on

the appropriate remuneration and terms and conditions of employment of the Chief

Executive and Executive Directors of the Trust only. In discharging this responsibility

the Remuneration Committee complies with the annual guidance received from the

D_j[lng_hn i` H_[fnb ]ih]_lhcha j[s ch]l_[m_m `il ~V_ls S_hcil M[h[a_lm� (Cbc_`

Executive and Directors).

The Chief Executive and Executive Directors are all employed on permanent

]ihnl[]nm i` _gjfisg_hn [h^ [l_ _hncnf_^ ni acp_ [h^ l_]_cp_ mcr gihnbm� hinc]_ i`

termination of contract. The Chairman and Non-Executive Directors are appointed

by the Council of Governors in line with the Trust�m Cihmncnoncih, [h^ nb_ H_[fnb [h^

Social Care Act 2012. Under this they are appointed for a maximum three year

contract, renewable at the discretion of the Council of Governors for an absolute

maximum tenure of nine years. The Chairman and non-executive directors are

entitled to resign by giving notice to the Council of governors.

The following information shown in the tables eight and nine below (subject to audit)

is in respect of the period 1st April 2015 to the 31st March 2016. The Trust does not

operate a system of performance related bonus payments and so no performance

related bonuses have been paid to any employees listed in the table below.
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Table Eight ^Greenbury Declarations 2015/16

Name and Title
Salary (bands

of £5,000)

Performance

related

bonuses

(bands of

£5,000)

Other

remuneration

(bands of

£5,000)

Taxable

Benefits

(rounded

to nearest

£100)

All pension

related

benefits

(bands of

£2,500)

£000 £000 £000 £0 £000
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Notes 

1. Mrs P Jones commenced in post on 1st February 2016

2. Mr M Taylor commenced in post of the 1st May 2015

3. Mr B Ryan, Medical Director, still maintains an active clinical role. The salary

relating to the clinical element of this role is with band £50-55k, (included in

the total salary).

4. The Chief Executive and the Medical Director are both paid over £142,500

(which is the amount the Prime Minister is paid). This was noted at the June

2015 Remuneration Committee and reported to Monitor.

The median pay calculation is based on employees on the Trust payroll only, and 

represents the net salary costs of all individuals including basic pay, enhancements, 

acting up, additional duty payments, PA's, banding supplements for doctors, CEA's, 

maternity pay, arrears, overtime etc. The total pay has then been divided by the 

whole time equivalents paid in March to determine the full time equivalent salary 

cost, which has then been annualised. The median pay is based on the individual 

pay that was the median of all employees. In line with guidance the Chief Executive 

is excluded from the calculation. 

Table Nine - Tameside Hospital NHS FT - Pension Benefits of Senior Managers 
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Mrs KJames 

5-7,5 17.5-20 60-65 185-190 1,237 1,098 139 
Chief Executive 

Mrs C Yarwood 
2.5-5 10-12.5 45-50 140-145 858 788 70 

Director of Finance 

Mr B Ryan 
0-2.5 5-7.5 60-65 190-195 1,412 1,353 59 

Medical Director 

Mr J Goodenough 
0-2.5 (2.5-0) 31-35 95-100 504 491 13 

Director of Nursinq 

Mrs P Cavanagh 

Director of 2.5-5 10-12.5 40-45 125-130 751 671 79 

Operations 

Ms A Bromley 

Director of Human 0-2.5 0-2.5 25-30 65-70 340 320 21 

Resou.rces 

Ms Gillian Parker 

Director of Estates 2.5-5 10-12.5 40-45 125-130 751 671 79 

&Focillities 

Mrs Pauline Jones 
2.5-5 10-12.5 40-45 125-130 751 671 79 

Chief Nurse 

Chief Executive .... . 

�dOOJ. : . ........................... . 2�5 lfo Date ... : ... : .. .. 
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A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of 

the pension scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The 

benefits valued are the member's accrued benefits and any contingent spouse's 

pension payable from the scheme. A CETV is a payment made by a pension 

scheme, or arrangement to secure pension benefits in another pension scheme or 

arrangement when the member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer the 

benefits accrued in their former scheme. The pension figures shown relate to the 

benefits that the individual has accrued as a consequence of their total membership 

of the pension scheme, not just their service in a senior capacity to which the 

disclosures apply. The CETV figures, and the other pension details, include the 

value of any pension benefits in another scheme or arrangement which the individual 

has transferred to the NHS pension scheme. They also include any additional 

pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing additional 

years of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated 

within guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries. 

Real increase in CETV reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded by the 

employer. It takes account of the increase in accrued pension due to inflation, 

contributions paid by the employee (including the value of any benefits transferred 

from another pension scheme or arrangement) and uses common market valuation 

factors for the start and end of the period. 

On 16 March 2016, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced a changed in the 

Superannuation Contributions Adjusted for Past Experience (SCAPE) discount rate 

form 3.0% to 2.8%. This rate affects the calculation of CETV figures in this report. 

Due to the lead time required to perform calculations and prepare annual reports, the 

CETV figures quoted in this report for members of the NHS Pension scheme are 

based on the pre�ious discount rate and have not been recalculated. 
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Reporting related to the Review of Tax Arrangements of Public Sector

Appointees

The tables below detail information relating to staff working at the Trust who are not

engaged on the Trust�m j[sliff \on [l_ m_f`-employed, and as such are obliged to

conform to national tax requirements. The Trust has no off-payroll employments as at

the 31st March 2016

Table 11- Off-payroll engagements as of 31 Mar 2016, for more than £220 per

day and that last for longer than six months

Table 12 - New off-payroll engagements, or those that reached six months in

duration, between 01 Apr 2015 and 31 Mar 2016, for more than £220 per day

and that last for longer than six months

Table 13 - Off-payroll engagements of board members, and/or senior officials

with significant financial responsibility, between 1 Apr 2015 and 31 Mar 2016
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Part One

LfSfW_W`f a` fZW JgS^[fk aX LWdh[UWe Xda_

fZW <Z[WX >jWUgf[hW S`V LfSfW_W`f aX

=[dWUfad KWeba`e[T[^[f[We



Chief Executive's Overview 

I am pleased to present our Quality Account for 2015/16. It is now three years since 

our Improvement programme was established and in that time our teams have 

worked together with our partners to deliver some exciting developments with 

colleagues in and across primary care and social care as well as continuing to 

provide care for a local population across our hospital site and community settings. 

At the outset, I want to acknowledge the achievement of the staff who through their 

work in both clinical and corporate teams have been dedicated and worked to 

ensure the success of our improvement programme. These efforts delivered the 

recognition identified in the Care Quality Commission's report published in 

September 2015 which resulted in the Trust being removed from Special Measures. 

We are, and always have been, fully committed to ensuring the safety and welfare of 

every one of our patients across all our services. The CQC report describes the 

journey of improvement so far and recognised our achievements and the work of our 

staff which has and I am confident will ensure the delivery of our improvement 

programme. 

I also recognise the challenges there have encountered in meeting some national 

access standards and improving our financial position. Since I took up post I have 

taken decisive action to strengthen the leadership teams, ensure our focus is on 

Quality and Safety, but at the same time introduce a comprehensive programme of 

quality improvement and service transformation in order to achieve our ambition to 

be rated as Good or Outstanding for all our service areas. 

Our staff and local health partners have been fully involved in developing and 

implementing our quality improvement programme. I am hugely grateful to our staff 

for their continued hard work and dedication, as well as for the support we continue 

to receive from our local health and social care partners. 

I hope you find our latest Quality Account informative. It is an accurate reflection of 

our performance against our quality indicators. We are committed to continuous 
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improvement and we welcome your feedback. To provide us your comments, or to 

request the Account in different languages or formats, please use any of the contact 

details on the rear cover of the report. 

I confirm to the best of my knowledge the information in this document is accurate . 

...... �.tn?..: .............. . 
Karen James 

Chief Executive 

May 2016 
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0./3-/4 LfSfW_W`f aX =[dWUfadeo dWeba`e[T[^[f[We [` respect of the Quality

Report

The directors are required under the Health Act 2009 and the National Health

Service (Quality Accounts) Regulations to prepare Quality Accounts for each

financial year.

Monitor has issued guidance to NHS foundation trust boards on the form and

content of annual quality reports (which incorporate the above legal requirements)

and on the arrangements that NHS foundation trust boards should put in place to

support the data quality for the preparation of the quality report.

In preparing the Quality Report, directors are required to take steps to satisfy

themselves that:

' the content of the Quality Report meets the requirements set out in the
NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2015/16 and supporting
guidance;

' the content of the Quality Report is not inconsistent with internal and
external sources of information including:

' board minutes and papers for the period April 2015 to March 2016

' papers relating to Quality reported to the board over the period April 2015
to March 2016

' feedback from commissioners dated 20th May 2016

' feedback from governors dated 18th May 2016

' feedback from local Healthwatch organisations dated 20th May 2016

' feedback from Overview and Scrutiny Committee dated 18th May 2016
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' nb_ Tlomn�m ]igjf[chnm l_jiln jo\fcmb_^ oh^_l l_aof[ncih 18 i` nb_ Li][f
Authority Social Services and NHS Complaints Regulations 2009, dated
5th May 2016

' the national patient survey (publication date delayed expected 8th June

2016)

' the national staff survey 23rd February 2016

' nb_ H_[^ i` Ihn_lh[f Ao^cn�m [hho[f ijchcih ip_l nb_ nlomn�m ]ihnlif
environment dated 21st April 2016

' the Quality Report presents a balanced picture of the NHS foundation
nlomn�m j_l`ilg[h]_ ip_l nb_ j_lci^ ]ip_l_^<

' the performance information reported in the Quality Report is reliable and
accurate;

' there are proper internal controls over the collection and reporting of the
measures of performance included in the Quality Report, and these
controls are subject to review to confirm that they are working effectively in
practice;

' the data underpinning the measures of performance reported in the
Quality Report is robust and reliable, conforms to specified data quality
standards and prescribed definitions, is subject to appropriate scrutiny and
review; and

' nb_ Qo[fcns R_jiln b[m \__h jl_j[l_^ ch []]il^[h]_ qcnb Mihcnil�m [hho[f
reporting guidance (which incorporates the Quality Accounts regulations)
(published at www.monitor.gov.uk/annualreportingmanual) as well as the
standards to support data quality for the preparation of the Quality Report
(available at www.monitor.gov.uk/annualreportingmanual).

The directors confirm to the best of their knowledge and belief they have complied

with the above requirements in preparing the Quality Report.



By o�e::te ba 
. . . . . . . . ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
PaulConnellan 

Chair 

Date 26th May 2016 

.�ctO .: ............. . 
Karen James 

Chief Executive 

Date 25th May 2016 
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Statement of Assurance from the Board

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust operates from Tameside Hospital in

Ashton-under-Lyne, providing a range of acute hospital services for a population of

approximately 250,000 people living in the surrounding area.

The Trust became a Foundation Trust in February 2008 and in 2015/16 employed

around 2,400 staff, across a host of professions. From 1st April 2016 the Trust

welcomed the Tameside and Glossop Community Services.

Review of Services

During 2015/16 the Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust provided and/or sub-

]ihnl[]n_^ 7 l_f_p[hn b_[fnb m_lpc]_m (^_`ch_^ omcha nb_ C[l_ Qo[fcns Ciggcmmcih�m

regulated activities).

The services provided were:

' Treatment of disease, disorder or injury

' Diagnostic and screening procedures

' Family planning services

' Maternity and Midwifery services

' Surgical procedures

' Termination of pregnancies

' Assessment or medical treatment for persons detained under the Mental

Health Act 1983

The Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has reviewed all the data available to

them on the quality of care in all 7 of these NHS Services. The data the Trust has

reviewed cover the three dimensions of quality z patient safety, clinical effectiveness

and patient experience where necessary. Where appropriate the Trust have

indicated where the amount of data for review has impeded this objective. The Trust

systematically and continuously reviews data related to the Quality of its services.

The Trust uses its Quality, Safety and Performance metrics to demonstrate this.

R_jilnm ni nb_ Tlomn Bi[l^, nb_ Tlomn�m Qo[fcns [h^ Gip_lh[h]_ Ciggcnn__, Tlomn
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Executive Group and other key committees and the Performance Management

Framework all include data and information relating to our quality of services. The

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has reviewed all the data available on the

quality of care in all of these NHS Services.

The income generated by the relevant health services reviewed in 2015/16

represents 93% of the total income generated from the provision of relevant health

services by the Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust for 2015/16.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust provides the wide array of services one

would associate with a general hospital. These include emergency services,

General and Specialty Medicine and Surgery and full consultant-led Obstetric and

Paediatric hospital services for women, children and babies.

How Quality Initiatives are prioritised at the Trust

In prioritising our Quality initiatives we have considered the key requirements

identified within National and Local Priorities informed by the Commissioning and

regulatory requirements.

These have informed our improvement programme which has been agreed with key

stakeholders to ensure delivery of the fundamental standards of Quality and Safety

along with continuous improvement. The programmes are evident in the agreed

Trust Board objectives, and embrace the vision identified in the Quality Improvement

strategy and Trust values and behaviours agreed and set out in the Tameside vision

nb[n |Ep_lsih_ M[nn_lm |.

The improvement programme consists of key areas and the content of this Quality

Account will provide an overview of progress against these key improvement areas.

The Trust Board continues to oversee the delivery of this.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has demonstrated that we are able to

deliver our improvement plan and we believe we have made significant progress

with this. We are pleased that the CQC along with other stakeholders have also

recognised this
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Tb_ j[a_m \_fiq c^_hnc`s T[g_mc^_ Himjcn[f NHS Fioh^[ncih Tlomn�m Qo[fcns

Improvement Strategy which sets out how our Quality initiatives are identified, the

Patient Safety Programme which sets out our key patient safety priorities and our

Values and Behaviours which should be evident in all that do.
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The Continuous Improvement of Clinical Quality is further incentivised through the

contracting mechanism which includes quality schedules, penalties and CQUIN

payments.

NHS England and regulation frameworks highlight the focus on quality, and are

linked to the NHS Mandate and Constitution. We have worked with Tameside and

Glossop Clinical Commissioning Group and Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council

to align our quality aims and to maximise the potential delivery through these

mechanisms.

Priorities for Quality Improvement

The priorities for 2015/16 were set out in the Trust Objectives and in the previous

Quality Account. There are identified below and these are what we are reporting on

in this quality account

1. All patients receive harm free care through nb_ ^_fcp_ls i` nb_ Tlomn�m P[nc_hn

Safety Programme

' We will continue to build upon and embed the reduction in harm achieved in

2014/15 and we will maintain or exceed the end of year position against key

performance metrics.

' We will participate in the Haelo Patient Safety Programme and ensure

external engagement is secured to meet its expressed objectives

' We will implement and deliver the Trust Safety plan for 2015/16 measuring

and monitoring safety objectives across the Trust as submitted to Haelo and

the NHSLA.

' A speciality level range of safety metrics are developed which will drive local

quality improvement and measurement.

' We will develop in partnership with our commissioners and other providers

and the local authority a system wide metrics for at least two agreed areas of

harm and collate baseline data for these.

' We will develop a system for anticipating and predicting potential future harm

and implement this for at least two of the Patient Safety Patient work streams

for 2015/16
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2. To improve the ko[fcns i` j[nc_hn ][l_ nblioab nb_ cgjf_g_hn[ncih i` nb_ Tlomn�m

agreed Quality Strategy.

' We will achieve the identified pledges and measures as stated in the Trust

Quality Strategy and meet key indicators as attributed to each Quality Priority.

' Each speciality will have developed a suite of Quality metrics which will drive

local quality improvement and measurement.

' The Trusts mortality rates will have improved in line with expected levels.

' We will further develop our strategy for seven day services and working in

partnership with other key organisations.

' Through delivery of the Workforce and HR/OD Strategy we will ensure

delivery of our Health and Wellbeing and organisational development

intentions and improve outcomes against our Values and Behaviours.

' We will review our position against appropriate NICE guidance and Quality

standards ensuring these are monitored and prioritised within service delivery

' We will deliver Advancing Quality (AQ) improvement targets.

3. To improve the patient experience through a personalised, responsive,

compassionate and caring approach to the delivery of patient care.

' There is evidence of an improvement in administration processes which

support responsiveness to patients and other service users.

This will include:

v All urgent letters typed and sent within 2 working days.

v All routine letters typed and sent within 5 working days

v All areas will have agreed standard operating policies which will

ensure that compliance is maintained with these standards

' We will improve our Friends & Family Test and response rates by a further

5% on the national trajectory for each required FFT speciality published.

' We will improve our reported Positive patient experience metrics and intend to

be in the top 50% of Trusts when benchmarked for each reported FFT

speciality.

' We will further reduce the number of KO41 complaints per 1000 patient

contacts to below 1.15 complaints per 1,000 patient contacts.
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' We will increase in the number of recorded compliments and improve the

Compliments to KO41 Complaints ratio by 20% from the Q4 2014/15

baseline.

' We will continue to undertake First Friday walkrounds to receive feedback on

patient and staff experience and see on going improvement in the feedback

provided and reported.

' We will continue to implement our open and transparent culture around the

performance of the organisation and our performance against our agreed

quality and safety metrics and include examples of improvement and patient

mnilc_m. W_ qcff jo\fcmb nb_m_ ih nb_ Tlomn W_\mcn_ ch iol |Oj_h [h^ bih_mn}

publications monthly

' We will continue through feedback questionnaires and other systems to

understand what our patients and key stakeholders are telling us about the

Tlomn�m Qo[fcns i` m_lpc]_ jlipcmcih [h^ l_jon[ncih. W_ qcff l_jiln ih nbcm

nblioab jo\fcmb_^ j_l`ilg[h]_ ch nb_ |Oj_h [h^ Hih_mn} jo\fc][ncihm [h^ cn

visibility through the NHS choices star ratings.

Progress against these priorities is detailed in Part three of the Quality account.
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T[g_mc^_ Himjcn[f NHS Fioh^[ncih Tlomn�m jlcilcnc_m `il cgjlip_g_hn ch 2016/17 [l_

embedded in the Trust Board agreed objectives provided in full at the end of the

Quality account. Our priorities for improvement are developed in the context of our

Quality Improvement Strategy and Patient Safety Programme which has been

implemented and developed with our stakeholders and reflects the change in

organisational structure from 1st April the provision of Community services as part of

the agreed service transformation.

The priorities for 2016/17 are

1 To ensure all patients and service users receive harm free care through

nb_ ^_fcp_ls i` nb_ Tlomn�m j[nc_hn [h^ m_lpc]_ om_l m[`_ns jlial[gme

across all hospital and community services.

' We will increase the level of harm free care

' We will increase incident reporting rate per 1000 bed days

' We will reduce severe and catastrophic incident harm to below the

national average of 1% ( NRLS September 2015 baseline )

' We will reduce to the number of avoidable Healthcare Associated

Infections

' We will reduce the Number of Care Acquired Pressures Ulcers

' We will use a model for anticipating and predicting potential future harm

for at least three of the Patient Safety Patient work streams for 2016/17

prioritising Healthcare Associated Infection, Tissue Viability and Care

Associated Pressure Ulcers and Managing the Deteriorating and Acutely

Unwell Patients (Sepsis and Acute Kidney Injury)

' Improve our Medicines management processes

% Reconciliation will be undertaken in 24 hours of admission from

91% to 95%

% Percentage of antibiotic prescriptions correctly prescribed and or

reviewed 81% to 90%

' We will increase completed eligible Nutritional assessments from an

average of 96% to 98%

' We will increase completed eligible VTE risk assessment from an average

of 96% to 98%

' We will deliver and meet the Sepsis CQUIN requirements improving the

Tlomn�m ]igjfc[h]_ qcnb S_jmcm C[l_ [a[chmn nb_ 2015 \[m_fch_ jimcncin.
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2 To improve the quality of patient and service user care through the

cgjf_g_hn[ncih i` nb_ Tlomn�m [al__^ ko[fcns mnl[n_as []limm [ff bimjcn[f

and community services.

' We will implement our improvement plans to progress the CQC ratings to

good or outstanding from the September 2015 report baseline

' The Trusts mortality rates will improve from

' We will further develop our strategy for seven day services and integrated

working in partnership with other key organisations.

' We will lead and deliver a Quality Initiative across the wider Health and

Social Care economy in relation to Pressure Ulcer prevention using

preventative health strategies to standardise and improve wound care

management across the community.

' We will lead and deliver a Quality initiative across the wider Health and

Social Care economy in relation to infection control practice to improve

compliance amongst non-hospital providers

' We will improve our organisational PLACE Scores reported in 2016 to be

at or above the 2015 national average reported scores:

' We will implement our Medicines Management Pharmacy Optimisation

transformation action plan

3 To improve patient and service user experience through a personalised,

integrated, responsive, compassionate and caring approach to the delivery

of care.

' We will improve our Friends & Family Test and response rates by a further

5% against the national average for each required FFT speciality

published.

' We will improve our reported Positive patient experience metrics and

intend to be in the top 50% of Trusts when benchmarked for each reported

FFT speciality.

' We will further reduce the number of KO41 complaints per 1000 patient

contacts from 1.15 to below 1 complaint per 1,000 patient contacts
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' We will increase the number of recorded compliments and improve the

Compliments to KO41 Complaints ratio further from the Q4 2014/15

baseline.

These objectives build on those undertaken in the last year to continue our

improvement programme and delivery of Safe, Effective and Personalised care and

from 1st April 2016 the provision of community services. Progress against these

objectives will be reported and monitored through the Trust Board and its

subcommittees against agreed standards.

These priorities have been chosen based upon national/local priorities and taking

analysed patient and stakeholder feedback. Where benchmarking information has

been used in data provided in this report, unless otherwise stated, it has been taken

from data available from the Health and Social Care Information Centre.

Monitoring Priorities at Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

The strengthened governance systems across the Trust continue to be rolled out

through the divisional and directorate structures which have been augmented to

strengthen the governance processes in place across the organisation. These

provide assurance structures to appropriately monitor challenge and seek assurance

on our workstreams, agreed action and priorities set by the Executive Team. They

also provide for systematically ensuring that concerns and risks are appropriately

managed and escalated, and assurance on this provided to the Trust Board through

these structures and processes.

We have developed our divisional infrastructure and capacity with an emphasis on

Clinical Leadership with overview and scrutiny from Non- Executive Directors,

Governors and third party organisations

Participation in Clinical Audits

Clinical Audit involves improving the Quality of Patient Care by looking at current

practice and modifying it where necessary. We take part in Regional and National

Clinical Audits, and we carry out local clinical audits. Sometimes there are also

National Confidential Enquiries (now known as Clinical Outcome reviews) which

investigate an area of Health Care and recommend ways of improving it.
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National Clinical Audits

The National Quality Account requirement for 2015/16 contained 42 National Clinical

audits and 4 Clinical Outcomes reviews.

During 2015/16, 26 National Clinical Audits and 3 Clinical Outcome Review

programmes covered relevant health services that Tameside Hospital NHS

Foundation Trust provides.

During 2015/16 Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust participated in 100%

national clinical audits and 100% clinical outcome review programmes which it was

eligible to participate in.

The national clinical audits and clinical outcome review programmes that Tameside

Hospital NHS Foundation Trust was eligible to participate in during 2015/16 are as

follows:

EPbX]\PZ ;ZX\XRPZ 8cSXba K`cab GP`bXRX^PbX]\

9UgfW <ada`Sdk Lk`Vda_W ad 9UgfW FkaUSdV[S^ B`XSdUf[a` %FBG9I& RWe

;aiW^ <S`UWd %G;H<9I& RWe

<SdV[SU KZkfZ_ FS`SYW_W`f %<KF& RWe

<SeW F[j IdaYdS__W %<FI& RWe

=[STWfWe %ISWV[Sfd[U& %GI=9& RWe

>^WUf[hW LgdYWdk %GSf[a`S^ IKHFe IdaYdS__W& RWe

>_WdYW`Uk NeW aX HjkYW` RWe

?S^^e S`V ?dSY[^[fk ?dSUfgdWe 9gV[f bdaYdS__W %???9I& RWe

B`X^S__Sfadk ;aiW^ =[eWSeW %B;=& bdaYdS__W RWe

FS\ad MdSg_S 9gV[f RWe

GSf[a`S^ <SdV[SU 9ddWef 9gV[f %G<99& RWe

GSf[a`S^ <a_bSdSf[hW 9gV[f aX ;^aaV MdS`eXge[a` bdaYdS__W RWe

GSf[a`S^ =[STWfWe 9gV[f ^ 9Vg^fe RWe

GSf[a`S^ >_WdYW`Uk ESbSdafa_k 9gV[f %G>E9& RWe

GSf[a`S^ AWSdf ?S[^gdW 9gV[f RWe

GSf[a`S^ Ca[`f KWY[efdk %GCK& RWe

GSf[a`S^ Eg`Y <S`UWd 9gV[f %GE<9& RWe

GSf[a`S^ IdaefSfW <S`UWd 9gV[f RWe

GWa`SfS^ B`fW`e[hW S`V LbWU[S^ <SdW %GG9I& RWe

HWeabZSYa)YSefd[U <S`UWd %G9H@<& RWe

ISWV[Sfd[U 9efZ_S RWe

IdaUWVgdS^ LWVSf[a` [` 9Vg^fe %USdW [` W_WdYW`Uk VWbSdf_W`fe& RWe

KZWg_Sfa[V S`V >Sd^k B`X^S__Sfadk 9dfZd[f[e RWe

LW`f[`W^ Lfda]W GSf[a`S^ 9gV[f bdaYdS__W %LLG9I& RWe

O[fS^ e[Y`e [` UZ[^VdW` %USdW [` W_WdYW`Uk VWbSdf_W`fe& RWe

OM> d[e] [` ^aiWd ^[_T [__aT[^[eSf[a` %USdW [` W_WdYW`Uk VWbSdf_W`fe& RWe

;ZX\XRPZ FcbR][T ITdXTe G`]V`P[[Ta K`cab ^P`bXRX^PbX]\
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EPbX]\PZ ;ZX\XRPZ 8cSXba K`cab GP`bXRX^PbX]\

<Z[^V AWS^fZ <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W KWh[Wi IdaYdS__W RWe

FSfWd`S^( GWiTad` S`V B`XS`f <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W KWh[Wi IdaYdS__W RWe

FWV[US^ S`V LgdY[US^ <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W KWh[Wi IdaYdS__W RWe

The National Clinical Audits and Clinical Outcome Review programmes that

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust participated in, and for which data

collection was completed during 2015/16 are listed below alongside the number of

cases submitted to each audit or enquiry as a percentage of the number of

registered cases required by the terms of that audit or enquiry.

E9 B`Xad_Sf[a` _Sd]WV i[fZ & [`V[USfWe fZSf fZW VSfS egT_[ee[a` bWd[aV WjfW`Ve TWka`V fZW

X[`S`U[S^ kWSd S`V Xg^^ egT_[ee[a` US``af TW dWbadfWV Sf fZW f[_W aX Ua_b^Wf[`Y fZW dWbadf*

EPbX]\PZ ;ZX\XRPZ 8cSXba

Ec[QT`

acQ[XbbTS

b] SPbT

GT`RT\bPVT

acQ[XbbTS b]

SPbT

;][[T\bP`g

9UgfW <ada`Sdk Lk`Vda_W ad 9UgfW FkaUSdV[S^

B`XSdUf[a` %FBG9I&
-/5+.24' 1.#'

H` fdSU] Xad -,,# egT_[ee[a` [`

f[_WeUS^W

;aiW^ <S`UWd %G;H<9I& 1,+1, -,,#

<SdV[SU KZkfZ_ FS`SYW_W`f %<KF& ./5+./5 -,,#

<SeW F[j IdaYdS__W %<FI& /34+/34 -,,#

=[STWfWe %ISWV[Sfd[U& %GI=9& 42+42 -,,#

>^WUf[hW LgdYWdk %GSf[a`S^ IKHFe IdaYdS__W& .2,+0-4 2.#'
H` fdSU] Xad -,,# egT_[ee[a` [`

f[_WeUS^W

>_WdYW`Uk NeW aX HjkYW` /51+/51 -,,#

?S^^e S`V ?dSY[^[fk ?dSUfgdWe 9gV[f bdaYdS__W

%???9I&

a) Hip Fracture Database
T& National Inpatients Falls audit

S& .,2+.,2

T& /,+/,

S& -,,#

T& -,,#

B`X^S__Sfadk ;aiW^ =[eWSeW %B;=& bdaYdS__W /+.2 -.#

9 _S`VSfadk X[W^V dWcg[dWV Xad

fZ[e SgV[f iSe `af

ekefW_Sf[US^^k dWUadVWV [` fZW

dWUadVe* <SeWe Uag^V `af TW

egT_[ffWV*

I^S` [_b^W_W`fWV Xad -2+-3

VSfS Ua^^WUf[a`*

FS\ad MdSg_S 9gV[f -/0+-0, 52#'
H` fdSU] Xad -,,# egT_[ee[a` [`

f[_WeUS^W

GSf[a`S^ <SdV[SU 9ddWef 9gV[f %G<99& /2+/2 -,,#

GSf[a`S^ <a_bSdSf[hW 9gV[f aX ;^aaV MdS`eXge[a`

bdaYdS__W

a) Audit of Patient Blood Management in
Scheduled Surgery

b) Audit of the use of blood in Lower GI
Bleeding

c) Audit of the use of blood in
Haematology

S& --+--

T& -4+-4

U& -0+-0

S& -,,#

T& -,,#

U& -,,#

GSf[a`S^ =[STWfWe 9gV[f ^ 9Vg^fe -2+-2 -,,#

GSf[a`S^ >_WdYW`Uk ESbSdafa_k 9gV[f %G>E9& -,5+-,5 -,,#

GSf[a`S^ AWSdf ?S[^gdW 9gV[f 5,+.5, /-#'
H` fdSU] Xad -,,# egT_[ee[a` [`

f[_WeUS^W
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EPbX]\PZ ;ZX\XRPZ 8cSXba

Ec[QT`

acQ[XbbTS

b] SPbT

GT`RT\bPVT

acQ[XbbTS b]

SPbT

;][[T\bP`g

GSf[a`S^ Ca[`f KWY[efdk %GCK& -/-+-/- -,,#

GSf[a`S^ Eg`Y <S`UWd 9gV[f %GE<9& -0.+-0. -,,#

GSf[a`S^ IdaefSfW <S`UWd 9gV[f -,3+-,3 -,,#

GWa`SfS^ B`fW`e[hW S`V LbWU[S^ <SdW %GG9I& /-,+/-, -,,#

HWeabZSYa)YSefd[U <S`UWd %G9H@<& /-+/- -,,#

ISWV[Sfd[U 9efZ_S --+-- -,,#

IdaUWVgdS^ LWVSf[a` [` 9Vg^fe %USdW [` W_WdYW`Uk

VWbSdf_W`fe&
1,+1, -,,#

KZWg_Sfa[V S`V >Sd^k B`X^S__Sfadk 9dfZd[f[e 02+02 -,,#

LW`f[`W^ Lfda]W GSf[a`S^ 9gV[f bdaYdS__W %LLG9I& -22+-22 -,,#

O[fS^ e[Y`e [` UZ[^VdW` %USdW [` W_WdYW`Uk

VWbSdf_W`fe&
-,,+-,, -,,#

OM> d[e] [` ^aiWd ^[_T [__aT[^[eSf[a` %USdW [`

W_WdYW`Uk VWbSdf_W`fe&
1,+1, -,,#

;ZX\XRPZ FcbR][T ITdXTe G`]V`P[[Ta

<Z[^V AWS^fZ <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W KWh[Wi IdaYdS__W

a) Chronic Neuro Disability
T& Mental health conditions in young

people

S& -+-

T& 1,+1,

a) 100%
b) 100%

FSfWd`S^( GWiTad` S`V B`XS`f <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W

KWh[Wi IdaYdS__W
0+0 -,,#

FWV[US^ S`V LgdY[US^ <^[`[US^ HgfUa_W KWh[Wi

IdaYdS__W

a) Acute Pancreatitis
b) Mental Health in General Hospitals
U& Non Invasive Ventilation

S& 1+1

T& 1+1

U& -+-

a) 100%
b) 100%
U& 100%

The reports of 22 national clinical audits were reviewed by the provider in 2015/16

and Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust intends to take the following action to

improve the quality of healthcare provided:

' Reports are scheduled for presentation and discussion at specialty/ multi-

specialty audit /Clinical Governance meetings. At these meetings

recommendations and action plans are decided so that practice and care can

be improved. The action plans form part of the Clinical Audit Annual Report,

which is presented to Clinical Audit and Effectiveness Group for assurance

and monitoring purposes.

The reports of 22 local clinical audits were reviewed by the provider in 2015/16 and

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust intends to take the following action to

improve the quality of healthcare provided:

' Reports are scheduled for presentation and discussion at specialty/ multi-

specialty audit /Clinical Governance meetings. At these meetings

recommendations and action plans are decided so that practice and care can
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be improved. The action plans form part of the Clinical Audit Annual Report,

which is presented to Clinical Audit and Effectiveness Group for assurance

and monitoring purposes.

Research and Development

Research is vital to improve the knowledge needed to develop the current and future

quality of care for patients. Carrying out high quality research gives the NHS the

opportunity to minimise inadequacies in healthcare and improve the treatments

patients receive. The Trust is only involved with research studies that have received

a favourable opinion from the Research Ethics Committee within the National

Research Ethics Service (NRES), signifying the research projects are of high

scientific quality and have been risk assessed.

The Research Department is committed to providing patients with the opportunity to

participate in research, if they wish. We aim to ask all eligible patients if they would

like to participate in a clinical trial.

The number of patients receiving relevant health services provided or sub-contracted

by the Trust in 2015/16 that were recruited during that period to participate in

research approved by a research ethics committee was approximately 540, which is

a substantial increase (35%) on the recruitment figure in 2014/15 (400).

Currently, there are 97 research studies, a growth from 2014/15, either in the

planned stage, are active or in follow up. All studies the Trust supports have received

a favourable opinion from the National Research Ethics Service. We have increased

the numbers of studies which are adopted on to the National Institute for Health

Research (NIHR) Clinical Research Network portfolio by a further 25. These studies

are high quality trials that benefit from the infrastructure and support of the Clinical

Research Network (CRN) in England. We are currently hosting 3 actively recruiting

clinical trials involving medicinal products, with more in planning, which demonstrate

the Trusts enthusiasm to improve and offer the latest medical treatments.

The Trust has increased its team of dedicated research nurses from 4 to 5.5 working

on a variety of research studies. The Trust has strong research activity in Oncology,

Orthodontics, Paediatrics and Diabetes and we continue to get more and more

departments involved. This year, we have seen the Stroke department participate in

research and the Obstetrics and Gynaecology department have increased the
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research activity. There are currently over 35 clinical staff acting as the Trust lead

investigator on approved research studies.

The Trust research nurses work closely with the investigators to identify suitable

research studies that fit with the patient population and also to identify eligible

patients to participate. It is envisaged that the continued dedication and flexibility of

the research nurses, together with the enthusiasm and support of the clinicians will

further raise the profile of Research and Development in 2016/17.

The Oncology Research team have had yet another successful year in 2015/16 and

continue to achieve high performance rates and meet their network targets. We are

currently outperforming all our neighbouring hospitals in terms of our percentage of

patients participating in research studies, in relation to our patient population. We

achieve high recruitment numbers to both observational and interventional studies

and regularly surpass our recruitment target. Our predicted recruitment figure

percentage for 2016/17 is also expected to surpass all other hospitals in the region,

ch l_f[ncih ni iol j[nc_hn jijof[ncih. In q[m l_]iahcm_^ nb[n nbcm cm [ ~g[dil

[]bc_p_g_hn ch [ Tlomn qcnbion [ mo\mn[hnc[f ]b_ginb_l[js m_lpc]_�.

The Trust had a follow-up review from an MHRA inspector in July 2015, which was

successful, in that the research quality ratings for the Trust have improved

significantly since the initial inspection in 2013

The Trust continues to participate in research studies that are feasible in terms of the

services we offer and our patient population and aspire to raise the profile of

research further in 2016/17.

Goals agreed with the Commissioners

The Clinical Commissioning Group for Tameside and Glossop holds the NHS budget

locally and they decide how it is spent within the hospital and other Community

health services. This is known as commissioning. Tameside and Glossop CCG is the

lead commissioner of services at Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and

incentives based on Quality and Innovation. These payments support Quality as a

driving principle.

A jlijilncih i` T[g_mc^_ NHS Fioh^[ncih Tlomn�m ch]ig_ ch 2015/16 q[m

conditional on achieving quality improvement and innovation goals agreed between

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust and any person or body they entered into

a contract, agreement or arrangement with for the provision of NHS services,
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through the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation payment framework. The

monetary total for the amount of income in 2015/16 conditional upon achieving

quality and improvement goals was £3.2 million and the monetary value to CQUIN in

2015/16 which was achieved was £TBC million.

Further details of the agreed goals for 2015/16 and for the following 12 month period

are available electronically at http://www.england.nhs.uk/nhs-standard-contract/

The summary detail of Tameside Hospitals NHS Foundation Trusts CQUIN goals are

identified in the table below

.,-1+-2 ;HLAE ?]PZa

?]PZ

Ec[QT`

A\SXRPb]`

Ec[QT`
A\SXRPb]` EP[T

A\SXRPb]`

NTXVWbX\V

=f^TRbTS

>X\P\RXPZ

MPZcT

- - 9UgfW D[V`Wk B`\gdk -,*,# o/,2(510

. .S LWbe[e LUdWW`[`Y 1*,# o-1/(033

. .T LWbe[e 9`f[T[af[U 9V_[`[efdSf[a` 1*,# o-1/(033

/ /S
=W_W`f[S ) ?[`V( 9eeWee( B`hWef[YSfW( KWXWd

S`V B`Xad_ %?9BKB&
2*,# o-40(-3.

/ /T =W_W`f[S ) LfSXX MdS[`[`Y -*,# o/,(251

/ /U =W_W`f[S ) Lgbbadf[`Y <SdWde /*,# o5.(,42

0 0S
KWVgU[`Y 9ha[VST^W >_WdYW`Uk 9V_[ee[a`e

fa Aaeb[fS^
-,*,# o/,2(510

0 0T @F <d[e[e <a`UadVSf ISdf`WdeZ[b Pad][`Y -,*,# o/,2(510

1 1 @F MdS`eXad_Sf[a` BM S`V B`Xad_Sf[a` -,*,# o/,2(510

2 2 NMB -0*,# o0.5(3/1

3 3 LSXW dagf[`W >`cg[dk ?ad =a_Wef[U 9TgeW 0*,# o-..(34.

4 4 <Z[^VdW`7 9` [`fWYdSfWV USdW bSfZiSk 0*,# o-..(34.

5 5
ISf[W`f LSXWfk6 IdWhW`f[`Y IdWeegdW N^UWd

=S_SYW
-0*,# o0.5(3/1

-, -, E[h[`Y i[fZ Ea`Y fWd_ Ua`V[f[a`e 0*,# o-..(34.

-- -- <a`f[`gSf[a` aX Ua`e[efW`f UaV[`Y ) =W`fS^ ,*3# o..(.25

-. -. FS`SYWV <^[`[US^ GWfiad]e ,*3# o..(.25

P<1 P<1 AkbafZWd_[S [` IdW)fWd_ TST[We -*,# o/.(351

P<3 P<3 GWa`SfS^ 9V_[ee[a`e -*3# o10(213

MafS^ -,,*,,# o/(.,-(1.4

What others say about Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

The Care Quality Commission (CQC) regulates and inspects Health and Social Care

organisations. If it is satisfied that the organisation provides care which meets the
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Fundamental Standards of Quality and Safety it registers the organisation to provide

servi]_m |qcnbion ]ih^cncihm}.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is required to register with the Care

Quality Commission [h^ cnm ]oll_hn l_acmnl[ncih mn[nom cm |R_kocl_m cgjlip_g_hn}.

Tameside Foundation Hospital Trust has no conditions on its registration.

Tameside Foundation Hospital Trust has not participated in any special reviews or

investigations by the Care Quality Commission during 2015/16.

Following the Keogh review in July 2013 the Trust was placed into Special

Measures. In April 2015 the CQC undertook a Chief inspector of Hospitals

inspection, and inspected specific core services of the Trust identified from the 2014

inspection. The report was issued in September 2015 and the matrix of current

outcomes reported is identified in the table below by service area.

In September 2015 the Trust was formally removed from Special Measures by

Monitor following the publication of the Care Quality Commission ratings. The CQC

recognised the significant improvements the Trust had made since it previous

inspection.
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Tb_ Cbc_` Ihmj_]nil i` Himjcn[f�m l_pc_q g[^_ 4 hih-urgent recommendations two

relating to Regulation 12 (Safe care and treatment) of the Health and Social Care Act

2008 (Regulated Activities), and two from Regulation 18 (staffing) of the Health and

Si]c[f C[l_ A]n 2008 (R_aof[n_^ A]ncpcnc_m) ^l[qh `lig nb_ |MUST DO�m |qcnbch nb_

CQC report to enhance the Safety, Effectiveness and Responsiveness of care

provided by the Trust.

The key themes of these recommendations were related to:

v Maintaining Medical staffing levels to meet the needs of patients.

v Improving patient flow throughout the hospital minimise transfers and ensure
ncg_fs []]_mm ni m_lpc]_m ni g__n nb_ j[nc_hn�m h__^m.

v Improving the completion levels of mandatory training and appraisal.

v Consistent management of medicines in line with best practice in all areas.

Oversight and improvement arrangements have been put in place to support the

changes required. The required improvements have been integrated into either the

Trust Patient Safety Programme workstreams or Improvement workstreams which

are systematically monitored through our Divisional and Corporate Governance

structures.

The Quality and Governance committee has revised its format and has included

external stakeholders to provide external review and scrutiny and undertakes

assurance walk rounds to obtain real-time assurance on actions previously reported

to the committee.

Health Education England North West (HEE NW)

Health Education England (HEE) exists to support the delivery of excellent

healthcare and health improvement to the patients and public of England. They

ensure the quality of education provision for Clinical workforce in training provider

organisations.

Follow up review of the Medical Education provision

The report highlighted and noted the improvements in the Trust and recognised the

work done and motivation within the Trust to raise the profile of education since the

f[mn pcmcn \s H_[fnb E^o][ncih Ehaf[h^�m hilnb q_mn n_[g (HEE NW), nb_ qile i` nb_

Medical Education Team and manager had been recognised in the 2015 Tameside

Everyone Matters Awards.
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It was noted that there was good consultant engagement and evidence of improved

cohesive and positive recognition of their role within the organisation and the positive

changes that had been made. It recognised that the efforts of the Trust to resolve

areas of concern identified during previous visits and progress made. There were

however still concerns reported relating to A&E and the acute medicine pathway and

patients not in the correct speciality beds.

The team reported that the trainees were positive about their training experience at

the Trust and would recommend their post, however some core and higher medicine

trainees described workloads which on occasion compromised the educational value

of tasks undertaken and the amount of time available to attend clinics and teaching

sessions.

The findings of this report have informed the HEE NW Trust Improvement plan and

are being progressed.

Tameside and Glossop Clinical Commissioning Group Quality walkround

visits

Tameside and Glossop Clinical Commissioning group have undertaken both

announced and unannounced Quality walkround visits in 2015 and 2016 which were

systematically reported on through the Trust Governance processes. Summaries

outcomes of these are provided below.

Planned Quality walkround visit to review Dementia care on AMU, Wards 41

and 44

Tb_ l_pc_q n_[g q_l_ q_f]ig_^ \s nb_ Tlomn�m mn[``, [h^ Qo[fcns q[fe[lioh^ pcmcn

was welcomed by staff and managers. The report highlights that patient needs are

being met in a clean, safe and well managed facility, and the reviewers on the whole

we were impressed by the environment. Patients spoken to were positive about their

experience on the wards, and all appeared clean, comfortable, relaxed, and

informed.

The team reported that Staff had seen an improvement over the past 2 years, and

now felt listened to, whether with ideas or with concerns. Staff identified the benefits

of additional training provided regarding assessment, caring and nursing for patients

with dementia/other cognitive problems, and it was noted that the availability and
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support of the Dementia and Frail Elderly Specialist Nurse, along with the support

from the RAID team was helping them care for patients better.

The team reported that It was encouraging to see that the Trust embedding the

jlch]cjf_m i` b[lg `l__ ][l_ [h^ nb_ 6 C�m ch ^[cfs jl[]nc]_m [m q_ff [m _hmolcha nb_

feelings and wellbeing of staff were taken into consideration in the delivery of care.

Provision of up to date information for patients and visitors was noted.

Overall it was considered by the visiting team to have been a positive and impressive

visit to the Trust

Planned Quality Walkround visit to review Maternity services

The visiting team impressions of the service were reported as very good. They

reported evidence of clear team working, openness and support, and a caring and

compassionate service which enabled patient choice. The report identified that

patients spoke highly of the service and that compassion for patient care was clear,

and it was noted that staff expressed pride in the service they provided.

The team highlighted areas of good practice such as the pathway for patients and

Learning Disabilities, as well noting the challenges and issues including the impact of

the environment, and the need for refurbishment and modernisation which it was

noted was already planned.

Unannounced Quality Walkround visit to Emergency Department and visit to

Ward 43 n Additional Capacity Area

Separate unannounced walk rounds were undertaken by CCG The review teams

have provided written positive feedback on the services reviewed and the Quality

and Safety of services being provided. Areas for review and improvement have been

fed back to the Divisional and Clinical teams in order to ensure appropriate action

and learning is addressed.

Healthwatch Tameside

Healthwatch Tameside undertook an Enter and View follow-up walkround in July

2015. The areas visited included Adult Medical Unit and Ambulatory Care Unit, Ward

44 and Orthopaedic wards to review the changes implemented in the 6 months since

the previous enter and view visits had impacted on improved patient experience.
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They identified that there was a strong emphasis on understanding and improving

the patient experience which they reported observing in action at ward level. They

recognised the good work undertaken in Ward 44 to make it more dementia friendly,

and recommended that this was replicated in other areas where there is a high

prevalence of patients with dementia

Overall they identified that good changes had been made and were recognisable in

the areas visited, and that the hospital acknowledged that they still have further

improvements to make and that they will work with partners to continue this to

improve services further.

Other Reports

JAG (Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy) Accreditation

The Trust successfully retained its JAG (Joint Advisory Group on gastrointestinal

endoscopy) accreditation. This accreditation is a quality improvement and service

accreditation programme which assesses endoscopy units for quality of service

provision to provide assurance to patients and commissioners of the quality of

service being provided.

MZW Mdgef SUZ[WhWV fZW NGB<>? (N`[fWV GSf[a`e <Z[^VdW`oe ?g`V) ;STk Xd[W`V^k

award in July 2015.

The Baby Friendly Initiative, set up by UNICEF and the World Health Organisation, is

a global programme that provides a practical and effective way for health services to

improve the care provided for all mothers and babies. The Award is given to

hospitals after an assessment by a UNICEF team has shown that recognised best

practice standards are in place.

Data Quality

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust recognises that good data quality and

information underpins the effective delivery of patient care and is essential if

improvements in quality of care are to be made. Improved Data quality will improve

patient care and improve value for money.
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NHS Number and General Medical Practice Code Validity

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust submitted records during April 2015 to

March 2016 to the Secondary Users Service (SUS) for inclusion in the Hospital

Episode Statistics. These are included in the latest published data (Jan 2016). The

percentage of records in the published data which included the j[nc_hn�m p[fc^ NHS

number was:

� 99.54% `il [^gcnn_^ j[nc_hn ][l_<

� 99.89% `il ionj[nc_hn ][l_< [h^

� 99.26% `or accident and emergency care.

The percenn[a_ i` l_]il^m ch nb_ jo\fcmb_^ ^[n[ qbc]b ch]fo^_^ nb_ j[nc_hn�m p[fc^

GP Practice code was:

� 90.89% `il [^gcnn_^ j[nc_hn ][l_<

� 99.32% `il ionj[nc_hn ][l_< [h^

� 98.33% `or accident and emergency care.

The Trust recognises that the metrics listed above constitute an extremely narrow

view of data quality and has, therefore, created a forum to monitor and manage data

quality, using a wider definition, across in the organisation. The Data Quality

Steering Group is designed to provide assurance on the implementation and

maintenance of information quality assurance standards, ensuring that system users

are engaged in the enterprise of continuous data-quality improvement through

informed discussion and shared knowledge on the accuracy, completeness and

timeliness of data entry and the resolution of any issues with data quality. The Data

Qo[fcns Sn__lcha Glioj qcff g[h[a_ nb_ Tlomn�m D[n[ Qo[fcns Igjlip_g_hn Pf[h.

Information Governance Toolkit attainment levels

Information Governance is about how NHS and social care organisations and

individuals handle information. This can be personal, patient, sensitive and/or

corporate information. Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust Information

Governance declaration report for 2015/16 was 66% and was graded Green

(satisfactory for all requirements).
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Clinical Coding Error Rate

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust was not subject to the Payment by

Results (PbR) Clinical Coding Audit during 2015/16 by the Audit Commission. The

Tlomn�m 2015/16 Cfchc][f Ci^cha Ao^cn R_jiln ]ih^o]n_^ ch Nip_g\_l 2015, [h^

l_f[ncha ni ]i^_^ []ncpcns `lig nb_ j_lci^ Jofs ni S_jn_g\_l 2015 c^_hnc`c_^ nb[n; ~Tb_

general standard of clinical coding was satisfactory with the exception of the primary

diagnosis coding. 85% of primary diagnoses audited and 89% of the primary

jli]_^ol_m q_l_ ]ill_]nfs l_]il^_^� (m__ n[\f_ \_fiq `il ^_n[cfm).

K]bPZ U`][ T^Xa]STa

PcSXbTS
K]bPZ R]``TRb # R]``TRb

Id[_Sdk V[SY`ae[e .,, -3, 41*,,

LWUa`VSdk V[SY`ae[e 5,1 300 4.*.-

Id[_Sdk bdaUWVgdW -21 -03 45*,5

LWUa`VSdk bdaUWVgdW 0// /12 4.*..

Tb_ Tlomn�m Cfchc][f ]i^cha cgjlip_g_hn jf[h ch]fo^_m mj_]c`c] []ncihm ni [^^l_mm nb_

shortcomings noted in the audit results and includes the development of a regular

chn_lh[f [o^cn jlial[gg_. Tb_ Tlomn�m `offs ko[fc`c_^ Cfchc][f Ci^cha Tl[chcha [h^

Audit Manager started in post in November 2015 and supported by a newly qualified

auditor with a further trainee auditor has also been recruited. These three new posts

have been and will be instrumental in improving the standard of clinical coding at the

Trust.
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Reporting against Core indicators

The prescribed requirement for reporting against Core indicators listed below has

been undertaken and is provided in the next section of the Quality account - How we

performed on Quality in 2015/16 alongside the reporting of the current performance

for the indicator.

Core indicator requirement Reported
on Page

12. (a) The value and banding of the summary hospital-level mortality
ch^c][nil (|SHMI}) `il nb_ nlomn `il nb_ l_jilncha j_lci^< [h^
(b) The percentage of patient deaths with palliative care coded at either
diagnosis or specialty level for the trust for the reporting period.

In the table showing performance against this indicator, both the SHMI
value and banding should be shown for each reporting period.

Page 182

18. Tb_ nlomn�m j[nc_hn l_jiln_^ ion]ig_ g_[mol_m m]il_m `il;
(i) groin hernia surgery,
(ii) varicose vein surgery,
(iii) hip replacement surgery, and
(iv) knee replacement surgery, during the reporting period.

Page 177

19. The percentage of patients aged - (i) 0 to 15; and (ii) 16 or over,
readmitted to a hospital which forms part of the trust within 28 days of
being discharged from a hospital which forms part of the trust during the
reporting period.

Page 180

20. Tb_ nlomn�m l_mjihmcp_h_mm ni nb_ j_lmih[f h__^m i` cnm j[nc_hnm
during the reporting period.

Page 164

21. The percentage of staff employed by, or under contract to, the trust
during the reporting period who would recommend the trust as a provider
of care to their family or friends

Page 170

23. The percentage of patients who were admitted to hospital and who
were risk assessed for venous thromboembolism during the reporting
period.

Page 146

24. The rate per 100,000 bed days of cases of C.difficile infection
reported within the trust amongst patients aged 2 or over during the
reporting period.

Page 150

25. The number and, where available, rate of patient safety incidents
reported within the trust during the reporting period, and the number and
percentage of such patient safety incidents that resulted in severe harm
or death

Page 153

Friends and Family Test results Page 157
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Part Three

How we performed on Quality

in 2015/16
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This section of the Quality account provides an overview of the quality of care based

on performance in 2015/16 against indicators selected by the board in consultation

with stakeholders following the regulatory reviews and agreed as part of the Trust

Improvement programme. Where appropriate and available historic information has

been provided, and where mandated for Core indicators with national benchmarking

data and commentary as required.

The benchmarking data provided reflects the information currently available via the

HSCIC indicator portal at the time of finalising the report for approval.

Organisational Quality and Safety Initiatives progressed throughout 2015/16

As part of our improvement plan we have implemented a number of quality initiatives

and improvement work streams which have been focused on ensuring delivery of the

Fundamental Standards of Quality and Safety. The implementation has been

monitored internally and assurance received through the Trust Governance

structures, and external assurance provided through the Quality Oversight Group

including NHS England, Commissioners, Local Authority, Healthwatch, and

Regulators During part of the year. Following the CQC Chief Inspector of Hospital

inspection in April/May 2015 the Trust was removed from Special Measures

following the publication of the report in September 2015 and the extended Quality

Oversight Group stood down. Healthwatch Tameside and the Tameside and

Glossop CCG were invited to attend the Trust Quality and Governance committee

on a standing basis.

We have progressed the following initiatives in 2015/16:-

To improve patient safety

' Continued to implement our Patient Safety Programme workstreams. This formed

iol |Scah_^ oj ni S[`_ns} ][gj[cah [h^ `ilg_^ [ e_s j[ln i` iol Igjlip_g_hn

programme to improve the quality and safety of care provided. (The programme

is shown on page 11) the workstreams are focussed on

% Pressure Ulcer Prevention

% Early recognition of the deteriorating patient and managing the acutely

unwell

% Reducing the number of falls and falls with injury

% Improved nutritional care and hydration

% Reduction of harm from Venous Thrombosis
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% Medicines Safety

% Infection prevention

% Improved Peri operative outcomes through safer surgery

% Maternity services governance

% Results governance

' We have implemented an AQuA Patient Safety Champions programme to

develop 35 Patient safety Champions across the organisation

' Revised, reviewed and relaunched our Care bundles to improve compliance with

clinically effective care pathways for Sepsis, Acute Kidney Injury, Fractured

Neck of Femur, Heart Failure, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease,

Community Acquired Pneumonia, Hospital Acquired Pneumonia, Aspiration

Pneumonia, Asthma and Non Invasive Ventilation

' Continued to increase our incident reporting rate and embed the incident

reporting culture across the organisation, whilst ensuring that lessons are learnt.

' Undertaken an external review of our orthopaedics services to help inform our

improvement programme

' Continued to implement our policies and ensure best practice relating to harm

free care

' Hosted a Health Economy event to promote best practice in relation to Pressure

ulcer prevention and management

' Cigg_h]_^ iol |Cfimcha nb_ Liij} h_qmf_nn_l [m [h [^^cncih[f g_nbi^ i`

sharing learning across the organisation

' Delivery of our Stroke improvement programme and improved performance

reported in SSNAP results.

' Undertake Mortality reviews on every death in hospital.

To Improve our effectiveness

' Commenced our Health Care assistant - Care Certificate training programme for

new recruits and existing staff.

' Developed and commenced implementation of our Medicines Optimisation action

plan
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' Undertaken a programme of ward relocation and rationalisation to ensure more

consistently that the right patient is in the right bed to ensure optimum care is

delivered for all patient but particularly. Focused on Cardiology, Gynaecology,

Wig_h�m b_[fnb [h^ Snlie_ C[l_

' The development and implementation of a Clinical handover policy and

professional standards to improve consistency of the clinical handover process

and improve continuity of care.

' Retained our Joint Advisory Group on gastrointestinal endoscopy (JAG)

accreditation

' Held a Clinical Audit CPD Event to relaunch our Clinical Audit programme and

processes

To improve our responsiveness

' Improved the percentage of Discharge summaries issued in 2 days for urgent

and 5 days for routine

' Implemented our Chaperone policy in Outpatient areas

' Strengthened our Clinical coding team and continued to deliver our Data Quality

assurance programme

' Ihnli^o]ncih i` gi\cf_ jbih_ |[jjm} ni mojjiln ]fchc][f ^_]cmcihm l_kocl_^ `il

implementing our antibiotic guidelines

' Developed and implemented our Individual Plan of Care and support for the

dying person in the last days and hours of life and Symptom control guidelines for

anticipatory medicines have now been uploaded to the Palliative Care

To improve our caring

' Commenced our Health Care assistant - Care Certificate training programme for

new recruits and existing staff

' Expanded our Values based recruitment to include all non-clinical staff.

' Introduced Bedside patient Information folders

' Continued to implement Volunteers dining companions implemented in selected

wards

' Hello my name is campaign
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' Continued implementation of the dementia strategy with increased dementia

awareness including appointment of our Admiral nurse and dementia friendly

programme of events

' Recruited a specialist consultant in palliative care

' A]bc_p_^ nb_ UNICEF (Uhcn_^ N[ncihm Cbcf^l_h�m Foh^) B[\s Flc_h^fs Aq[l^

To ensure we are well led

' Strengthened Divisional and Directorate Medical, Nursing and Management

structures.

' Continued our wards reconfiguration ni _hmol_ q_ _h[\f_ nb_ |lcabn j[nc_hn ch nb_

lcabn \_^} ni _hmol_ ^_fcp_ls i` nb_ \_mn j[nc_hn ][l_ [h^ gchcgcm_ j[nc_hn q[l^

transfers.

' Implemented the Integrated Assessment Unit (IAU) to improve experience for

both medical and surgical patients and aim to reduce the number of patients

being managed via the Emergency department, where safe and appropriate.

' Snl_[gfch_^ iol Nolm_ R_]locng_hn jli]_mm ni [ |ih_ mnij mbij}. Sbiln_hcha nb_

time to undertake Nurse recruitment.

' Cihncho_^ ni cgjf_g_hn iol |If in doubt speak out - Sj_[e ion} ][gj[cah ni

remind staff that they are able to raise concerns or issues of concern.

' Introduced our revised values based appraisal process.

' Implemented revised systems for managing staff absence reporting which

operates on a 24/7 basis.

' Implemented a Mandatory training improvement programme.

' Strengthened the Finance function to ensure managers and directors receive

high quality information to ensure all resources are used effectively and efficiently

in order to deliver safe high quality care

In addition we have undertaken and are delivering a number of focussed

improvement programmes to improve the way we provide our services and improve

the Quality, Safety and effectiveness of the care provided.

In 2015/16 these have included:-
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Our Stroke Improvement Project has delivered:-

% improved patient experience, access and performance in relation to the rapid

access TIA pathway

% improved in-patient experience

% collaborative team working across partner organisations, including voluntary

sector, for stroke services

% aligned SSNAP data collection and recording in line with the rest of the

network

% above trajectory with the Long Term Conditions CQUIN

% developing clinical pathways and protocols for different category of stroke

patients to streamline the stroke pathway

% Engagement with AQuA Patient Safety Programme in relation to effective

discharge from the Stroke Unit

Our Out-patient Improvement Project has delivered

% Improved clinic utilisation and efficiency

% Reduced DNA rate

% Improving staff engagement

% Developing dedicated training programme for staff

Our Radiology Improvement Project has delivered

% Revised booking processes to improve efficiency and productivity, and

improve patient experience and reduce waiting times

% Implemented CT colonography service to improve patient experience and

outcomes

% Established a joint rheumatology service

Our Elective Access Project has delivered

% Implemented centralised Booking, Scheduling and Administration Team to

manage elective waiting lists (for in-patient and day case procedures)

% Improved access and reduced waiting times for patients on an elective waiting

list

% Improve patient choice and experience for elective procedures
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% Improved the turnaround times of clinic letters

% Improved activity profile in line with activity plan

Our Theatre Improvement Project has delivered

% improved WHO 5 Steps to Safer Surgery (focus on debrief at the end of each

theatre list)

% improved patient safety and session utilisation by aligning theatre start times

to RCA Guidance

% reduced likelihood of on-the-day cancellations

% Increased use of theatre capacity to ensure patients requiring a surgical

procedure have this carried out in a timely fashion.

Other improvement workstreams have commenced work in 2015/16

Our Pre-operative Assessment Improvement Project plans to enable

' a pre-operative assessment improvement programme to improve productivity

and efficiency; reduce theatre cancellations and improve the patient

experience and outcomes

Our Fracture Clinic Project

' Pf[hm ch jf[]_ ni _mn[\fcmb [ ~pclno[f `l[]nol_ ]fchc]� ni l_^o]_ ohh_]_mm[ls

clinic attendances, and improve patient experience

Orthopaedic Pathways Project

' Pf[hm ni _mn[\fcmb [ ~pclno[f eh__ ]fchc]� `il j[nc_hnm oh^_laicha eh__

replacements.
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How we performed on Quality in 2015/16

This section indicates how some of the Quality Initiatives were progressed during

2015/16 and outlines the performance against the priorities and goals we set

ourselves in 2014/15 Quality Account.

The following symbols have been used to identify our performance and whether we

achieved our goals.
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Patient Safety

Patient Safety Programme

The Trust has enhanced its Patient Safety Programme in its second year. The

programme was relaunched on 1stst April with an additional two work streams. Each

work stream has agreed performance monitoring metrics in place to identify

improvement and how well we are protecting patients from avoidable harm.

' Pressure Ulcer prevention, improved Tissue Viability and Continence.

' Earlier recognition of the deteriorating patient and management of the acutely

unwell (including improved communication/ handover).

' Reducing the number of falls and falls with injury.

' Improved nutritional care and hydration.

' Reducing harm from Venous Thrombosis.

' Reducing harm from high risk medicines and providing safe and effective

medicines management.

' Improving peri-operative outcomes through safer surgery.

' Infection prevention.

' Maternity

' Results Governance

Performance against the initial work streams are captured in this part of the Quality

account with metrics being developed further during 2015/16.

In 2015/16 we developed and continue to produce monthly know your safety data

packs which provide speciality level range of safety metrics with the ambition of

providing a source of information to help drive local quality improvement and

consistent measurement.

We will continue to embed and develop these work streams and work to further

improve our performance during 2016/17.

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe

environment and protecting them from avoidable harm.
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The Safety Thermometer is a monitoring tool to identify the provision of harm free,

safe care in relation to 4 Patient safety areas of Pressure ulcers, Falls,

Catheter acquired urinary tract infections and Venous Thrombo Embolism (VTE).

It is well documented that health care has high levels of system harm; the Safety

Thermometer tool is unique in identifying the impact of collective harms within the

ward areas and attempts to measure this as a composite score across 4 key areas

to understand the impact and support improvements to deliver harm free care to our

patients.

The thermometer captures a snap shot sample of data from 100% of patients on

sample day in order to attempt to suggest the prevalence of harm across those

patient groups sampled. We publish monthly data in line with the CQUIN

requirement and this is demonstrated below.

We pledged to improve patient safety by increasing the percentage of harm free care

from our revised baseline of 96.5% with the aim of harm free care for every patient.

We achieved an average of 97.78% in 15/16.

New Harm free care graph for all 4 harms

The performance data is reported monthly and included in our Open and Honest

Publication available on the Trust website. As a quality indicator Safety Thermometer

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe

environment and protecting them from avoidable harm.
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^[n[ b[m \__h om_^ q__efs [m [h |_[lfs q[lhcha msmn_g} ch l_mj_]n i` jiil ko[fcns i`

care. This is cross referenced with other sources of information.

We have set a stretch target for 2016/17 for Harm free care to be at or better than

98.5% all new harms.

TGH Safety Thermometer New Harm Free Care Performance

Pressure Ulcer prevention

We pledged to improve patient safety by reducing the number of avoidable hospital

acquired pressure ulcers and we will reduce the incidence of pressure sores Grade 2

and above. We will.

In 2015/16 we aimed to ensure less than 1% incidence rate, but did not achieve this.

We achieved an average of 1.3% incidence of Hospital acquired grade 2 pressure

ulcers and above.

Within our local CQUIN for 2015/16 we are committed to a work programme to

improve pressure care further across both Acute and community service settings.

We have set a Trust stretch target for the Safety Thermometer metrics 1.5% or less

incidence of grade 2 and above pressure ulcers in 2016/17.
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Catheters & New Urinary Tract infection (UTI) Performance

We pledged to improve patient safety by reduction in catheter associated urinary

tract infection ensuring 99% of patients receive no avoidable UTI.

In 2015/16 we achieved this with an average 0.17% incidence of Hospital acquired

Catheter Acquired Urinary Tract infections. We aim to maintain or improve on this

performance in 2016/17

Reducing the number of falls and falls with injury.

We pledged to improve patient safety by reduction in patient falls resulting in harm

ensuring less than 1% incidence resulting in 99% of patients receiving harm free

care.

In 2015/16 we achieved this with an average 0.60% incidence of falls resulting in

harm
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Venous Thrombo Embolism (VTE) Risk Assessment

We pledged to improve patient safety by reduction in harm from VTE through

appropriate risk assessment and thromboprophylaxis.

In 2015/16 we achieved this with an average 0.40% incidence of Number of VTE risk

assessments being completed using the Safety Thermometer data.

The trust also records assessment of all patients requiring a VTE risk assessment on

Lorenzo, and this data is produced by ward to ensure that compliance is monitored

daily.

9bd)-1 FSk)-1-1 Cg`)-0-0 Cg^)-0-0 9gY)-0-0 LWb)-0-0 HUf)-0-0 Gah)-0-0 =WU)-0-0 CS`)-1-1-1 ?WT)-1-1 FSdSd)-1-1

/;9EH: ;: �

/?IA�

7 II;IIC ;DJ�

ED�-� 0�

ekefW_

52*5# 53*,# 53*0# 52*4# 52*-# 53*-# 52*/# 52*0# 52*1# 52# 52*.# 52*/#

MSdYWf 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51# 51#

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described for

the following reasons. We have taken the assertive action to ensure compliance with

the required standard.

+ % 0� , KJ9EC ;� <H7 C ;M EHA� � �� 1H;7 J?D=� 7 D: � 97 H?D=� <EH� F;EFB;� ?D� 7 � I7 <;�

;DL?HEDC ;DJ�7 D: �FHEJ;9J?D=�J>;C �<HEC �7 LE?: 7 8B;�>7 HC �
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' Having a VTE Committee in place as part of our Patient Safety Programme

to monitor and drive improved provision of the correct care to prevent VTE

for all patients and the avoidance of hospital acquired VTE.

' Reviewed the process for recording to ensure correct data collection

guidance is followed for patient

' Ward based system in place to ensure completion of VTE assessment and

electronic recording.

' Continued reinforcement and training of medical, nursing and administration

staff in assessment and data collection.

' Daily compliance data provided at ward level with follow up visits by VTE

nurse to drive compliance.

VTE risk assessments
J-

.,-0+-1

J.

.,-0+-1

J/

.,-0+-1

J0

.,-0+-

1

J-

.,-1+-2

J.

.,-1+-2

J/

.,-1+-2

Rank in
most

recent
reporting

period

THFT Risk assessment
rate

51*2# 53*/# 53*,# 52*0# 53*-# 52*3# 52*0# 25
MA

Lowest Nationally 43*.# 42*0# 4-*,# 35*.# 42*-# 31*,# 2-*1# 34*1#

Highest Nationally -,,# -,,# -,,# -,,# -,,# -,,# -,,# -,,#

National average 52*-# 52*,# 52*,# 52*,# 52*,# 51*5# 51*1# G+9

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the action described above to

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by the implementation of a

Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key stakeholders and progress

monitored by the Trust board.

Performance is expected to continue to improve with achievement of the target

expected in 2016/17.
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Infection Prevention and Control n MRSA
NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe

environment and protecting them from avoidable harm

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (THFT) aimed to comply with the NHSE

~t_li nif_l[h]_� nl[d_]nils `il MRSA \[]n_l[_gc[.

The Trust continues to systematically implement its agreed policies and procedures

to minimise the occurrence of Hospital Acquired MRSA cases and has a zero

tolerance approach to these. Although in year the Trust recorded 2 cases there has

been a year on year reduction in cases as set out in the table below.

All cases of MRSA infection undergo a detailed investigation to identify how and why

it occurred, to ensure learning and further reduce harm. The Trust has robust

systems and processes in place to reduce the likelihood of this, however, it is

recognised that there is still more to do to ensure full compliance, and it should be

noted that the Trust did not breach the regulators deminimus target.

THFT aims to continue to achieve a reduction in the rate of numbers of MRSA

B[]n_l[_gc[ qilecha ni []bc_pcha ~t_li nif_l[h]_�. Tbcm qcff \_ []bc_p_^ \s [

number of actions included in the 2016-18 HCAI Whole Health Economy (WHE)

Strategic Objectives Action Plan and includes:

' Continuous surveillance of MRSA bacteraemia throughout the WHE

' Prompt identification, isolation and monitoring of MRSA bacteraemia patients

' Review of all WHE MRSA bacteraemia cases via a process which gives

[mmol[h]_ ih mn[e_bif^_l j[lnc]cj[ncih [h^ f_[lhcha `lig ~f[jm_m ch ][l_�

' Multidisciplinary education and training focusing on Aseptic Non Touch

Technique (ANTT) and care of invasive devices

,

.

0

2

4

.,--+-. .,-.+-/ .,-/+-0 .,-0+-1 .,-1+-2

( -.� �$ A EB <F4>�� 6 CG<D87
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Infection Prevention and Control n C Difficile

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe
environment and protecting them from avoidable harm

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (THFT) aiaimed to achieve or better the CDI

target of 4646 hospital attributable (post 3 day) cases for the year, creating the

conditions for further reductions for subsequent years. We have achieved this in

2015/16, in 2016/17 we aim to maintain or improve on this positon.

The national benchmarking identifies how the Trust compares nationally:

Rate of C Difficile per 100,000 bed days for patient aged 2 years and over

2009/1
0

2010/1
1

2011/1
2

2012/1
3

2013/1
4

2014/15

National rate 35.3 29.7 22.8 17.3 14.7 15.1

Tameside
(Trust

apportioned)
85.2 71.8 51.6 21.6 32.5 24.5

Best performing
nationally

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Worst performing
nationally

9292 71.2 58.2 30.8 37.1 62.2

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because of the assertive Infection Prevention Improvement Plan which has been in

place to minimise the potential for harm from Healthcare Associated Infections

(HCAI�m). Tb_ Igjlip_g_hn Pf[h q[m [al__^ qcnb e_s mn[keholders and progress

b[m \__h gihcnil_^ \s nb_ Tlomn Bi[l^. Tb_ ]b[ff_ha_m l_a[l^cha l_^o]cha HCAI�m
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have been recognised and assertively addressed. This is demonstrable through

the reduction this year compared to the initial baseline period.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust will continue to assertively progress the

l_^o]ncih ch HCAI�m [h^ qcff jli[]ncp_fs [cg ni l_^o]_ nb_ l[n_ `olnb_l.

This will be achieved by a number of actions included in the 2016-18 HCAI Whole

Health Economy (WHE) Strategic Objectives Action Plan and includes:

' Continuous surveillance of CDI throughout the WHE

' Prompt identification, isolation and monitoring of CDI patients

' Review of all WHE CDI cases via a process which gives assurance on

stakeholder participation and learning `lig ~f[jm_m ch ][l_�

' Multidisciplinary education and training focusing on CDI prevention and

management

' Instigation of environmental actions (infrastructure and cleaning) to prevent

any indirect / direct transmission

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust aims to continue to achieve a reduction

in the rate of numbers of C difficile infection cases based on the NHSE trajectories.
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Infection Prevention and Control n MSSA and E -Coli

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a
safe environment and protecting them from avoidable harm

E Coli

MSSA

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (THFT) aimed to comply with the

requirement to monitor MSSA and E Coli Bacteraemia. Although no formal NHSE

trajectory is set for these parameters local agreements are that the Trust should aim

to reduce the amount of cases from the baseline recorded in 2013/14. It should be

noted that E-Coli bacteraemia data is only collected and reported to Public Health

England (PHE) for epidemiological purposes.

.,-/+-0 .,-0+-1 .,-1+-2

E Coli Bacteraemia: 23 23 29

MSSA Bacteraemia: 13 6 15

In 2015/16 the Trust has reported an increase in the number of infections for both

MSSA and E Coli from those reported in 2013/14 and for 2014/15 despite increased

education and training. The Trust will continue to assertively progress a reduction in

the rate of hospital attributable MSSA and E-Cifc \[]n_lcolc[�m \s oncfcmcha nb_ m[g_

actions as those employed to reduce our rates of MRSA bacteraemia (as noted

above).
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Incident Reporting

We aim to increase the number of reported incidents whilst reducing harm associated

with these.

The NRLS identifies that organisations who report high levels of incidents are likely to

be safer organisations, since the certainty that incidents will be reported is higher. We

therefore pledged to improve patient safety by ensuring incident our reporting rate will

increase and result in the Trust and being identified as having a good incident

reporting culture.

Tb_ Tlomn b[m \__h [q[l^_^ [h ~ionmn[h^cha� mn[nom ch nb_ D_j[lng_hn i` H_[fnb h_q

~L_[lhcha `lig gcmn[e_m� f_[ao_ n[\f_. Himjcn[fm `lig []limm the country have been

scored using information from the 2015 NHS Staff Survey and the National Reporting

Learning System on how effective they are around:

) #7 ?HD;II� 7 D: � ;<<;9J?L;D;II� E<� FHE9;: KH;I� <EH� H;FEHJ?D=� ;HHEHI�� D;7 H� C ?II;I� 7 D: �

[`U[VW`fe7

) 0J7 <<�9ED<?: ;D9;�7 D: �I;9KH?JO�?D�H;FEHJ?D=�KDI7 <;�9B?D?97 B�FH7 9J?9;��7 D: �

) -;H9;DJ7 =;�E<�IJ7 <<�7 8B;�JE�9EDJH?8KJ;�JEM 7 H: I�?C FHEL;C ;DJI�7 J�M EHA�

Tameside Hospital came in 8thth place nationally out of 230 and rated as outstanding.

One of 18 Trusts ranked as outstanding.

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe
environment and protecting them from avoidable harm.
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The National benchmarking data and organisational grouping have changed. We are

now included in a group with all acute non specialist Trusts and the activity is

benchmarked per 1000 bed days therefore the benchmarking table below has been

amended to reflect this

We have increased the incidents reported to NRLS further in 2015/16 by 37% in the

comparable period last year as part of an assertive programme of ensuring incidents

are reported. This is also reflected in the information published from the NRLS which

demonstrates that the percentage of incidents reported with moderate, severe harm or

death is decreasing.

Reporting rate incidents per 1000
bed days published by the NRLS

October 2013
n March 2014

April -
September

2014

October
2014 n
March
2015

April -
September

2015

Rank in most
recent reporting

period

Tameside Hospital Foundation
NHS Trust

41.1 36.97 34.01 50.68 15
TH

Highest value for Acute Non
specialist Trusts

74.9 74.96 82.21 74.67 1
ST

Lowest rate for Acute Non
specialist Trusts

5.8 0.24 3.57 18.07 136
TH

% of incidents with Moderate,
Severe and death reported

October 2013
n March 2014

April -
September

2014

October
2014 n
March
2015

April to
September

2015

Rank in most
recent reporting

period

Tameside Hospital
Foundation NHS Trust

Not available 3.1% 0.78% 1.4% 15
TH

Highest % for Acute Non
specialist Trusts

Not available 33.7% 36.08% 31.1% 136
TH

Lowest % for Acute Non
specialist Trusts

Not available 0.3% 0.31% 0.29% 1
ST

National Average Not available 6.3% 4.34% 3.55% 3.2%

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because of the assertive action taken to increase the number of incident reported

and the move towards Electronic reporting and the use of incident trigger lists to

ensure standardised and consistent reporting of issues across all areas of the

organisation.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by the implementation of a

Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key stakeholders and progress

monitored by the Trust board. The Trust has as part of this commenced Web

based incident reporting, which will ensure feedback to incident reporters on action

taken.
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Other Important Patient Safety and Effectiveness Indicators

NHS Outcome framework 3: Helping people to recover from
episodes of ill health or following injury

See individual
indicators below

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust made goals regarding other key patient

safety indicators, progress of which is identified in the table below and monitored

through the Dr Foster intelligence tools used by the Trust.

)<4831B=@
,2A5@D54
.1B5 >5@

%$$$

(E>53B54
.1B5 >5@

%$$$

Deaths in low-risk diagnosis groups 0.7 0.6

Decubitus Ulcer 34.2 47.0

Deaths after Surgery 81.3 83.4

Infections associated with central line 0.0 0.1

Postoperative hip fracture 0.1 0.1

Postoperative Haemorrhage or Haematoma 0.7 0.4

Postoperative Physiologic and Metabolic
Derangement

0.0 0.1

Postoperative respiratory failure 0.3 0.8

Postoperative pulmonary embolism or deep
vein thrombosis

1.2 1.7

Postoperative sepsis 2.2 7.5

Postoperative wound dehiscence 0.0 0.9

Accidental puncture or laceration 0.8 1.2

Obstetric trauma - caesarean delivery 0.0 4.2
As at March 2016

We also pledged to

Participate in the Haelo Patient Safety Programme and ensure external engagement

is secured to meet its expressed objectives. We did this and the Trust presented its

improvement story

Implement and deliver the Trust Safety plan for 2015/16 measuring and monitoring

safety objectives across the Trust as submitted to Haelo and the NHSLA. The

metrics reported in this Quality account are evidence of this achievement.

Develop in partnership with our commissioners and other providers and the local

authority a system wide metrics for at least two agreed areas of harm and collate

baseline data for these, and develop a system for anticipating and predicting

potential future harm and implement this for at least two of the Patient Safety Patient

work streams for 2015/16. We achieved this and for 2016/17 have agreed with the

Commissioners quality improvement initiatives aligned to this work as our local

CQUIN requirements.
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Patient Experience

Friends & Family Test

NHS Outcome framework 4: Ensuring that people have a positive
experience of care

The Friends and Family test has been introduced to collect Patient feedback by

[mecha |Hiq fce_fs [l_ sio ni l_]igg_h^ iol q[l^, ^_j[lng_hn il m_lpc]_ ni siol

`lc_h^m [h^ `[gcfs c` nb_s h__^_^ mcgcf[l ][l_ il nl_[ng_hn@} Tb_ Tlomn j_l`ilg[h]_

is reported to the Trust board monthly.

We pledged to ensure that we would improve the in Friends & Family Test and

response rates by a further 5% on the national trajectory. We have not achieved this

for Inpatient and A&E scores but need to do more in Maternity services to improve

this.
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We also pledged to see improvement in patient experience scores of percentage

recommended. We have achieved this for in the Inpatient and A&E scores but need

to do more in Maternity services to improve the response rate.

National Benchmarking demonstrates

Inpatient Friends and Family test

Friends and Family Inpatient
response rate

Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

THFT response rate 23.3 24.6 27.5 33.1
Rank 75* 70* 80* 46*
Worst performing trust 4.7 4.6 6.1 16.3
Best performing Trust 100 100 100 100
England average 22.6 23.5 24.1 23.2
Friends and Family Inpatient
percentage recommended
THFT percentage
recommended

95 95
94 96

Rank 100* 97* 134* 111*
Worst performing trust 73 73 74 72
Best performing Trust 100 100 100 100
England average 95 95 95 95

Accident and Emergency Friends and Family test

Friends and Family A&E
response rate

Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

THFT response rate 18.5 18.6 26 21.2
Rank 42 41 7* 20*
Worst performing trust 0 0.4 0.2 1
Best performing Trust 44.3 39.9 46.4 47.2
England average 12.7 12.9 13.3 12
Friends and Family A&E
percentage recommended
THFT percentage
recommended

81 76 80 80

Rank 120* 131* 113* 76*
Worst performing trust 58 52 46 49
Best performing Trust 100 100 100 99
England average 87 86 85 84
' 8 Ca[`f KS`]e

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because of the assertive improvement programme implemented in place and the

Care and Treatment provided by the Trust being provided to the standards expected

more consistently.
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services through the continued

implementation of its integrated Action Plan and its constituent actions agreed with

key stakeholders and progress monitored by the Trust Board.
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Complaints and Concerns Monitoring

The percentage of total cases closed within an agreed time or negotiated extension

of time frame is 92%, at the end of March 2016.

We have continued to refine the way we handle complaints and PALS cases in order

that we become more responsive to patient and carers that raise issues with us. the

complaints and PALS service and process. Two separate Complaints and PALS

processes have been integrated to ensure a patient and service focus with

transparent comprehensive investigation and timely response. The aim was to

ensure that the leadership and infrastructure was strengthened to ensure divisional

engagement, teaching and outreach into core services rather than a Trust centrally

based service.

' W_ ]ihncho_^ ni l_^o]_ nb_ bcmnilc][f ~\[]efia� i` ]igjf[chnm `rom

' We have increased our responsiveness and attempt to ensure real time

response management when possible.

' We continue to show openness an Candour in the way we work and our

responses.

' We have continued to use and get thorough independent views from

independent third party clinical experts to inform decisions and our responses.

' All complaints are triaged for harm and aligned, if applicable to the Serious

Incident and escalated investigation process.

' We continue to recommend and undertake face to face resolution meetings

which are recorded and a CD issued as a record of the meeting for

complainants to keep.

' We offer apology and appropriate redress for harm in line with the PHSO

redress principles.

' We use the learning from complaints to provide our patient stories and inform

the organisational development and learning through our Governance

Processes across the organisation.

This has seen our responsiveness to concerns and complaints increase as

demonstrated below

NHS Outcome framework 4: Ensuring that people have a positive
experience of care
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And reduce the backlog of ongoing cases.

We pledged to reduce the number of complaints per 1000 patient contacts to below

1.15. We have achieved this whilst seeing an increased number of complaints in the

year. We have achieved this in 2015/16.

.,-.+-/ .,-/+-0 .,-0+-1 .,-1+-2

Number of K041 complaintscomplaints
received

0,/ 01, 1/. 00202

Complaints per 1000 patientComplaints per 1000 patient
contacts across the Trust
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Compliments

We pledged to increase in the number of recorded compliments per 1000 patient

contacts by 25% from the baseline.

We have in developed and implemented a more robust method of capturing this data

and the compliments recorded at ward level have continued to increase on a

quarterly basis throughout the year. We have achieved this pledge.

In 2015/16 we captured a total of 4092 compliments. This equates to 7.97

compliments for every K041 complaint received.
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In 2016/17 the Trust will aim to reduce further the rate of complaints received and

improve the percentage of responses provided within an agreed timeframe whilst

maintaining the low rate of comeback letters, and improving the Compliments to

complaints ratio.
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?[def ?d[VSk PS^]dag`Ve

W_ jf_^a_^ ni m__ cgjlip_g_hn ch in results of the First Friday feedback.

1st Flc^[s q[m [h chcnc[ncp_ oh^_l nb_ Tlomn�m mnl[n_as z Everyone Matters, Patients,

Family and Carers at the heart of everything we do.

The aim of the initiative was to seek, first-hand the experience of our patients; this in

turn should enable staff to do their jobs better; and the Trust to:

' Have a better understanding of the needs & priorities;

' Make better decisions;

' Design services that reflect the needs of users;

' Provide services that are efficient, effective and more accessible; and

' Experience less conflict and adverse media attention as there is an increase

in user satisfaction.

First Friday is one element of the assurance process around direct patient feedback

and is triangulated with other information sources to ensure the improvements are

monitored and captured, and any concerns identified and addressed.

The feedback from these has been positive over the year relating to both the

environment and patient experience. This has been fed back to local clinical teams

and leaders. However we are currently reviewing the programme to expand areas,

participants and review the area of focus across the organisation to ensure direct

feedback from patients and staff as one of our Assurance systems to ensure that the

care we deliver continues to improve*
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Responsiveness to the patients personal needs

NHS Outcome framework 4: Ensuring that people have a positive
experience of care

To be updated
when published
8th June 2016

The results of the 2015 In-patient Survey are based on responses from patients

discharged in July and August 2015.

Section to be inserted when survey results are published on 8th June

JTRbX]\ .,-/ Jc`dTg .,-0 ac`dTg .,-1 ac`dTg

MZW 9$> VWbSdf_W`f 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

Gaf ShS[^ST^W Sf

f[_W aX

bgT^[USf[a`

PS[f[`Y ^[ef S`V I^S``WV

SV_[ee[a`e
9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

PS[f[`Y fa YWf S TWV a` S iSdV 9Tagf fZW eS_W PadeW

MZW Aaeb[fS^ S`V PSdV 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

=aUfade 9Tagf fZW eS_W PadeW

GgdeWe 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

<SdW S`V MdWSf_W`f 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

HbWdSf[a`e S`V bdaUWVgdWe 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

EWSh[`Y Aaeb[fS^ 9Tagf fZW eS_W 9Tagf fZW eS_W

HhWdS^^ h[Wi S`V WjbWd[W`UW 9Tagf fZW eS_W PadeW

Benchmarking scores

NHS England provides benchmarking scores which are demonstrated below for the

Trust.

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16
Tameside 69.3 73.7 75.2 72.2 Not

available at
time of

publication

England Average score 75.6 76.5 76.9 76.6
Greater Manchester Average score 75.8 77.0 77.5 77.0
Ranking in Greater Manchester hospitals 10th 8th 7th 9th

GAL >`Y^S`V bdah[VW fZW Xa^^ai[`Y Wjb^S`Sf[a` aX fZW eUadWe

MZW eUadWe SdW agf aX -,,* 9 Z[YZWd eUadW [`V[USfWe TWffWd bWdXad_S`UW6 [X bSf[W`fe dWbadfWV S^^ SebWUfe aX fZW[d USdW Se

"hWdk YaaV" iW iag^V WjbWUf S eUadW aX STagf 4,( S eUadW Sdag`V 2, [`V[USfWe "YaaV" bSf[W`f WjbWd[W`UW* MZW ahWdS^^ eUadW

[e fZW ShWdSYW aX fZW Va_S[` eUadWe*
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

\_][om_ y.. to be inserted when survey results are published on 8th June.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by the implementation of a

Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key stakeholders and progress

monitored by the Trust board.
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NHS Outcome framework 3: Helping people to recover from
episodes of ill health or following injury

We pledged to achieve all access standards z we have not achieved this.

Performance against the access standards is reported monthly in the Trust board

papers. The reported position for February 2016 is shown below

Referral-toto-Treatment

Ih f[mn s_[l�m Qo[fcns []]iohn q_ c^_hnc`c_^ iol cgjlip_g_hn jlial[gg_ ni _hmol_

we met the RTT requirements. We implemented this and the Trust met the national

Referral-toto-Treatment standard in each month from August 2015, and expect to

continue this position throughout 2016/17.

The Four-hour Target

The Trust did not meet the emergency access four-hour standard in any quarter of

2015-16. Performance has been constrained by high levels of bed occupancy and

patient acuity. Our performance improved significantly to 93% (against the 95%

standard) in March 2016 as a result of the implementation of a number of actions

from the health-economy- developed implementation plan.
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Stroke performance

The Trust Performance against the national best practice performance indicators for

patients who have suffered a stroke have been identified in the Trust Board

performance reports as a concern as we have not been consistently achieving these.

Ih f[mn s_[lm� Qo[fcns account we set out our improvement plan which was aligned to

the transformation of stroke services in Greater Manchester. The graphs below

demonstrate our performance over the last two year this for both Stroke and

Transient Ischemic Attacks (TIA). These are two of a range of metrics monitored.

The Service also systematically undertakes a National continuous audit of its

practice and submits data to the SSNAP audit program. We have previously been

graded at D in the programme. The Quarter 3 2015/16 results have identified that we

are now graded at B which indicates significant progress and success of the

improvement programme we embarked on. The metrics shown below are only part

of the improvement programme���

.FDA =8�+8D9A D? 4@6 8�� � � � � � � �

NHS Outcome framework indicators:
All domains
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/%� �+8D9A D? 4@6 8�� � � � � � � �

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because the stroke improvement programme which was identified in the previous

Quality account and implemented throughout 2015/16, and has seen the reporting of

improved consistency of implementation of the clinical pathways and achieving

improved clinical outcomes.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken or intends to take further the

following actions to improve this reported performance by continuing to implement

our stroke improvement programme to achieve further improvement in our clinical

outcomes.
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Cancer indicators - including 62 Day cancer performance

The monitoring of Cancer performance is undertaken by the Trust board through its

routine reporting process. The performance indicators are set to identify best

practice minimum standards to ensure that patients receive care and treatment in the

most effective way. With respect to the Cancer performance criteria we believe that

this has been achieved in 2015/16.

The Trust aims to maintain compliance with all national and local performance

standards as identified in the Trust Objectives for 2015/16.

Target Actual 4-mth Actual Current 1-mth
15/16 YTD Trend Month Period F'cast

Cancer

93% 96.19% 95.75%

93% 93.09% 98.82%

96% 99.27% 100%

94% 100% 100%

98% 100% - -

85% 91.32% 100.00%

85% 91.32% 100.00%

NHS Cancer Screening Service referral 90% 100.00% 100.00%

Patient Access

2-week referral*

2-week breast symptomatic*

31-day treatment* (Feb 16)

31-day surgery* (Feb 16)

62-day from referral* (Feb 16)

31-day drug treatment* (Feb 16)

62-day from upgrade of urgency* (Feb 16)

NHS Outcome framework indicators:
All domains
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Staff Survey Results (including Friends and Family Test)

NHS Outcome framework 4: Ensuring that people have a positive
experience of care

The results are very positive and we have seen a marked improvement in a large

number of areas; it is also pleasing to note that there have been no significant areas

of deterioration since 2014. The Trust has scored in the highest (best) 20% for 21 of

the 32 Key Findings.

TOP AND BOTTOM RANKING SCORES

This highlights the Key findings where the Trust compares most favourably

with other acute trusts in England

TOP FIVE RANKING SCORES
Trust Score

2015
National
Average

KF24 Percentage of staff/colleagues reporting most recent
experience of violence
(Higher the better)

72% 53%

KF27 Percentage of staff/colleagues reporting most recent
experience of Harassment bullying or abuse
(Higher the better)

49% 37%

KF8 Staff Satisfaction with level of responsibility & involvement
(Higher the better)

4.06 3.91

KF7 Percentage of staff able to contribute towards
improvements at work
(Higher the better)

78% 69%

KF5 Recognition and value of staff by managers and the
organisation
(Higher the better)

3.60 3.42

This highlights the Key findings where the Trust compares least favourably

with other acute trusts in England

BOTTOM FOUR RANKING SCORES
Trust Score

2015
National Average

KF28 Percentage of staff witnessing potentially harmful errors,
near misses or incidents in the last 12 months. (lower the score
the better)

35% 31%

KF16 Percentage of staff working extra hours (lower the score
the better)

76% 72%

KF25 Percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from patients, relatives or the public in last 12 months
(lower the score the better)

32% 28%

KF22 Percentage of staff experiencing physical violence from
patients, relatives or the public in last 12 months (lower the
score the better)

15% 14%
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L[Y`[X[US`f B_bdahW_W`fe n fZ[e Z[YZ^[YZfe fZW SdWSe iZWdW efSXX WjbWd[W`UW

ZSe eZai` S efSf[ef[US^ e[Y`[X[US`f [_bdahW_W`f e[`UW 0./2

Significant Improvements
Trust Score

2015
Trust Score 2014

KF23 Percentage of staff experiencing physical violence form
staff in the last 12 months
(lower the score the better)

1% 3%

KF7 Percentage of staff able to contribute towards
improvements at work
(Higher the better)

78% 68%

KF8 Staff Satisfaction with level of responsibility & involvement
(Higher the better)

4.06 3.91

KF10 Support from immediate managers
(Higher the better)

3.85 3.70

KF6 Percentage reporting good communication between senior
management and staff

40% 32%

L[Y`[X[US`f VWfWd[adSf[a`e - fZ[e Z[YZ^[YZfe fZW SdWSe iZWdW efSXX WjbWd[W`UW ZSe

eZai` S efSf[ef[US^ e[Y`[X[US`f VWfWd[adSf[a` e[`UW 0./2

There were no scores showing a statistical significant deterioration*

OVERALL STAFF ENGAGEMENT
(Higher the better)

Trust
Score
2015

Trust
Score
2014

National
Average

Ranking
Compared to

all Trusts
Staff Engagement (Key Findings 1, 4
and 7) 3.94 3.79 3.79

Highest (best)
20%

The Trust benchmarked performance with others demonstrates

Staff survey Q12a, 12c and 12d
The percentage of staff employed by, or under contract to, the
trust during the reporting period who would recommend the
trust as a provider of care to their family or friends

2013 2014 2015

Tameside 3.55 3.70 3.91

Rank 99/141 61/138 16/99

Worst performing trust 3.06 3.00 3.30

Best performing Trust 4.25 4.20 4.10
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because of the assertive improvement programme implemented including staff

engagement undertaken in the past year to ensure delivery of Services, Care and

Treatment and staff support was enabled and was being consistently provided to the

standards required.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by the continuation of this a

Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key stakeholders and progress

monitored by the Trust board. Specifically:

The results of the 2015 survey were disseminated across the whole organisation and

all staff groups and shared with the Divisional Teams to ensure they had a full

opportunity to review the results for their areas and to agree the core actions that

needed to be taken*

Action Taken

We have focussed on understanding the bottom four ranking areas to see where

improvements can be made. It is pleasing to see that the outcomes of the actions

\_cha n[e_h qcnbch nb_ Tlomn�m Ola[hcm[ncih[f D_p_fijg_hn Snl[n_as [h^ H_[fnb [h^

Wellbeing Strategy are having positive effects for our staff, work during 2016 will be

to include the following:

' Further cohorts of the Leadership Development programmes which will

include an introduction into Coaching to facilitate a more facilitative coaching

style of leadership

' Ongoing development and rollout of the Trust Engagement Framework which

will bring about service improvement and quality initiatives aimed at improving

services whilst improving employee engagement

' Audit of the Appraisal process so that training can be targeted to the areas

most needed

' Riff ion i` nb_ Tlomn�m H_[fnb [h^ W_ff\_cha Snl[n_as qcnb [ mj_]c`c] `i]om ih

building resilience through organisational change

' Reviewing Trust processes and training regarding violence, harassment and

abuse from patients, relatives and carers.
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Safe Staffing levels

Safe Staffing levels continue to have a high profile within the organisation and are

reported on Monthly to Trust board. The graph and table below demonstrate the

data which has been presented throughout the year with Registered Nurse staffing

and Care staff achieved fill rates for day and night shifts.
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PLACE inspections

(Patient-led assessments of the care environment)

Good environments are important to us. Every patient should be cared for with

compassion and dignity in a clean, safe environment. Where standards fall short,

they should be able to draw it to the attention of managers and hold the service to

account. PLACE assessments provide an annual assessment of the environment

and areas for improvement.

The assessments are undertaken by teams including local people to assess key

[l_[m i` iol _hpclihg_hn l_f[n_^ ni j[nc_hn�m jlcp[]s [h^ ^cahcns, `ii^, ]f_[hfch_mm

and general building maintenance. In addition this year assessment specifically

included Dementia care as a focus. These assessments focus entirely on the care

environment and not provision of clinical care.

The annual assessment results for 2015 are shown below and are used to drive and

focus improvements in our care environment. This information is benchmarks with

the national average.

2015 PLACE scores

We are pleased to see that the Trust scores for cleanliness, privacy and dignity and

condition and appearance have increased from the 2014 baseline. However we

would aspire to perform at or above the national average for all areas. We have

implemented plans to ensure improved performance in the 2016 assessment.
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Turnaround times for Outpatient clinic letters

In the 2015/16 Objectives we said we would improve patient experience by ensuring

that we would aim to ensure improved administrative processes to improve the

turnaround of clinical letters.

We are aiming to ensure all urgent letters typed and sent within 2 working days and

routine letters typed and sent within 5 working days.

We are doing well in respect of the urgent letters, and have seen significant

improvement in the turnaround of letters in 5 days from 60% in January 2015 to

89.4% in 5 days in March 2016.

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

October 2015 November
2015

December
2015

January 2016 February 2016 March 2016

Compliance with 'Urgent Letter' Target

% Compliance Target
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Patient Outcomes

PROMS (Patient Reported Outcome Monitoring)

NHS Outcome framework 5: Treating and caring for people in a safe

environment and protecting them from avoidable harm.

The Trust continues to participate in the Patient Reported Outcome monitoring

measures identified below. The information provided demonstrates the Trust

Performance compared to the national benchmarking itit demonstrates that in the

main patients are reporting benefits from the outcome of the procedures reviewed.

Percentage of patients reporting that have improved for each procedure and

by scoring mechanism (unadjusted) (where the numbers are too low there is no

Trust indicator)

i
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Aberdeen Varicose Vein
Questionnaire

EQ VAS

EQ-5D Index

Oxford Knee Score
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EQ-5D Index

Oxford Hip Score
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The information provided below is the nationally published year on year comparison

data of our involvement and benchmarked comparison of pre- and post-operative

patient questionnaires (a combination of five key criteria concerning patients' self-

reported general health called EQ-5D Index' scores). The EQ5D scores are

compared to the England average scores in the table below.

A positive number indicates a net health gain being identified and comparison to the

England Average is also provided
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that these data are as

described because of the improvement programme put in place and the

implementation of care pathways being implemented.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by the continued

implementation of a Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key

stakeholders and progress monitored by the Trust board.
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Readmission Rates

The Trust Board monitors readmission rates for patients recently discharged from

hospital as a Quality indicator. The Board performance report monitors 30 day

readmissions as this is the Quality measure within the contract. The graph below

demonstrates the performance this year. We are aiming to reduce readmission rates

from both elective and non-elective patients.

We pledged to see a reduction in 30 day re-admission rates. We have through our

improvement workstreams achieved a reduction in the readmission rate as

demonstrated in the graph below but have further work to do to achieve the target

rate

ITIT)47? <EE<A @�D4F8E�.,-1+-2

The Quality Account requires us to benchmark 28 day readmissions, and these are

set out in the table below
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NHS Outcome framework 3: Treating and caring for people in a safe
environment and protecting them from avoidable harm.
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Key to The Health and Social Care Information Centre Comparison and improvement
bandings
W = National average lies within expected variation (95% confidence interval);
D = Some deterioration (not significant)
A5 = Significantly poorer than the national average at the 95% level but not at the 99.8%
level;
Notes:

' The readmission rate figures are standardised to persons 2006/07
' Indirectly age, sex, method of admission of discharge spell, diagnosis (ICD 10

chapter/selected sub-chapters within medical specialties) and procedure (OPCS 4 chapter /
selected sub-chapters within surgical specialties) standardised rates

' Ages 16+
' Best and worse readmission rates m_f_]n_^ `lig Tlomnm ]f[mm_^ [m |Sg[ff []on_} il |Sg[ff

[]on_ il gofnc m_lpc]_ ][n_ailc_m}.

' Source: The Health and Social Care Information Centre

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because the Care and Treatment provided by the Trust whilst demonstrating

improvement in year was still not being consistently provided to the standards

required.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust has taken the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by continuing to implement

and monitor care pathways and ensure they are systematically implemented.
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Improving Hospital Mortality

NHS Outcome framework
1: Preventing People from dying prematurely
2: Enhancing quality of life for people with long-term conditions

We pledged to see reduction in mortality rates and implementation of a systematic

review process to levels that are not statistically significant and show a reduction in

the raw death rate and the implementation of a systematic review process.

We are continuing to undertake mortality reviews for every death occurring in

hospital. The initial reviews within 14 days have systematically been achieved for

each month of the year. Where an issue is identified we undertake a comprehensive

MDT reviews and further investigation or external review as appropriate. These

cases are systematically followed up and results reported through the Mortality

Steering Group reporting to the Service Quality and Operational governance group.

The Hospital Risk adjusted mortality indices HSMR (Hospital Standardised Morality

Ratio) and SHMI (Summary Hospital-level Mortality Indicator) are routinely reported

in the Trust Board papers available on the Trust website. These indicators are

reported retrospectively the HSMR indicator is now within normal limits, whilst the

SHMI indicator is higher than expected but is expected to reduce further.
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The Trust continues to take the following actions to improve these indicators, and

ensure our mortality rates reduce further and are not higher than expected:

We continue to

' Maintain an Executive clinically led mortality steering group to review

intelligence available.

' Routinely monitor and investigate and understand the areas that alert on the

mortality indices.

' Analyse and understand our data and develop the capability of the clinical

divisions to review and analyse the mortality data at specialty level in the

clinical divisions

' Commission specific reviews/audits of areas of concern when required.

' Develop more care pathways and care bundles to improve standardisation

and reliability of care delivery.
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Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust considers that this data is as described

because the because of the improvement programme put in place and the

implementation of care pathways being implemented.

Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is taking the following action to further

improve this indicator and so the quality of its services by implementation of the

Trust wide improvement programme agreed with key stakeholders and progress

monitored by the Trust board, and in addition a work programme including:

The Palliative Care Coding rate compared to the national rate is displayed in the

table below.

Indicator 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 .,-1+-2

Tameside Palliative Care coding
rate

3.2% 4.8% 3.3% 3.5% 3.3%

National Palliative Care coding rate 2.3% 2.6% 3.3% 3.1% 3.3%

MZW bWdUW`fSYW aX bSf[W`f VWSfZe i[fZ bS^^[Sf[hW USdW UaVWV SdW6)

Jan 12 z Dec

12

April 12 z Mar

13

July 12 z June

13

October 14 z

Sept 15

Tameside 25.0% 24.7% 23.0% 18.5%

Highest Nationally 42.7% 44.0% 44.1% 49.2%

Lowest nationally 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

National average 19.4% 20.4% 20.6% 20.6%

MZW MST^W TW^ai VW_a`efdSfWe fZW UgddW`f LAFB

2012 2013 2014 2015

Tameside 118 112 118 114

Best Nationally 71 63 60 65

Worst nationally 125 116 120 118
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Improved nutritional care and hydration

+ % 0� , KJ9EC ;� <H7 C ;M EHA� � �� 1H;7 J?D=� 7 D: � 97 H?D=� <EH� F;EFB;� ?D� 7 � I7 <;�

;DL?HEDC ;DJ�7 D: �FHEJ;9J?D=�J>;C �<HEC �7 LE?: 7 8B;�>7 HC �

We pledged to provide improved care in relation to nutrition and hydration

The Trust routinely undertakes a nutritional risk assessment for inpatients and this is

reported to the Trust board. We have achieved and exceeded the standard set

throughout the year.

Nutritional Risk Assessments
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Other Important Patient Safety and Effectiveness Indicators

NHS Outcome framework 3: Helping people to recover from
episodes of ill health or following injury

See individual
indicators below

ISf[W`f LSXWfk B`V[USfad
.,-0+-1

IWdXad_S`UW

.,-1+-2

IWdXad_S`UW

?S[^gdW aX fZW eSXWd)egdYWdk bdaUWee , ,

Lf>BL LWd[age B`U[VW`fe dWbadfWV /2 .2

=gfk aX <S`Vagd TdWWUZWe , ,
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<ada`Wde LWUf[a` .4 ^WffWde 4 2
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Mdgef <adbadSfW HT\WUf[hWe 0./4-/5

1 To ensure all patients and service users receive harm free care through the

^_fcp_ls i` nb_ Tlomn�m j[nc_hn [h^ m_lpc]_ om_l m[`_ns jlial[gg_ []limm [ff

hospital and community services.

2 To improve the quality of patient and service user care through the
cgjf_g_hn[ncih i` nb_ Tlomn�m [al__^ ko[fcns mnl[n_as []limm [ff hospital and
community services.

3 To improve patient and service user experience through a personalised,
integrated, responsive, compassionate and caring approach to the delivery of
care.

4 To facilitate the transfer of Community Services and the development of the

Community Integration Plans to support the systems integration strategy.

5 To work with local communities, our partners and stakeholders to develop a

new model of integrated care, central to our five year Sustainability and

Transformation Plan, in which the people of Tameside and Glossop will be

supported:

' to prevent ill-health and live healthy, independent lives wherever
possible;

' to manage any ongoing health conditions more effectively in their
own homes and communities;

' to get easy access to joined-up services in the most appropriate
location.

6 To deliver against the required local and national frameworks, both directly
and through partner organisations as part of Greater Manchester Health and
Social Care Devolution, securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
the use of Trust resources.
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Comments from Other

Agencies on the 2015/16

Quality Account
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Statement from Tameside and Glossop CCG

Tameside & Glossop Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) welcome the opportunity

to comment on the quality of services provided by Tameside Hospital Foundation

Trust.

Over the past year, together with other strategic partners, we have worked with the

colleagues across the organisation including the board, executive team and

operational staff to support the delivery of quality and patient safety improvements

within the Trusts services. The continued improvement journey has resulted in the

Trust being formally removed from Special Measures by Monitor in Sept 2015,

following the publication of the Care Quality Commission ratings in which the CQC

recognised the significant improvements the Trust had made since its previous

inspection.

T&G CCG have continued to work closely with THFT to monitor the quality of

services provided via monthly quality meetings. The CCG would like to acknowledge

the level of transparency and openness demonstrated at these meetings by THFT.

Patient safety

Within the quality account, the Trust outlines how they continue to work towards

improvements in patient safety; implementing harm free care initiatives, such as

reducing hospital acquired pressure ulcers, and implementing a new early warning

system for the deteriorating patient.

This year has seen a significant reduction in HCAIs within the Trust; with a 47%

reduction in the number of positive cases this year compared to last; this is an

extremely positive result and reflects the commitment of the Trust to improving

patient safety in this area. The Trust has worked closely with the CCG to develop a

Whole Health Economy action plan which will drive the strategic objectives to

improve antibiotic stewardship and improve infection prevention practice across the

health economy.

Am j[ln i` nb_ mcah oj ni nb_ h[ncih[f Scah Uj ni S[`_ns [h^ H[_fi ~M[echa S[`_ns

Vcmc\f_�, nb_ CCG b[m qile_^ ch j[lnh_lmbcj qcnb nb_ Tlomn ni _g\_^ nbe range of
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patient safety principles. The CCG welcomes the commitment from the Trust to

invest to predicting and preventing future harm rather than looking back at past

harm; the CCG welcomes this focus.

In 2015/16 the CCG developed local CQUINs aimed at developing an integrated

approach across the health economy for pressure ulcer prevention and reducing

avoidable UTIs; the Trust led the delivery of these CQUINs across the health

economy. The learning from theses CQUINs has informed to wider integration of

these CQUINs into the two local quality initiatives for 2016/17. The work of the

pressure ulcer CQUIN has been recognised as good practice by NHSE at a regional

level and the CCG and Trust have been requested to present at a future NHSE

event.

The CCG has undertaken two quality visits to THFT in 15/16; an announced visit to

Maternity Services and an unannounced visit to A&E and ward 43 in relation to

capacity issues; both visits were welcomed by the Trust and provided assurance in

relation to quality of service and care provided. Where areas for improvement were

recommended, the Trust has embraced the recommendations made.

Patient experience

The CCG recognise that the Trust has worked hard to improve the integrated action

plan to increase both response rates and promoter scores for the national Friends

and Family Test and have seen a considerable increase in both in all areas.

The CCG acknowledges that Maternity Friends and Family remains a challenge, but

are assured that clear plans are in place to ensure improvements in this area.

The Trust has noticeably invested in resource and infrastructure to improve

timeliness of response to complaints and the quality of those responses. The CCG

are pleased to read that the Trust pledge to reduce the number of complaints per

year per 1000 patient contacts to below 1.15 has been achieved, whilst seeing an

increased number of complaints in the year. The CCG welcomes the Trust pledge to

increase the number of recorded compliments per 1000 patient contacts by 25%.

The Trust has brought in independent complaints managers to deal with the most

complex complaints, which demonstrates commitment to transparency, learning
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lessons and resolving issues in a robust manner. All learning from incidents and

complaints is presented to both the Trust Board and CCG in the form of an

aggregated learning report to ensure that themes and trends are addressed. The

Trust has integrated the use of patient stories in their staff training and governance

groups.

Staffing and Culture

THFT had extremely positive results from the annual staff survey in which there had

been no significant areas of deterioration since 2014. Commendably the Trust

scored in the highest (best) 20% for 21 of the 32 key findings across the country;

placing them as one of the best performing Trusts in GM. The CCG can see that

much of this has been attributed to the fact that there has been sustained effective

leadership and the CCG welcomes this. However, the CCG recognise that

recruitment remains a challenge although feel that this will improve as the change in

organisational structure develops.

Patient Outcomes

The Trust has increased their participation in both national and local clinical audits,

learning from which is shared with the CCG.

Throughout the year, Trust has concentrated on improving clinical communications.

The CCG recognise that the Trust have seen improvement in results of the First

Flc^[s W[felioh^m< [h chcnc[ncp_ oh^_l nb_ Tlomn�m Snl[n_as ~Ep_lsih_ M[nn_lm,

Patients, Family and Carers at the he[ln i` _p_lsnbcha q_ ^i�. Tb_ CCG `__f nbcm cm

an important way for patients to be given the opportunity to feedback their real time

experiences and note some of the positive feedback that the Trust has received from

this as just one mechanism to improve patient outcomes.

Though mortality rates at the Trust have remained above average in the past year, a

robust mechanism for reviewing all deaths to examine unavoidability has continued

and will continue to be implemented; 100% of mortality reviews have taken place

throughout the year. The CCG welcomes the work undertaken this year by the Trust

to improve their clinical coding in relation to mortality data, we will continue to

monitor mortality data and anticipate the impact of improved coding quality will begin

to be demonstrated in mortality rates.
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Areas for improvement 2016/17

Tameside & Glossop CCG will continue to work with the Trust to support all aspects

of their improvement journey; some specific areas that The CCG will focus on are:

Stroke performance and the quality of the patient experience in this area, mortality

data, clinical communications, referral to treatment times, A&E performance and 4

hour targets and delayed transfer of care.

The CCG would like to see the improvement journey expanded in 16/17 to deliver

good quality care to patients following the transfer of Community Services and staff

on the 1st April 2016.

The CCG would like to see more patient outcome measures illustrated within the

Quality Account going forward, alongside the improvement metrics that are already

illustrated throughout the account to outline the whole patient journey.

In conclusion Tameside & Glossop CCG feel the Trust has demonstrated their

commitment to embedding an honest and open culture within the organisation. We

recognise the significant journey the Trust is on to improve the care and treatment

they provide. The Trust has taken meaningful steps to put patient safety and patient

experience at the heart of the organisation. The CCG will continue to support the

Trust to achieve the corporate objectives for 2016/17 and assure that the

improvement journey continues and the Trust provides safe, effective compassionate

care to our population.

Statement from Healthwatch Tameside

Healthwatch Tameside response to Tameside Hospital draft Quality Account

2015/16.

Healthwatch Tameside welcomes this opportunity to respond to the draft Quality

Account produced by Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.

During 2015/16 we have had a significant involvement in considering quality and

patient experience at Tameside Hospital. This includes:
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' R_aof[l g__ncham \_nq__h nb_ bimjcn[f�m Cbc_` Er_]oncp_ [h^ iol Cb[cl, Cbc_`

Officer and Manager.

' Direct liaison with senior hospital executives when concerns have been raised

with us by members of the public.

' M_g\_lmbcj i` nb_ bimjcn[f�m P[nc_hn Erj_lc_h]_ Glioj.

' Follow up work to Enter and View visits to the hospital in 14/15.

' Encouraging the public to post stories (positive and negative experiences of

care in the hospital) on the Patient Opinion online platform and monitoring the

responses to these stories.

' M_g\_lmbcj i` T[g_mc^_ [h^ Gfimmij Cfchc][f Ciggcmmcihcha Glioj�m

Quality Committee z where the quality of delivery for local NHS contracts is

discussed.

We welcome the fact that the Chief Er_]oncp_�m Op_lpc_q ni nb_ ko[fcns []]iohn

bcabfcabnm b_[fnb j[lnh_lm� chpifp_g_hn ch nb_ ko[fcns cgjlip_g_hn jlial[gg_.

We are pleased to see the continued focus on the delivery of a patient safety

programme. We believe that every patient expects and deserves safe (and effective)

care. Whilst every care provider and every care worker will have safety in mind at all

times, throwing a deliberate spotlight on safety affords an opportunity for everyone to

reflect on what they can do better.

Clearly there is a wide range of progress on a range of indicators pointing to the

programme of work undertaken and where there is still progress to be made it is

clear that actions are planned. Progress in relation to the Friends and Family Test is

particularly encouraging with the need to improve maternity service scores noted.

The increased responsiveness to concerns and complaints is also vital and we value

the way that the hospital continues to work with us to contribute to this. The

achievements around capturing and increasing the number of complements received

is equally important and notable. The 2015 Place scores show improvements from

the baseline but the aspiration to achieve above the national average in all areas

should as noted be a focus.

Although routine activities like surveys and the Friends and Family Test are good

ways to gather patient feedback there are other valuable ways of listening to patients

and their families. We would welcome further opportunities to discuss with the
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hospital how wider feedback can be achieved and have valued the building of

working relationships to enable this over the past year.

Our overall view

Our experience is that hospital leaders are genuinely open, honest and ready to be

held to account for the quality of care in their hospital. Equally importantly the

bimjcn[f�m qile`il]_ cm qc^_fs l_]iahcm_^ [m ][lcha [h^ b[l^ qilecha.

Achievements in quality, safety and patient experience are evident and it is positive

that the desire for further improvement remains a focus. We are committed to being

nb_ fi][f ~]ihmog_l ]b[gjcih� ch nb_m_ jli]_mm_m z ensuring that patient

experiences are heard and learnt from and also providing the local population with

some assurance that they are represented independently in key conversations

where the hospital is challenged and held to account where appropriate.

Healthwatch Tameside strongly supports the continued spirit of collaboration and

partnership working to achieve the best health outcomes for our local population.

Healthwatch Tameside, 20 May 2016

Statement from the Council of Governors

The Governors acknowledge the significant improvements and changes made in the

Trust during the year and were pleased when these were reflected in the revised

CQC rating and the removal from Special measures. We recognise that the

improvement process is a continuous one and are pleased to note the reported

achievements and ongoing work to further improve the Patient Safety and

Experience. We remain confident that under the current leadership these will

continue to be achieved.

The Council of Governors continue to receive Quality Report updates and debate

quality issues with Trust Board members at the Council of Governors meetings.

Against the prescribed criterion I am happy that the Quality Account is

representative, is a comprehensive coverage of services and to the best of my

knowledge provides a balanced account of the activities the Trust has undertaken in

2015/16.

Terry Askew - Lead Governor
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Statement from TMBC Health and Well being

I am pleased to note that ongoing improvements continue to be achieved as a result

of the dedication and hard work of members of staff at all levels.

The future of the hospital, in its transformation to an Integrated Care Organisation

presents many challenges, but will ultimately serve to provide a good foundation to

address the health and social care needs of the population of Tameside and

Glossop.

Councillor Brenda Warrington Executive Member

Adult Social Care & Wellbeing Tameside MBC
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Auditor Assurance Report

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT TO THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS

OF TAMESIDE HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST ONLY

Opinions and conclusions arising from our audit

1 Our opinion on the financial statements is unmodified

We have audited the financial statements of Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust for
the year ended 31 March 2016 set out on pages 1 to 36 of the Annual Accounts. In our
opinion:

' the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of the Trust's affairs as at
31 March 2016 and of the Trust's income and expenditure for the year then ended; and

' the financial statements have been properly prepared in accordance with the NHS
Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2015/16.

2 Our assessment of risks of material misstatement

In arriving at our audit opinion above on the financial statements the risks of material
misstatement that had the greatest effect on our audit were as follows:

Valuation of land and buildings - £109 million (2019/15:L106 million)

Refer to page 28 of the Annual Report (Chair of Audit Committee report), page 6
(accounting policy) and pages 23 (financial disclosures) of the Annual Accounts.

The risk: Land and buildings are initially recognised at cost. Non-specialised property
assets in operational use are subsequently recognised at current value in existing use
(EUV). Specialised assets, where a market value is not readily ascertainable, are
subsequently recognised at the depreciated replacement cost (DRC) of a modern
equivalent asset that has the same service potential as the existing property (MEAV). A
review is carried out each year to test assets for potential impairment or revaluation.

There is significant judgment involved in determining the appropriate basis (EUV or DRC)
for each asset according to its degree of specialisation, as well as over the assumptions
made in arriving at the valuation of the asset. In particular the DRC basis of valuation
requires an assumption as to whether the replacement asset would be situated on the
existing site or, if more appropriate, on an alternative site, Further, DRC is decreased if
VAT on replacement costs is deemed to be recoverable. Both of these assumptions can
have potentially significant effects on the valuation.

In 2015/16 the Trust commissioned a desktop valuation from an external valuer as at 31
March 2016 to demonstrate that the land and buildings were being held at fair value. As a
result, the value of the assets was increased by £3.9 million to reflect their fair value.

Given the value of land and buildings and the level of judgments involved in determining the
carrying value of these assets, we consider this to be an area of significant audit risk.
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Our response: Our audit procedures included:

' assessing the competence, capability, objectivity and independence of the Trust's
external valuer

' reviewing the terms of engagement of, and the instructions issued to, the valuer for
consistency with the requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting
M[ho[f, nb_ Tlomn�m []]iohncha jifc]c_m [h^ [jjlijlc[n_ nl_[ng_hn i` VAT in relation to
valuations;-

' confirming that the information provided to the valuer by the Trust, relating to the
assets requiring to be valued, agreed to the Trust's fixed asset records

' assessing the reasonableness of assumptions used in the valuation model, especially
cost indices and underlying replacement cost assumptions, based on our own
expectations by reference to sector and local knowledge;

' reviewing the treatment of the valuer's revaluation within the Trust's financial
statements to ensure that any upwards revaluations or impairments had been properly
classified and accounted for; and

' considering the adequacy of the disclosures about the key judgments and degree of
estimation involved in arriving at the valuation and the related sensitivities.

3 Our application of materiality and an overview of the scope of our audit

The materiality for the financial statements was set at £2.5 million (2014/15: £2.5 million),
determined with reference to a benchmark of income from operations (of which it represents
1.6% (2014/15: 1.6%)). We consider income from operations to be more stable than a
surplus-related benchmark.

We report to the Audit Committee any corrected and uncorrected identified misstatements
exceeding £125,000 (2014/15 £125,000), in addition to other identified misstatements that
warrant reporting on qualitative grounds.

Our audit of the Trust was undertaken to the materiality level specified above and was all
performed at the Trust's headquarters in Ashton-under-Lyne.

4 Our opinion on other matters prescribed by the Code of Audit Practice is

unmodified

In our opinion:

' the parts of the Remuneration and Staff Report to be audited have been properly
prepared in accordance with the MIS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual
2015/16; and

' the information given in the Annual Report for the financial year for which the financial
statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.

5 We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters on which we are

required to report by exception
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Under ISAs (UK&I) we are required to report to you if, based on the knowledge we acquired
during our audit, we have identified other information in the Annual Report that contains a
material inconsistency with either that knowledge or the financial statements, a material
misstatement of fact, or that is otherwise misleading.

In particular, we are required to report to you if:

' we have identified material inconsistencies between the knowledge we acquired during
our audit and the directors' statement that they consider that the Annual Report and
Accounts taken as a whole is fair, balanced and understandable and provides the
information necessary for patients, regulators and other stakeholders to assess the
Trust's performance, business model and strategy;, or

' the report titled 'Audit Committee {Report of the Chair' within the Directors Report
does not appropriately address matters communicated by us to the audit committee.

Under the Code of Audit Practice we are required to report to you if in our opinion:

' the Annual Governance Statement does not reflect the disclosure requirements set out
in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2015/16, is misleading or is not
consistent with our knowledge of the Trust and other information of which we are aware
from our audit of the financial statements.

In addition We are required to report to you if:

' any reports to the regulator have been made under Schedule 10(6) of the National
Health Service Act 2006.

' any matters have been reported in the public interest under Schedule 10(3) of the
National Health Service Act 2006 in the course of, or at the end of the audit.

We have nothing to report in respect of the above responsibilities.

6 Other matters on which we report by exception - adequacy of arrangements to

secure value for money

Under the Code of Audit Practice we are required to report by exception if we conclude that
we are not satisfied that the Trust has put in place proper arrangements to secure value for
money in the use of resources for the relevant period.

The Trust was removed from Special Measures by Monitor on 17 September 2015 after
complying with enforcement undertakings accepted by Monitor in 2013. Monitor accepted
new enforcement undertakings from the Trust on 16 September 2015 to ensure that the
Trust continues to address its short-term and long-term financial challenges.

The Trust is still reliant on financial support from the Department of Health, but has taken
action in the year to produce a long-term financial plan that demonstrates the sustainability
of the Trust and its ability to secure a breakeven position in the long term. Whilst the Trust
and its local health economy partners have identified efficiency schemes that will support the
achievement of the financial plan there is a lack of detail in the plan which shows how these
schemes will be delivered. Additionally, we identified a number of significant risks that could
still impact on the Trust's ability to deliver the long-term financial plan. Most notably, there is
a risk that the transitional funding requested to deliver the change identified in the financial
plan will not be secured in full.

Except for the matters referred to above we are satisfied that that the Trust put in place
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
for the year ended 31 March 2016.
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Certificate of audit completion

We certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts of Tameside Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 10 of the National
Health Service Act 2006 and the Code of Audit Practice issued by the National Audit
Office.

Respective responsibilities of the accounting officer and auditor

As described more fully in the Statement of Accounting Officer's Responsibilities on
page 66 of the Annual Report, the accounting officer is' responsible for the preparation
of financial statements which give a true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit, and
express an opinion on, the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and
International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to
comply with the UK Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of an audit of financial statements performed in accordance with ISAs (UK
and Ireland)

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on our website
at www.kpmg.com/uklauditscopeother2014. This report is made subject to important
explanations regarding our responsibilities, as published on that website, which are
incorporated into this report as if set out in full and should be read to provide an
understanding of the purpose of this report, the work we have undertaken and the basis
of our opinions.

Respective responsibilities of the Trust and auditor in respect of arrangements
for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources

The Trust is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, to ensure proper stewardship and
governance, and to review regularly the adequacy and effectiveness of these
arrangements.

Under Section 62(1) and Schedule 10 paragraph 1(d), of the National Health Service
Act 2006 we have a duty to satisfy ourselves that the Trust has made proper
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether all
aspects of the Trust's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness
in its use of resources are operating effectively.

Scope of the review of arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in the use of resources

We have undertaken our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice,
having regard to the guidance on the specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and
Auditor General (C&AG), as to whether the Trust has proper arrangements to ensure it
took properly informed decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and
sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. The C&AG determined this
criterion as necessary for us to consider under the Code of Audit Practice in satisfying
ourselves whether the Trust put in place proper arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2016.
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We planned our work in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. Based on our risk
assessment, we undertook such work as we considered necessary to form a view on
whether, in all significant respects, the Trust had put in place proper arrangements to
secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.

The purpose of our audit work and to whom we owe our responsibilities

This report is made solely to the Council of Governors of the Trust, as a body, in accordance
with Schedule 10 of the National Health Service Act 2006. Our audit work has been
undertaken so that we might state to the Council of Governors of the Trust, as a body, those
matters we are required to state to them in an auditor's report and for no other purpose. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the Council of Governors of the Trust, as a body, for our audit work, for this report
or for the opinions we have formed.

Andrew Smith

for and on behalf of KPMG LLP, Statutory Auditor

Chartered Accountants

1 St Peter's Square

Manchester

M2 3AE

26 May 2016





Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust - 2015/16 

Statement of Comprehensive Income 

Operating income from patient care activities 

Other operating income 

Total operating income from continuing operations 

Operating expenses 

Operating surplus/(deficit) from continuing operations 

Finance income 

Finance expenses 

Finance expenses - unwinding of discount 

PDC dividends payable 

Net finance costs 

Surplus/(deficit) for the year 

Other comprehensive income 

Will not be reclassified to income and expenditure: 

Revaluations 

Share of comprehensive income from associates and joint ventures 

Other recognised gains and losses 

Remeasurements of the net defined benefit pension scheme liability/asset 

Other reserve movements 

Note 

3 

3.3 

4 

9 

10 

19 

May be reclassified to income and expenditure when certain conditions are met: 

Fair value gains/(losses) on available-for-sale financial investments 

Recycling gains/(losses) on available-for-sale financial investments 

Total comprehensive income/(expense) for the period 

*The (Deficit)/Surplus for the year excluding exceptional items

(Deficit)/Surplus for the year* 

Exceptional Items 

Impairment Reversal 

Impairment 

Restructure Cost 

Total Exceptional Items 

(Deficit) for the Year - excluding exceptional items 

Page 1 

2015/16 

£000 

152,694 

12,790 

165,484 

(184,177) 

(18,693) 

21 

(3,587) 

(8) 

(483) 

(4,057) 

(22,750) 

3,925 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(18,825) 

2015/16 

£000 

(22,750) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(22,750) 

2014/15 

£000 

146,020 

13,462 

159,482 

(171,096) 

(11,614) 

23 

(3,221) 

(19) 

(873) 

(4,090) 

(15,704) 

7,179 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(8,525) 

2014/15 

£000 

(15,704) 

2,823 

0 

(91) 
2,732 

(18,436) 



Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust - 2015/16 

Statement of Financial Position 

Intangible assets 

Property, plant and equipment 

Trade and other receivables 

Total non-current assets 

Current assets 

Inventories 

Trade and other receivables 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Total current assets 

Current liabilities 

Trade and other payables 

Other liabilities 

Borrowings 

Provisions 

Total current liabilities 

Total assets less current liabilities 

Non-current liabilities 

Other liabilities 

Borrowings 

Provisions 

Total non-current liabilities 

Total assets employed 

Financed by 

Public dividend capital 

Revaluation reserve 

Income and expenditure reserve 

Total taxpayers' equity 

The notes on pages 5 to 36 form part of these accounts . 

Signed ... �000 .. , .. .............. . 
Karen James Name 

Position Chief Executive 

Date 26 May 2016 

Page 2 

31 March 2016 

Note £000 

11 0 

12 115,696 

14 4,276 

119,972 

13 1,704 

14 4,933 

15 1,215 

7,852 

16 (20,818) 

17 (2,440) 

18 (1,282) 

19 (208) 

(24,748) 

103,076 

17 0 

18 (89,881) 

19 (679) 

(90,560) 

12,516 

53,285 

29,301 

(70,070) 

12,516 

31 March 2015 

£000 

0 

114,370 

3,312 

117,682 

1,421 

5,500 

991 

7,912 

(17,653) 

(2,464) 

(1,227) 

(625) 

(21,969) 

103,625 

(664) 

(70,863) 

(802) 

(72,329) 

31,296 

53,240 

26,019 

(47,963) 

31,296 



Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust - 2015/16 

Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2016 

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2015 - brought forward 

Surplus/(deficit) for the year 

Public dividend capital received 

Revaluation of assets 

Other reserve movements 

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2016 

Statement of Changes in Equity for the year ended 31 March 2015 

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2014 - brought forward 

Prior period adjustment 

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 1 April 2014 - restated 

Surplus/(deficit) for the year 

Revaluations 

Public dividend capital received 

Public dividend capital repaid 

Other reserve movements 

Taxpayers' and others' equity at 31 March 2015 

The notes on pages 5 to 36 form part of these accounts. 

Page 3 

Public 

Dividend 

Capital 

£000 

53,240 

0 

45 

0 

0 
53,285 

Public 

Dividend 
Capital 

£000 

53,168 

0 

53,168 

0 

0 

9,079 

(9,007) 

0 

53,240 

Revaluation 

reserve 

£000 

26,019 

0 

0 

3,925 

(643) 
29,301 

Revaluation 

reserve 

£000 

19,346 

0 

19,346 

0 

7,179 

0 

0 

(506) 

26,019 

Income and 

Expenditure 

reserve Total 

£000 £000 

(47,963) 31,296 

(22,750) (22,750) 

0 45 

3,925 

643 0 
(70,070) 12,516 

Income and 

Expenditure 

reserve Total 

£000 £000 

(32,765) 39,749 

0 0 

(32,765) 39,749 

(15,704) (15,704) 

0 7,179 

0 9,079 

0 (9,007) 

506 0 

(47,963) 31,296 



Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust- 2015/16 

Statement of Cash Flows 

2015/16 2014/15 

Note £000 £000 

Cash flows from operating activities 

Operating surplus/(deficit) SOCI (18,693) (11,614) 

Non-cash income and expense: 

Depreciation and amortisation 4 5,117 4,747 

Impairments and reversals of impairments 5 0 (2,823) 
(Gain)/loss on disposal of non-current assets 4/3.3 (214) 31 

Income recognised in respect of capital donations 3.3 (53) (65) 

(lncrease)/decrease in receivables and other assets 14 (523) 396 

(lncrease)/decrease in inventories 13 (283) (122)

lncrease/(decrease) in payables and other liabilities 16 2,404 (799)

lncrease/(decrease) in provisions 19 (548) 581 

Net cash generated from/(used in) operating activities (12,793) (9,668) 

Cash flows from investing activities 

Interest received 9 21 23 

Purchase of property, plant, equipment and investment property 12 (2,477) (2,919) 

Sales of property, plant, equipment and investment property 299 0 

Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities (2,157) (2,896) 

Cash flo�s from financing activities 

Public dividend capital received 45 9,079 

Public dividend capital repaid 0 (9,007) 

Movement on loans from the Department of Health 20,300 14,650 

Capital element of PFI, LIFT and other service concession payments (1,227) (1,428) 

Interest paid on PFI, LIFT and other service concession obligations (3,149) (3,221) 

Interest paid on Loans from Department of Health (438) 0 

PDC dividend paid (357) (1,104)

15,174 8,969

lncrease/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 224 (3,595)

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 April 991 4,586 

Cash and cash equivalents at start of period for new FTs 0 0 

Cash and cash equivalents transferred under absorption accounting 0 0 

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 March 15 1,215 991 
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Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust - 2015/16 

Note 8 Operating leases 

Note 8.1 Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust as a lessor 

This note discloses income generated in operating lease agreements where Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is 

the lessor. 

The Foundation Trust has five lessors, three relating to the renting of roof space for radio masts and two relating to 

accommodation. 

Operating lease revenue 

Minimum lease receipts 

Total 

Future minimum lease receipts due: 

- not later than one year;

- later than one year and not later than five years;

- later than five years.

Total

Note 8.2 Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust as a lessee 

66 

66 

31 March 

2016 

£000 

37 

129 

477 

643 

47 

47 

31 March 

2015 

£000 

48 

141 

498 

687 

This note discloses costs and commitments incurred in operating lease arrangements where Tameside Hospital NHS 

Foundation Trust FT is the lessee. 

The NHS Foundation Trust has one significant lease for a managed clinical equipment service. 

Operating lease expense 

Minimum lease payments 

Total 

2015/16 

£000 

473 

473 

31 March 

Future minimum lease payments due: 

- not later than one year;

- later than one year and not later than five years;

- later than five years.

Total
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2016 

£000 

464 

1,446 

164 

2,074 

2014/15 

£000 

118 

118 

31 March 

2015 

£000 

159 

1,876 

236 

2,271 



Annual Accounts - Tameside Hospital NHS Foundation Trust - 2015/16 

Note 9 Finance income 

Finance income represents interest received on assets and investments in the period. 

Interest on bank accounts 

Total 

2015/16 

£000 

21 

21 

The NHS Foundation Trust received interest from cash deposited with HM Treasury, and the Government Banking 

Note 10 Finance expenditure 

Finance expenditure represents interest and other charges involved in the borrowing of money. 

Interest expense: 

Loans from the Department of Health 

Interest on late payment of commercial debt 

Main finance costs on PFI and LIFT schemes obligations 

Contingent finance costs on PFI and LIFT scheme obligations 

Total 

2015/16 

£000 

423 

15 

2,379 

770 

3,587 

2014/15 

£000 

23 

23 

2014/15 

£000 

6 

0 

2,437 

778 

3,221 

The interest charge on Working Capital Facility and the Interim Revenue Support loan was £423k in 2015/16. The NHS 
Foundation Trust is expecting to receive an additional Interim Revenue Support loan of £17.3m in 2016/17, which will also 

incur interest of 1.5%. 

Note 10.1 The late payment of commercial debts (interest) Act 1998 

Amounts included within interest payable arising from claims made under this legislation 

Compensation paid to cover debt recovery costs under this legislation 
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2015/16 

£000 

15 

0 

2014/15 

£000 

0 

0 
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